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I
In t r o d u c t io n

C h a p t e r
L i g h t  a n d  M a t t e r
The study of light and matter have become intrinsically linked since the development of the 
Laser. This continually developing tool has opened new dimension in our understanding of 
the fundamental behaviour of matter, for example, allowing us to access to the incredibly fast 
timescales inherent to the smallest scales in nature, and also extreme regimes of nonlinearity 
which results from the forces required to affect matter on these scales. Results from many 
decades of research have led to the discovery of new light sources, such as High-order 
Harmonic Generation (HHG), and the development of new theoretical models which can cope 
with the interaction of light and matter in these non-perturbative regimes. The highlights 
of this research, which include the generation of short light pulses and their applications 
to the observation and manipulation of atoms and molecules, are described in this chapter.
1.1 Introduction
One of the most important inventions of the 20th century has been the LASERa, which was 
first demonstrated by Maiman in I9601. This event marked the birth of a unique source 
of visible radiation based on the quantum theory of light and matter. This theory had 
been bashed out at the beginning of the 20th century by scientists such as Planck, Bohr, 
and Einstein, among many others. Quantum theory was necessary to explain the results 
of experiments which seemed to contradict the concepts and assumptions at the heart 
of classical electromagnetism and Newtonian physicsb. These developments led to our 
modern view of light and matter as possessing both wave and particle-like properties. This 
understanding has now made it possible to envisage the possibility of being able to fully 
control these fundamental properties.
Lasers ranging from nanometers to the mile long can be found in research establishments 
throughout the world; fulfilling a variety of roles. Some of the most advanced lasers produce 
pulses of light with durations of ~80 attoseconds. One attosecond being approximately as
aLight Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
bAn example being the shape of the black-body radiation spectrum, which was eventually explained 
by Planck using a quantised oscillator model
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small a unit of time as one second is to the age of the universe. This temporal resolution is 
important because it grants the ability to study processes occurring on increasingly smaller 
scales, with attosecond resolution opening the doorway to observing and controlling 
fundamental electronic motion2. The availability of femtosecond pulses having already 
done this for the nuclear dynamics underlying chemical and biological processes3,4.
Short pulses also offer a way of concentrating power to achieve very high instanta­
neous electric fields. Such fields have numerous applications, with the most interesting 
being related to the ability to enter highly nonlinear regimes of light-matter interaction; 
an example being the generation of attosecond pulses described in this chapter. While 
such experiments are consistent with quantum laws, they illustrate the fact that there 
is much to learn about how to correctly apply these laws in predicting how atoms, and 
especially molecules, will interact. These kinds of experiments highlight deficiencies in 
our applications of quantum theory, such as the approximations used to separate electronic 
and nuclear motion in models of molecular behaviour.
This chapter will review some of the aspects of research carried out with intense laser 
fields; imparting the background necessary to understand the experiments performed in 
this thesis. First we will give a short overview into techniques for producing the shortest 
of optical pulses, which consist of only a few cycles of electromagnetic field. With the 
development of shorter pulses and increasing energies has come the discovery of many new 
phenomenon in the interaction of light with atoms. This is now relatively well understood 
in atoms, especially when compared to molecules where a more complex structure leads 
to a correspondingly richer set of phenomenon.
1.2 Femtosecond pulse generation
A workhorse of modern research into the nature of matter is the femtosecond laser oscillator. 
This has now developed to the point where optical pulse's with temporal durations of a 
few fs and precisely controlled electric fields are widely available5,6. Short-pulse generation 
rests in the concept of mode-locking, whereby a laser cavity can be made to produce a 
single short pulse of light by locking the phase of the longitudinal cavity modes. This phase 
locking can be accomplished either passively or actively through the action of a medium 
placed into the cavity which is able to modulate it's optical loss (Q-factor). Possibilities for 
such modulators include saturable absorbers, active electrically driven modulators such 
as Pockel's cells or modulating the active gain of the lasing medium.
In the quest for ever shorter pulses a large variety of materials have been explored 
including the exploitation of nonresonant optical nonlinearities which can surpass limits 
in the response time's of real absorbers. In addition to fast modelocking, production of 
short pulses also requires gain materials able to support a larger frequency bandwidth 
and engineering of the frequency dispersion of oscillator cavities to retain an optimal phase 
relationship between modes after each round-trip. Typically this has been achieved by 
including intra-cavity dispersion compensating prisms. The magic bullet for femtosecond 
technology came with the discovery of Kerr-lens mode locking (KLM) by Sibbett et al. 
7 in a Titanium-doped Sapphire (Ti:Sapp) laser. Ti:Sapp in addition to having a wide 
gain bandwidth (~600-1000nm) exhibits a transverse lensing effect originating from the 
intensity profile of the modelocked pulses; when combined with an intra-cavity aperture 
the Kerr-lens focusing effect is equivalent to a saturable absorber which hinders continuous 
wave operation and favours production of short pulses. A simpler version of this scheme 
can use the profile of the pump laser to provide the intra-cavity aperture. The ease of
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Figure 1.1. Waveforms of some modern ultrashort pulses, the main solid and dashed lines represent 
5 fs  pulses at 800 nm. The ability to control the carrier-envelope phase, $ ,  gives a degree of control 
over nonlinear effects which depend on the electric field. The blue pulse at 1.8 fs  is a 130 as pulse with  
a central wavelength of 30 nm; representing the current frontier in short pulse generation.
producing femtosecond pulse's with this mechanism has been the key to it's widespread 
adoption. However, to produce sub-8-fs pulses in such a cavity requires a finer degree of 
dispersion control than is possible with prisms8. Specially designed multilayer mirrors 
known as chirped mirrors are necessary to compensate the phase difference accumulated 
between the frequency components of the circulating pulse9.
Many interesting experimental applications of femtosecond pulses require higher power 
levels than the nj levels available from continuously pumped oscillators. A standard 
technique to achieve higher powers is to amplify the pulse in another optically pumped 
gain medium; however, the degree of amplification possible in such schemes was always 
limited to a few mj by the damage threshold of the gain medium or nonlinear effects which 
would destroy the pulse profile before the full energy could be extracted. Researchers were 
able to overcome this limitation with a clever scheme, dubbed Chirped P u lse A m plification  
(CPA), whereby the pulses were temporally stretched before undergoing amplification and 
subsequently recompressed10,11; this allowed production of femtosecond pulses which were 
amplified by factors of more than a million12. Currently, such systems regularly produce 
~20 fs pulses, which can be focused down to produce intensities >1015 W/cm2. Increasing 
the repetition rate of such amplified pulses to kHz levels has again been aided by the 
properties of Ti:Sapp. This has a high thermal conductivity; allowing it to be actively cooled 
in order to avoid thermal lensing affects. Ti:Sapp furthermore has an absorption peak 
centered around 500 nm where high repetition rate solid state Nd:YAG lasers are available.
Succesful production of pulses below 10 fs with higher energies has been limited by 
effects such as gain narrowing, which is a reduction in the bandwidth of pulses that occurs 
during the amplification process13. A common method to overcome this limitation has been 
to employ self-phase modulation (SPM). This is a non-linear optical process whereby new 
frequencies are generated by the temporal change in refractive index caused by the ultrafast 
intensity variation of focused femtosecond pulses. Typically this is achieved with the
5
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passage of an ultrafast pulse through a gas-filled hollow-core fiber14-16, or in a self-induced 
plasma waveguide17,18, or in a coherently controlled medium19. Compression of the output 
after SPM is normally achieved by chirped mirrors; these allow the production ~5 fs pulses 
which consist of only a few-cycles of the optical, with pulse energies in the few mj range20-24.
Nowadays, the process of Optical Parametric Amplification (OPA) is the most promising 
route to the scaling of few-cycle pulses to higher energies, and in allowing researchers to 
explore ultrafast or strong-field processes beyond the near-IR (~  800 nm) wavelength regime 
of Ti:Sapp. The use of longer wavelengths is also favorable for driving processes such as 
High-harmonic Generation (HHG), which allows the creation of light pulses in the extreme 
Ultraviolet (XUV) wavelength regime with attosecond durations (10_18s). In the nonlinear 
optical parametric process, a pump photon is split into two lower energy photons referred to 
as the signal and idler; when carried out in the presence of a wide bandwidth seed pulse and 
a lower frequency pump pulse the process results in coherent amplification able to produce 
tunable ultrashort pulses with almost complete conversion of the pump to signal and idler. 
Advantages of this process include: lower thermal absorption in the crystal, larger gain band­
width than with Ti:Sapp, and lower rates of amplified spontaneous emission. With the appli­
cation of chirped pump pulses, the technique of Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse Smplifica- 
tion (OPCPA) is believed to hold the promise of producing high energy few-cycle pulses25,26.
The other key advance in the development of few-cycle pulses has been the ability to 
lock the electric field such that it is stable with respect to the temporal profile of the pulse27; 
this quantity, commonly referred to as the Carrier Envelope Phase (CEP), is a vital control 
parameter in the new field of attoscience2. Attoscience represents a growing capability 
to control and observe the fundamental electronic motion in atoms, molecules and solids.
1.3 Photo-ionisation and excitation of atoms and molecules
As the main force which binds the electrons and nuclei together in atoms and molecules 
is the electromagnetic force, electromagnetic fields provide a natural means for studying 
matter and its chemistry. An important facet of the development of shorter laser pulses has 
been the ability to expose atoms and molecules to laser fields with very high peak powers 
and thus very high electric fields. Currently the focused output of amplified femtosecond 
systems routinely exceeds the Coulombic field of atoms. That is, at an intensity of 
1x1016 W /cm 2 , one obtains the electric field strength from the relation, E =  27.4V% 
as 3x109V/cm. This field is on a par with the electric field in a hydrogen atom; thus, 
these intense laser pulses allow the exploration of highly nonlinear regimes of light-matter 
interaction. These have produced many surprising observations which have driven the 
development of theoretical models which can accurately predict behaviour in this regime.
1.3.1 Single and multi-photon interactions
The history of photoionisation experiments can be traced to back to the 19th century 
experiments of Hertz28 who observed an enhanced propensity of electron emission from 
metallic electrodes upon illumination by ultraviolet (UV) light. The observations made 
on this photoelectric effect were eventually explained by Einstein29-31 as evidence for the 
quantal nature of light, whereby each electron was restricted to only absorbing energy in 
discrete units corresponding to a single photon (hw). For atoms this process is depicted 
by the blue arrow in Fig.1.2(A), the liberated photoelectron has a maximum kinetic energy 
corresponding to the absorption of one photon minus the binding energy of the electron
6
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Figure 1.2. Schematic illustration of the different regimes of photoionisation for ionisation of a single 
active electron in an atom as delineated by the value of the Keldysh parameter, j .  A) Single photon (blue 
arrow) and multiphoton ionisation (MPI) (red arrows) in the perturbative regime, here the laser field can 
be calculated as a small perturbation of the Coulombic potential with the ionisation process governed by 
the absorption of discrete photons up to and beyond the ionisation threshold. The grey lines indicate the 
ponderomotive shift caused by a strong laser-field. B) Tunneling ionisation in the quasi-static regime; here 
the optical field is strong enough to bend the atomic potential allowing the electron the possibility of escape 
by tunneling under the Coulomb barrier. C) Over the barrier ionisation (OTBI) or barrier-suppression 
ionisation (BSI) occurs when the laser field distorts the ground potential to such a degree that the electronic 
ground state is no longer bound to the atom and is degenerate with laser-induced continuum states.
in the ground state of the atom (E B).
Ekin =  hw -  Eb (1.1)
This effect has been very important for studying the basic structure of atoms and molecules, 
and is for example sensitive to changes in Eb resulting from the chemical environment 
of an atom. The simple expression presented above only considers single photoionisation; 
however, for photon energies higher than ~40 eV double and higher ionisation channels 
become important. These multiple ionisations can occur simultaneously, or via highly- 
excited ionic states which undergo subsequent autoionisation. This fact is used in various 
X-ray spectroscopies to provide a wealth of information about the internal states of species 
32,33. Such applications have been one of the driving forces behind the development of 
synchrotron facilities in the past few decades.
Observation of multi-photon ionisation34,35 (MPI) followed soon after the demonstration 
of optical lasing1. Two-photon ionisation had already been predicted as early as 193136, 
but had not been experimentally observed. The general multi-photon process is depicted 
schematically in Fig.1.2(A) by the N  red arrows leading to the free continuum threshold, 
E q. MPI can be highly nonlinear, with sixteen 800 nm photons required to singly ionise 
the Helium atom. MPI can however be easily calculated using lowest order perturbation 
theory (LOPT), which predicts an ionisation rate as a function of intensity, I , of the form,
Tn =  a N I N . (1.2)
Here a N is a generalised N-photon frequency dependent cross-section. A surprising 
observation from ion yield measurements was the fact that this process could in fact saturate 
37,38 (rN =  1) at sufficiently high intensities, causing a deviation from the I N dependence.
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Further insight into the physics of MPI and strong-field ionisation came with the
measurement of electron energy spectra39 produced by short pulse ionisation. These 
measurements revealed that electrons were being produced with energies greater than 
the the threshold necessary for ionisation. This above-threshold ionisation (ATI) spectrum 
indicated that electrons could readily absorb additional photons once liberated from the 
atom. Thus, the expression for the electron energy after MPI was modified to,
Ekin =  (N  +  s )h w  -  Eb , (1.3)
and the ionisation rate to,
r N+s K i n + s . (1.4 )
The extra peaks in the photoelectron spectrum were a surprise because a truly free electron 
cannot absorb a photon while maintaining momentum conservation; it would normally 
be expected to re-emit a photon of different frequency (Compton effect). However, it was 
quickly realised that in this scenario the electron is still in the vicinity of a massive ion 
which conserves the overall momentum; allowing the absorption of complete photons by 
the electron.
At intensities below 1013 W /cm2 perturbation theory is sufficient to calculate the mea­
sured spectra, however at higher intensities the first indications of non-perturbative effects 
start to appear in photoelectron spectra. This occurs when the energy of a free electron 
oscillating in a laser field becomes comparable to the photon energy. This cycle-averaged
energy is known as the ponderomotive or quiver energy, Up and is given by
e2 E2
U p [eV] = ----- ^  =  9 .3 3 7  x  10“14I[W/cm2]A2[um], (1.5)
4 m w f
where e and m  represent the charge and mass of the electron, and E i and w i  the laser 
frequency and field strength respectively.
Thus, for an electron to reach the continuum in the presence of a strong laser field 
it must first gain this additional energy, U p . This energy shift is equivalent to the AC 
Stark shift of the continuum energy threshold for the atom, which also shifts the more 
loosely bound Rydberg states; this is depicted by the shifted grey lines in Fig.1.2(A). This 
ponderomotive shift has two main consequences; the first is known as channel-closing 
which corresponds to the situation where a particular N-photon ionisation channel is no 
longer be able reach the continuum due to the ponderomotive barrier40,41. The second effect 
is the shifting of high-lying Rydberg states into resonance with the photon frequency; as 
depicted in Fig.l.2(A). This Stark shifting contributes additional fine-structure peaks to the 
measured photoelecron spectra42; a distinguishing characteristic of these resonant peaks is 
that they do not shift as a function of laser intensity. This is because the resonance condition 
is only fulfilled at a particular intensity. Measurements indicate that such resonances are 
important even for very intense or short pulses43. Observation of the ponderomotive shift 
requires laser pulse durations less than the time for the electron to escape the laser focus 
(<1 ps), otherwise the energy, U p, is regained by the electron from the laser field gradient. 
Thus, for short pulses the modified expression for the kinetic energy of the photoelectron is,
Ekin =  (N  +  S ) h w -  (E b +  U p ). (1.6)
Since the majority of experiments measure over the whole temporal and spatial profile
of a laser pulse, observation of such clear-cut theoretical relationships is typically obfuscated
8
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Figure 1.3. Illustration of the measurement and control schemes which can be considered perturbatively.
A ) Continuous wave scheme for control of a transition between two states by interference of one and 
three-photon pathways. B) Two pulse scheme for control/probing of dynamical motion through population 
of an intermediate wavepacket. C) RABITT scheme for measuring relative phase of XUV harmonics 
via the interference of two two-photon pathways.
by the averaging inherent in many experiments. For high values of U p; distinct ATI peaks 
become broadened by contributions from electrons liberated at different values of Up 44,45 
present in the focal volume. Such limitations can be overcome by using measurement 
geometries which sample from only a narrow range intensities46.
1.3.2 Coherent control with photons
While the coherence of laser emission generates the high intensities necessary for multi­
photon effects, it also provides a means of controlling matter by manipulating the relative 
phase between coherent photons of different frequencies47. A schematic illustration for one 
of the earliest proposals for such coherent control is depicted in Fig.l.3(A), it involves the 
use of a single frequency and it's 3rd harmonic to establish two possible pathways between 
an initial and final state. This final state can be either a bound state or a free state in the 
continuum. The existence of these two pathways allows for the possibility of constructive 
or destructive interference to occur for the transition to the final state; depending on the 
relative phase between the colours48,49.
Modern ultrashort laser pulses necessarily consist of many colours, which allows for the 
possibility to excite a wavepacket in an atom or molecule if the energy separation between 
bound states lies within the bandwidth of the laser pulse. Application of a second pulse 
for excitation to some final state will now exhibit a modulation in the final state population 
as function of the delay between the two pulses. This scheme originally proposed by 
Tannor and Rice50 is depicted in the frequency domain in Fig.l.3(B). It can be used to either 
control the transition to a final state, or alternatively to probe the phase evolution of the 
wavepacket created by the pump pulse to provide information about the system3. Strong 
laser fields can provide an extra degree of control in such schemes51-57 by making use of 
the field-induced AC Stark shifting of states.
The utility of such multi-colour interference schemes can be illustrated by the RABITTc 
58-60 measurement technique. This scheme was originally developed for characterisation 
of extreme ultraviolet (XUV) radiation obtained by the process of high-order harmonic 
generation (HHG) in noble gases. However, it can also be used to determine the atomic and 
molecular phases for transitions to the continuum61,62. The method involves measuring the
Reconstruction of Attosecond Beating by Interference of Two-photon Transitions
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modulation of a photoelectron distribution which originates from an interference between 
two two-photon pathways as depicted in Fig.1.3(C). First an XUV pulse composed of 
distinct odd-harmonics63 ionises an atom or molecule to produce a photoelectron energy 
spectrum consisting of peaks separated by 2 h . Superposition of a weak fundamental 
field now creates sidebands peaks through either absorption or stimulated emission of 
an IR photon (±hw l ). The peak at ECj+1 in Fig.1.3(C) can thus be reached by two possible 
pathways, which results in interference. Assuming that the phase of the fundamental field 
is negligible compared with the harmonic phase, the sideband signal varies as a function 
of the delay between the two pulses, t, according to,
Sq+1 «  c o s (2 w i t +  A0(q+2)~q +  A0 (q+2) - q) . (( )
Here 0(q+2)_q and (^q+2)_q represent the relative harmonic phase and relative atomic or 
molecular phase respectively. This measurement is analogous to the SPIDERd scheme64,65, 
which was developed to measure the relative phases between the frequency components 
of pulses in the optical domain.
1.3.3 Optical field ionisation
Perturbation theory could for many years explain the phenomenon observed in intense 
field interactions; however, it failed to explain certain observations such as the existence of 
a low-yield photoelectron plateau measured in high energy ATI spectra66. The foundations 
for understanding these strong-field phenomenon was laid by Keldysh as early as 1965 
67. His insight was to consider ionisation in strong laser fields as occurring via tunnelling 
of the electronic wavefunction under the barrier created by the combination of the laser 
and atomic Coulomb field (see Fig.l.2(B)). To assess the validity of this regime he defined 
an adiabaticity parameter, 7 , to delineate between regimes of multiphoton and tunnelling 
ionisation. This parameter was derived by comparing the 'classical' time for the electron to 
travel under the barrier, with the oscillation period of the electric field. Thus, if the timescale 
of electronic motion is much faster than the changes in the laser electric field then the 
ionisation proceeds via quasi-static tunnelling; however, if the laser period is much faster 
than the timescale for tunneling then the laser oscillation dominates68. This adiabaticity 
parameter can be expressed in terms of the respective bound and free electron energies as,
here 7  < <  1 is taken to define the tunneling regime, while 7  > >  1 defines the regime of 
multi-photon ionisation. The transition between these two regimes was first studied in the
90's69 and is not a discrete boundary; 7  < 0.5 is often considered as denoting the transition 
to the quasi-static regime70 while for 7  > 1 non-adiabatic tunnelling68 can occur, whereby 
the electron can gain or lose energy due to the motion of the barrier.
Keldysh's approach is inherently non-perturbative because the laser field is included 
exactly. It has thus been successful in qualitatively describing strong-field phenomena. 
Today, Keldysh's theory exists in the guise of the strong-field approximation (SFA)71 which is 
synonymous with Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss (KFR) model. This was developed by Faisal72 based 
on the Keldysh's tunnelling theory and later developed as an S-matrix theory by Reiss73.
dSPectral Interferometry for Direct Electric-field Reconstruction.
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One of the core assumptions of the SFA is that the effect of the Coulomb field on the
motion of the free electron after tunnelling is negligible and can be ignored. The advantage 
of this approximation is that the solution for the motion of a free electron in a laser field 
is known exactly (the Gordon-Volkov wave). This analytical tractability, however, comes 
at the cost of gauge-invariance; i.e., the predictions change according to whether the field 
is calculated in the length gauge as a scalar quantity, or in the velocity gauge as a vectorial 
quantity74. This problem can be thought to originate from the fact that tunnelling relies 
on the concept of a length, thus, the problem is particularly acute for molecules which are 
more spatially extended than atoms.
Because of the approximations used by Keldysh in deriving his original formula; further 
work was done by Perelomov et al.75,76 to derive a more accurate expression for the ionisa­
tion rate. They included both, first order effects for an alternating field and the influence of 
the Coulomb field. The theory was further generalised by Ammosov et al.77 (ADK theory) to 
include ionisation from arbitrary initial quantum states. Recently, a more accurate form valid 
for the non-adiabatic regime (7 ~  1) was developed by Yudin and Ivanov78. All tunnelling 
theories; however, have in common a prediction of an exponential ionisation rate of the form,
3
r , 2 (2Eb ) 2 , , i mr «  e x p (----- 3-^ — ). (1.9)
One can see from this formula that in the long-wavelength limit corresponding to the 
quasi-static regime; the laser frequency is no longer explicitly present. The ionisation 
rate is in fact simply proportional to the static-field rate. Experimental validation of the 
tunnelling model was not obtained until the mid 1980's by Chin et a l.79 using a CO2 laser 
operating at 10 ^m. This early difficulty in observing tunnel ionisation originated from 
the dominance of MPI during the rising edge of the laser pulse. This caused a depletion 
of the neutral species before tunnel ionisation could be experienced. The development of 
ever shorter femtosecond pulses eventually asserted the importance of tunnel ionisation 
as the predominant explanation for understanding ionisation in the strong-field regime.
At even higher field intensities (>1016 W/cm2 ) the saddle-point of the Coulomb + laser 
field becomes equal to or lower than the bound state energy. This completely removes any 
barrier to ionisation for the outermost electron; as depicted in Fig.1.2(C). In this regime, 
often termed as over the barrier ionisation (OBI) 80 or barrier-suppression ionisation (BSI) 
81, the ionisation rates cannot be calculated using analytical tunnelling formulae. Generally 
numerical methods82 or empirical expressions83 are used. The onset of the OBI regime can 
be calculated by equating the saddle-point of the barrier with the electron binding energy 
(Eb). This gives an expression for the critical intensity of,
Icr[W/cm2] =  4 x 109 ). (1.10)
At much higher intensities relativistic effects and forces induced by the laser B-field start 
to become relevant.
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1.3.4 General numerical methods
So far we have only discussed approximate models of light-matter interaction which allow 
us to understand the processes in weak laser fields (LOPT) or for strong fields which 
vary slowly with respect to the electronic motion (quasi-static tunnelling). However, more 
demanding, but accurate methods exist which can benchmark experimental results or ad­
vanced analytical models. Chief among these is the direct integration of the time-dependent 
Schrodinger equation84,85 for the electronic wavefunction. Such calculations rely on the 
single-active electron approximation (SAE) which assumes that only the outermost valence 
electron responds reacts to combination of the laser field plus the static field created by the 
nucleus and the other electrons. This field is chosen to reproduce the measured ionisation po­
tentials and excitation energies from the ground state of the electronic wavefunction. Often 
some form of symmetrisation or reduction in dimensionality is applied to reduce the de­
mands of calculating the full motion of the wavepacket. While accurate, such simulations can 
be extremely demanding; for example, in interactions with far infra-red wavelengths the ex­
cursion of the electronic wavepacket can require grid sizes that are too inordinantly large to 
calculate without deploying some form of approximation. Another drawback of ab-initio cal­
culations is that they often offer very little insight into the fundamental mechanisms at work.
The SAE has been highly successful in explaining atomic strong-field phenomena to 
date; this is mostly due to the large energy spacing between electronic states in atoms. 
However, this approximation loses its validity for larger molecules, where the smaller 
energy spacing increases the importance of multi-electron effects86-88. In addition, new ex­
perimental advances in short-pulse technology are enabling the time-resolved measurement 
of multi-electron dynamics which must also be explained by theory89. Direct integration of 
the many-particle schrodinger equation is currently not feasible due to the computational 
cost, which necessitates the use of approximate methods. Recently, the multi-configuration 
time-dependent Hartree-Fock method (MCTDHF)90,91 has been successfully employed 
for calculating many-electron effects in strong fields. The Hartree-Fock ansatz is central 
in the field of quantum chemistry. It assumes that an N-electron wavefunction can be 
approximated by N  1-electron wave functions possessing some averaged interaction with 
the N  — 1 electrons of the system. Obtaining an accurate form of this interaction energy 
is a complex problem which we cannot delve into here.
An alternative approach to the interaction of atoms and molecules with laser fields is 
that of Floquet theory. This is named after the 19th century French mathematician Gaston 
Floquet, who worked on the theory of differential equations with periodic coefficients15. It 
provides a non-perturbative means of solving the TDSE while also offering a more intuitive 
model for understanding the physical mechanisms. Floquet theory takes advantage of the 
fact that the combined Hamiltonian of the system + laser field is periodic in time to obtain 
a solution to the TDSE with the same form as the time-independent Schrodinger equation,
H f  ( x , t ) (p \ (x, t)  =  e X(p\ (x, t). (1.11)
Here the H f is the Floquet hamiltonianf, (p\ (x , t)  are the Floquet eigenstates, which satisfy 
a periodic boundary condition ( ^ ( t  +  T ) =  ^(t)), and e  ^are the time-independent Floquet 
energies. The Floquet states form a complete basis set, which transform into an equivalent 
field-free basis when the evolution between the two is adiabatic; thus, the Floquet states are
eThe result is analogous to Bloch's theorem in solid-state physics
fH(x, t ) -  ih j .
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Figure 1.4. Schematic representation o f electron and photon spectra which result from  strong field
laser-atom interactions. The ividth of the peaks in each case are in principle determined by the bandwidth 
of the generating pulse. A) Photoelectron spectrum produced by an intense short pulse. The lower energy 
region is dominated by ATI peaks resulting from direct multi-photon ionisation; these are spaced by 
an energy corresponding to 1 photon, up to an energy of ~2U p. Above this, up to lOUp, the spectrum is 
dominated by high-energy electrons resulting from elastic re-collision. B) Example of a harmonic spectrum 
produced from an atomic gas. The energy seperation between the peaks is determined by the periodicity 
of the driving field and extends up to a maximum cut-off, Eb + 3.17Up, which is related to the laser 
intensity. Generation of the lower harmonic orders is generally well described by perturbative models.
usually referred to as field-dressed states. One key advantage of Floquet theory is that the basis 
functions are periodic; this allows them to be expanded as a Fourier series, where the spatial 
and temporal parts can be separated. Thus each Floquet state can be written in the form,
<Px(x, t) =  E  an (px,n (x )e “i(eA+nw')t. (1.12)
n
Hence each Floquet state is composed of an infinite ladder of states, separated by nw, 
corresponding to the number of photons absorbed or emitted by the system (n-photon  
dressing). This description means that Floquet theory is highly suited to situations involving 
resonances. Additionally, even though the assumption of periodicity would imply that 
the theory is valid only for quasi-monochromatic fields, it can in fact be extended to non­
periodic fields consisting of multiple colours or even few-cycle fields92,93. The dressed-state 
approach is a convenient basis in which to understand the quantum control of matter by 
light; for example, as transitions occuring between the adiabatic Floquet states. It can also 
explain phenomenon involving light-induced states, wherein the interaction of a quantum 
system with the laser field creates new bound states94. Floquet theory can also be extended 
to include many-electron effects in an R-matrix formulation92,95.
Finally we shall briefly mention another general approach to calculating the interaction 
of systems with intense fields; namely, intense-field many-body S-matrix theory (IMST) 
96,g. The S-matrix method has been employed since the turn of the century for studying 
collisional and scattering processes; it provides a general method of obtaining the transfer 
probability between initial and final states of a system after some intermediate interaction 
step or steps. This approach has a number of advantages when applied to strong-field 
problems, one is that the interactions involve path integrals which can be visualised in the
gThe KFR model can be considered as an early precursor to IMST obtained with only first-order accuracy
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form of Feynman diagrams. Another is the fact that the various interaction terms corre­
sponding to physical interactions, such as the electron-electron or ion-electron interactions, 
can be inserted or removed from the calculations; providing a means of understanding 
underlying physical mechanisms.
1.3.5 The recolliding electron
Advances in the sciences often do not occur gradually, but instead, in leaps and bounds 
which are spurred on by new insights. In the field of strong-field laser physics, this 
sea-changing insight can be attributed to the development, in the 90's, of the three-step 
recollision model71,97,98; although many of the relevant concepts had been examined in 
the preceding years99-102. This semi-classical model, often referred to as the sim ple man's 
m odel, was crucial in helping to explain many puzzling aspects of the interaction of atoms 
with strong fields. The process is depicted schematically in Fig.l.5(A). In the first step, the 
electron tunnels under the barrier near the peak of the electric field; it can either escape 
directly to the continuum, or in the second step it can be driven by the laser field to return 
to the ion where it can experience three main interactions. That is, it can either scatter 
elastically or inelastically, or it can recombine with the ion by emitting a high energy photon 
in the time-reversed process of photoionisation. The model was supported by simply 
varying the ellipticity of the laser field which strongly suppresses recollision by stopping the 
return of the electron wavepacket to the ion97,103. Recollision phenomenon can be classed 
into three main categories based upon the scattering process which occurs at the ion.
Inelastic scattering and non-sequential double ionisation
Non-sequential ionisation refers to a phenomena discovered to occur in strong fields
whereby higher than expected multiple ionisation yields were measured than predicted 
from simple sequential ionisation models such as ADK theory104. The recollision model 
readily explained this phenomena as originating from a process where a second electron 
is emitted by the inelastic scattering of an accelerated returning electron, from a stationary 
ion. This mechanism explained features such as a flat region in measurements of the double 
ionisation yield vs intensity. This region occurs because the returning electron has gained 
an energy greater than the threshold required for ejection of the second electron but the 
laser intensity is insufficient to directly doubly ionise the atom. With the development of 
differential ion-recoil measurements of double charged ions, this inelastic scattering process 
has been more thoroughly understood as arising from two possible pathways: either via 
a direct (e,2e) impact ionisation, or through recollisional excitation with subsequent field 
ionisation (RESI)105,106. This recolliding ionisation has so-far been be used to map the 
fastest vibrational motions in H2107, or control the timing of the double ionisation event108 .
Elastic collisions and rescattered electrons
Another success of the recollision model was to explain the origin of a low-yield and 
relatively flat region of photoelectrons detected above 2 U p 109. The observation of this 
High-order ATI (HATI) plateau was aided by the development of high-repetition rate 
lasers which allowed researchers to observe photoelectrons extending up to 10 Up in energy. 
These photoelectrons were eventually deduced to originate from the first return of the 
electron, which provides the maximum energy to the back-scattered electron. Angularly 
resolved measurements revealed scattering rings in the high energy region which originate
14
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Figure 1.5. A) Left: Schematic representation of the various fates for the ionised electron in the simple 
man's model; an initial electron tunnels from the ground state of the atom, this can directly escape the 
atom (red arrow) or the laser field can force it to return to the ion (green arrow). On returning, the 
electron can scatter elastically from the ion in either the forward or backward directions (black arrows) or 
alternatively it scatters inelastically resulting in excitation or direct ionisation of a second electron (orange 
arrow). The third possibility is for the electron to recombine with the ion by shedding the energy gained in 
the laser field in the form of a high energy photon (blue arrow). B) Right: Classical illustration of different 
returning electron trajectories, differences in return time correspond to differences in energy of photon 
emission as indicated by the colour coding (red = lower energy, blue = higher energy). The relationship 
to the laser electric field, E (t) (grey line) and vector potential, A ( t)  =  f™ E (t)d t (red), are also shown.
from interference between different "quantum-orbits" of the electrons110-112. In the case 
of atoms these high-energy electrons can be used to measure differential cross-sections 
for electron scattering113. In the molecular case, they can be employed for diffractive 
self-imaging of molecular structure114, which presents the possibility of tracking molecular 
structural changes with unprecedented temporal resolution. In addition, the sensitivity 
of the high-energy region to the intensity of each half-cycle of the laser field has been 
used to measure the CEP of few-cycle pulses115. Most recently, a new low energy peak 
in the photoelectron spectrum produced by short pulses at wavelengths >1  ^m has been 
attributed to electrons scattered in the forward direction upon recollision116-118
Recombination and high-order harmonic generation
The last and perhaps most important area of impact for the recollision model has been in un­
derstanding the phenomena of High-order Harmonic Generation (HHG), this occurs when a 
strong, generally low-frequency driving field is focused onto a low density atomic or molec­
ular gas to produce harmonic radiation with frequencies extending up to many hundreds of 
orders higher than the fundamental119-125. This phenomena has been widely studied as a 
route to obtaining laboratory-scale extreme Ultraviolet (XUV) and Soft X-ray (SXR) sources 
to rival or exceed synchrotron sources for applications such as x-ray diffractive imaging 
126,127, lithography, biological imaging in the water window^ 128 and non-linear optics in 
the XUV regime129. One of the most attractive features of HHG is that it naturally produces 
coherent130,131 radiation pulses with durations on the order of attoseconds58,132-136. This
hThe water window refers to the spectral region between the K-edges of Carbon (284eV) and Oxygen 
(543eV), where water is relatively transparent compared to carbon based molecules.
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radiation can then be used to seed free-electron lasers137, or soft X-ray plasma amplifiers138.
The production of the high-energy photons can be explained by the kinetic energy 
which is gained by the electron as it is driven in the laser field, and which is re-emitted as 
a photon upon electron-ion recombination. The semi-classical three-step recollision model 
97 can be used to show that the maximum energy gain occurs for electrons ionised ~0.05 
optical cycles after the peak of the laser electric field, giving a maximum harmonic energy 
of h v  =  Eb +  3.17Up. This model explained the extent and origin of the plateau and cut-off 
regions in measured HHG spectra. A full quantum description of the HHG phenomenon 
can be obtained in the SFA71, which can be used to obtain the few quantum-orbits112 
that contribute to HHG. These models can fully explain many qualititive features of HHG 
spectra, however, the approximations used, such as neglect of the ion-electron Coulomb 
interaction, mean that the results often lack a quantitative agreement with experiment.
The three-step model is useful for understanding the mechanism for HHG production in 
a single atom. However, an important additional factor is the influence of the macroscopic 
response of the emitters contributing to the radiation produced; most simply an optimal 
conversion from the fundamental to harmonic fields requires that all the emitters be properly 
in phase139. Other important factors in the final conversion efficiency include absorption 
140, the Guoy phase shift through the focus, the laser-intensity dependent dipole phase 
141,142, and even phenomena related to the change in density of free electrons produced 
by ionisation on the rising edge of the field. This last affect allows for the exhibition of 
non-adiabatic phase-matching143,144 with few-cycle pulses. Due to the inherently weak 
conversion efficiency of the single-atom HHG process (~10_7,145) and it's poor scaling for 
generation of higher-energy photons, a variety of methods and schemes have been explored 
to improve the conversion efficiency146. The first such studies simply moved the laser focus 
with respect to the generating medium141 or used shorter duration pulses121,147. Strategies 
have since ranged from using hollow-capillaries to guide the generating beam148-152, 
guiding in photonic crystal fibers153,154, using loose focusing geometries155-158, counter- 
propagating laser beams159-163, self-guiding164-167, employing mixed gases168, optimisation 
of the spatial and temporal profile of the driving beam169-172 or even modulating the 
density of the generating medium163,173,174. The current HHG conversion efficiency has 
not readily exceeded 10-5, especially for the shorter wavelengths which are of most interest.
Another route to more efficient production of higher photon energies with HHG is 
readily apparent from the wavelength scaling of the ponderomotive energy (1.5), which 
indicates that longer-wavelengths increase the harmonic cutoff175. OPA technology has 
allowed femtosecond pulses to be produced using wavelengths > 1^m176-179; confirming 
the benefits of the wavelength scaling. Control over the driving waveform has also been 
achieved with techniques employing the superposition of multiple wavelengths to enhance 
the degree of control over the production and motion of the electron trajectories in the 
continuum. These schemes allow more efficient production of higher energies over a broad 
range of wavelengths180-185.
In recent years a highly interesting aspect of research into HHG has arisen from the fact 
that the emitted radiation results from the interference of the returning wavepacket with the 
ground electronic state of the atom or molecule. This fact means that the emitted radiation 
contains a wealth of information regarding the generating atom or molecule. An example 
of such a measurement was provided by the Ottowa group who were able to reconstruct 
the outermost valence orbital of N2 using a HHG tomographic reconstruction technique 
186. Moreover, because the electron wavepacket originates from different atomic centers of 
emission in a molecule, the HHG signal contains interference information which is related
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to the molecular structure187-189 and orientation190. HHG has also been demonstrated as 
a sensitive probe of ultrafast dynamic changes in molecular structure191. More recently, 
a measurement of the phase and amplitude of the harmonics192 has established that HHG 
tomography can also be extended to reconstruct the next outermost orbital of N2, which is 
also tunnel ionised in the laser field193,194. Future work will establish if the HHG process, 
which has been understood so far within the SAE, can be applied to molecules when 
including ionisation from underlying electron orbitals. One route could rest in the use of 
long wavelength (>1 ^m) driving fields which would possibly aid in recovering the physics 
of the SAE178,195,196. Finally, we mention that HHG spectra also encode the interference 
between different electron trajectories; thus allowing for highly sensitive measurements 
of electronic phase197 (i.e., by measuring the interference between HHG emitted by the 
long and short trajectories).
1.3.6 Attosecond pulses
One fundamental reason for interest in HHG is that it offers the most feasible route to 
producing pulses on the attosecond timescale. Such pulses have the potential to herald 
a new era in which physicists can directly probe and control the fundamental electron 
dynamics of nature^2. This advance could prove to be as revolutionary as the development 
of femtosecond pulses were for the fields of chemistry3,4 and biology198. Although the 
field is still in its infancy, single attosecond pulses (SAP) have already been used to measure 
the dynamics of atomic photoexcitation and photoionisation89,199-202, condensed matter 
203, and the dissociation dynamics of small molecules204,205
The highly nonlinear nature of HHG is the key to generating sub-femtosecond pulses. 
Their temporal origin can be understood from the semi-classical model, which is usually 
sufficient to understand many aspects of attosecond pulse production. In the first instance, 
the exponential dependence of the tunnel ionisation step naturally limits the emission of an 
electron wavepacket to the peak of the optical field. During their subsequent acceleration in 
the driving field, the different trajectories disperse according to their initial emission time. 
This dispersal results in a spread of energies for the returning electron as a function of its 
recombination time, with maximum energy returns responsible for the cut-off region of the 
harmonic spectrum occuring near the zero's of the field. This maximum energy trajectory 
marks the boundary of two families of trajectories, commonly referred to as the short and 
long trajectories .^ They are distinguished by the fact that they produce high-harmonics of op­
posite chirp. These trajectories would in principle make the production of short attosecond 
pulses difficult, were it not for two main factors. The first is that the second trajectory results 
in far less harmonic radiation because of the greater spread of the electron wavepacket on its 
return to the ion. The second arises from differing phase-matching conditions; these result in 
the long trajectory HHG being much more spatially divergent than the short trajectory HHG 
197. Thus, attosecond pulses can be measured by spectrally filtering out the generating beam 
and lower-order harmonics, and by spatially aperturing the beam after generation. 58,60.
The process discussed above naturally produces a train of attosecond pulses separated 
by a half-cycle of the driving field; in the spectral domain, these multiple pulses interfere 
to produce a frequency comb separated by two fundamental photons. To generate single 
attosecond pulses (SAPs), suitable for pump-probe experiments, it is necessary to control
iAn oft-quoted figure of merit is the orbital period of an electron in the hydrogen atom, which is 24 as.
JHigher-order returns due of course occur; however, their contribution to measured HHG spectra is 
generally negligible.
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Figure 1.6. Measurement of the photoelectron streaking produced by overlapping a SAP with a portion 
of the few-cycle generating field; the delay scan was measured with the experimental setup of chapter 9.
the ionisation and recombination dynamics on a sub-cycle timescale. There are two main 
approaches. The first approach is a form of amplitude modulation and relies on restricting 
the production of the most energetic region of the HHG spectrum to a single half-cycle event. 
This technique was first demonstrated in Neonk'132 using very short and CEP stable pulses 
(~7 fs) to ensure that only the half-cycle, or half-cyclesl at the peak of the pulse contributed 
to the continuous harmonic spectrum in the cutoff region. By spectrally filtering the cutoff 
region with a bandpass filter, a 650 as single attosecond pulse was isolated; subsequent 
experiments using a 3.8 fs generating field have demonstrated higher fluence 80 as SAP's136. 
Because the attosecond pulse generation depends sensitively on the driving electric field, 
control of the CEP of the driving field is crucial to ensuring that the generating half-cycle 
is locked to the maximum of the driving pulse. More recent proposals have relaxed the 
requirements for the generating pulse, by for example adding a weak second harmonic 
field to the fundamental. This is sufficient to restrict the generation of XUV pulses to once 
every cycle206-208. The other alternative approach known as Polarisation Gating (PG) was 
suggested by Corkum209 soon after introducing the semiclassical model of HHG. PG relies 
on the fact that HHG is suppressed when the generating field deviates from linearity. This 
is caused by the shift in the returning wavepacket induced by the field, which reduces 
the electron-ion recombination probability as the ellipticity is increasedm. The key to PG 
techniques is to ensure that the driving pulse only contains linear polarisation for a single 
half-cycle. A variety of methods to produce such pulses have been proposed210; in this the­
sis we have conducted experiments at the Politecnico di Milano, where a PG scheme based 
upon the use of few-cycle pulses and two quarter-waveplates is able to provide 130 as SAPs 
135. This PG scheme was first proposed in 2003211 and then used to demonstrate generation 
of continuum with a CEP stable system by Sola et a l.212. The scheme requires a multiple 
and zero-order waveplate; the first waveplate used is the multiple-order plate, chosen with
kNeon is used because its large Eg ensures a high energy cutoff.
^ote that to  an 800 run driving field Tcycle = 2.6 fs.
mAn ellipticity of ~0.2 is sufficient to suppress HHG by an order of magnitude.
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a thickness such that it splits an input pulse into two perpendicularly polarised pulses sepa­
rated by a small delay. The delay is such that the pulses still overlap at their edges to create 
a region where the polarisation is circular. The second zero-order waveplate then transforms 
the linear polarisations of the leading and trailing pulses to circular polarisation while creat­
ing a narrow window of linear polarisation in the central overlap region. The advantages of 
this scheme include its simple implementation, and a degree of control over the parameters 
of the SAP213, such as the ability to determine the central wavelength214. However, a major 
drawback is the fact that the gate is created in the overlapping region between the pulses 
where the light intensity is low. Also, the fact that PG region is preceded by an ionising 
pulse severely limits the final conversion efficiency; thus, this PG scheme necessitates the use 
of a few-cycle pulse to efficiently produce a SAP. More flexible schemes have recently been 
proposed, these include the double optical gating215 (DOG) method , which incorporates 
a doubling crystal for production of a second-harmonic frequency. This has advantage 
of increasing the minimum duration of the generating pulse. Another scheme, dubbed 
interferometric polarisation gating216 (IPG), employs a double Michelson interferometer 
to allow generation of SAPs from the high intensity portion of long pulses (~50 fs).
A particular challenge when attempting to produce ever faster light pulses lies in 
confirming their duration. In the optical femtosecond regime, methods employing cross­
correlation or auto-correlations have been developed which rely on nonlinear crystals 
64,217-219. Such nonlinear measurements have been performed with HHG sources129,220; 
however, these methods have various constraints210. For example, the cannot be easily 
extended to measuring the durations of pulses whose photons have energies larger than 
typical ionisation or dissociation thresholds. Such measurements have also been difficult 
because of the limited available flux from HHG sources, and the typically low multiphoton 
cross-section at XUV wavelengths.
The most successful measurement route has been to employ free electrons to perform 
a cross-correlation with the generating pulse, an example being the RABBIT scheme (see 
Fig.1.3(C)). RABBIT relies on the fact that the photoelectrons can share the temporal proper­
ties of the XUV pulse. It can be used to measure the overall temporal envelope of an attosec- 
ond pulse train (APT) and the duration of the pulses in the train. However, it is naturally re­
stricted to measuring narrow bandwidth pulses or trains of pulses. Measuring a broadband 
SAP also relies on measuring photoelectron spectra, but instead reasuires the measurement 
of the energy shift of the XUV photoelectrons caused by a temporally overlapped intense IR 
field221-225. The field should be weak enough to avoid ionisation, but of sufficient intensity 
to produce a measurable shift in the photoelectron energy. Because this shift follows the 
vector potential (A(t)) of the IR field at the moment of ionisation by the XUV pulse, the 
photoelectron spectrum measured as a function of delay allows one to to reconstruct both 
XUV and IR fields. This method226 is analogous to the optical FROGn218 technique.
An example is shown in Fig.1.6(B); the presence of a SAP can be deduced from the fact 
that the period of the streaking oscillation is one full cycle.
nFrequencey Resolved Optical Gating
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1.4 Molecular ionisation and dissociation
The study of atomic processes is only a first step towards understanding the mechanisms
underlying molecular ionisation and dissociation. Such an understanding is essential to 
furthering the chemical and biological sciences. Much of our current grasp of molecular 
physics is based on the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) or adiabatic approximation31, this relies 
on assuming that the mass difference between the electrons and nuclei results in essentially 
independent dynamics. This is of course a great simplification and much research effort 
is focused on exploring areas where this approximation breaks down. However, it is a 
fundamental starting point for comprehending molecular behavior.
The decoupling of the electronic and nuclear degree's of freedom allows one to inde­
pendently calculate the electronic states of a molecule for different nuclear configurations. 
This procedure results in potential energy surfaces (PESs) or curves (PECs); as shown, 
for the diatomic N2, in Fig.1.7. The electronic states are labeled in standard spectroscopic 
notation31, representing the symmetry and quantum numbers of the electronic orbitals 
of the molecule. One sees that minima in the PEC for N2 and N2+ lie below the energies for 
their atomic constituents at large internuclear separations. This is the energy required to 
dissociate the molecular bond. In the case of N22+, the minimum of the potential well lies 
above the value of the corresponding dissociation limit, thus N22+ is an unstable ion. Such 
states can possess quite long lifetimes up to secondso. The other extreme of dissociation 
is represented by the Coulombic repulsive curves in Fig.1.7, which possess a monotonic 
1 / R  dependence, where R  is the internuclear separation.
Another result of the BO approximation is the Franck-Condon principle31, this deter­
mines the change in vibrational states induced by the emission or absorption of photons. 
Since electrons respond almost instantaneously compared to nuclei, the position and 
momenta of the nuclei cannot change substantially for transitions between electronic states. 
This gives rise to the Franck-Condon (FC) term; this term appears as a vibrational overlap 
integral between the final and initial vibrational states in the calculation for the transition 
probability between two electronic states. The FC factor, in effect allows only vertical 
transitions to occur. In Fig.1.7, the FC region for the overlap with the ground vibrational 
state of N2 is indicated by the grey shaded region.
Fig.1.7(A) shows only a few electronic states of N2 and it's ions, however, to correctly 
understand the dissociation processes in molecules requires a more complete knowledge 
of the various electronic states which can contribute. An example of some of the states 
relevant to the dissociation of N2+ in the region of 26 eV above the ground X1 Eg+ state of N2 
are shown in Fig.l.7(B). This figure indicates different possible outcomes of single-photon 
ionisation of N 2 to the third excited electronic state of N2+. The transition labeled (2) in 
this figure is one of the most probable due it's large Franck-Condon factor for overlap with 
the ground X1Eg+ state of N2 (C2£ u+). Due to the separability of rotational and vibrational 
motion, each vibrational state is composed of a fine structure of quantised rotational states 
(rotational states are the subject of chapter 5).
The study of the dissociation mechanisms of molecular ions is very important for 
fields such as atmospheric chemistry or astronomy230, where accurate knowledge of the 
spectroscopy and lifetimes of molecular ions is fundamental. However, obtaining such 
information can be challenging. This is because of the large number of electronics states 
which can be involved and the inherent multi-electron nature of bonding in molecules.
oSuch states are often referred to as being metastable.
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Figure 1.7. A ) Bottom left: Schematic of some potential energy curves (PECs) for N 2 and its ions 
227,22&' Shown in order of ascending energy are the ground states of N 2 and N2+, and the first excited state 
o fN 2+. Next is the ground state o fN 22+ and its repulsive Coulombic PEC. Above the N 22+ Coulombic 
curve is a highly excited PEC o fN 2+; possibly responsible for the charge asymmetric dissociation 
channel228 (N2 + hœ —> N 2++N+2e~). The last PEC is the Coulombic curve for N 22+, which does 
not have any bound states229. The shaded box represents the Franck-Condon overlap with the ground 
vibration state o fN 2. B) Top right: Schematic of some doublet (solid lines) and quartet (dashed lines) 
states o fN 2+. The three vertical arrows indicate possible single photon transitions from X 1 ~Lg+(N2) to 
C2^ u+(N2+) as follows: 1) a transition to a high lying vibrational state o fC 2 'Lu+ can directly dissociate 
to the excited atomic dissociation limit, N +(3P) + N (2D); 2) a transition to a vibrational state which 
cannot directly dissociate but must predissociate by transitioning to a curve with a lower dissociation 
limit. The predissociation is thought to occur mainly via coupling to the continuum of the B2 'Lu¥, but 
spin-orbit coupling to quartet states is also possible227; 3) a transition to a vibrational state below the 
firs t dissociation limit, N +(3P) + N +(4S), which does not result in dissociation.
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Accurate theoretical calculations are demanding and require complementary high-resolution
measurements231,232.
1.4.1 Coulomb explosion imaging
Perhaps the most useful potential energy curves of those depicted in Fig.1.7 are the Coulom- 
bic potentials. These are able provide direct access to information regarding molecular struc­
ture. This ability originates from the steepness of the Coulombic curves, which imply that 
the dissociation process is fast. As a consequence, the angular distribution and energy of the 
fragments originated from these curves contains information regarding the positions of the 
nuclei in the original molecule. This occurs because the acceleration of the fragments occurs 
along the bond coordinates, with the final energy corresponding the internuclear separation 
at the moment of promotion. The first experiments attempting to retrieve this information 
collided high energy molecular beams (~MeV) with thin metallic foils233,234. Such collisions 
rapidly strip electrons from a molecule, in around 0.1 fs, essentially instantaneously from 
its viewpoint. The resulting very highly charged molecular ion finds itself on a highly 
repulsive curve; causing it to literally explode, hence the term Coulomb explosion (CE).
The collisional method has drawbacks in that it requires a source of very high-energy 
ions and is also not suitable for time-resolved measurements. A more promising avenue ex­
plored in the last decade has been to employ intense fs pulses to multiply ionise molecules 
and initiate CE235,236. Current ultrashort pulse technology, which is able to generate 
few-cycle pulses, has been demonstrated to be capable of performing time-resolved CE 
imaging experiments which can measure the vibrational107,237-242 and rotational motion 
243,244 of small and medium sized molecules. We note that in reality the repulsive curves 
for molecules often deviate from an exactly Coulombic behavior245-248, thus reconstruction 
of the internuclear separations for most molecules is aided by a knowledge of the actual 
potential. More generally, for clean CE imaging, one must ensure that the molecules are 
multiply ionised to high-charge states in as short a timescale as possible. In our research 
we have used CE imaging to assess the orientation of molecules in chapter 7 and have 
explored the use of weak-field XUV pulses as CE imaging probes in chapter 8. Future 
research and technological advances will be required to establish if these methods of 
determining molecular structure can be applied to larger polyatomic molecules such as 
proteins. Currently many approaches to determining nuclear structure are being pursued 
127; these include techniques based on: X-ray diffraction249, HHG186,191, pulsed external 
250 or laser-induced114 electron diffraction, or internal diffraction of photoelectrons251.
1.4.2 Molecules in strong-fields
The concepts for strong-field atomic ionisation we have already discussed (i.e., multiphoton
and tunnelling ionisation) also apply to molecules; however, the naturally greater complex­
ity of molecules greatly enriches their interactions with strong or intense laser fields252. 
These additional effects arise from factors relating to nuclear motion, molecular symmetry 
and multi-electron dynamics. Many of these processes are not yet fully understood or 
resolved, especially for larger molecules. In this section we concentrate on processes relating 
to molecular ionisation and dissociation and their relation to the nuclear degrees of freedom. 
Related concepts concerning the ability of strong fields to control chemical bonding and 
state distributions are discussed at the beginning of chapter 7.
Our first example of deviation from atomic behaviour concerns the suppression of
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Figure 1.8. A  Left: Isocontours of the highest-occupied molecular orbitals (H OM O) o fN 2, CO2 and 
NO, the + and — indicate the relative phase of the wavefunctions. N 2 has a ag symmetry while CO2 and 
N O  have n g symmetry. The asymmetric charge distribution of N O  is indicative of it's dipole moment. 
B) Right: Schematic illustration of the possible ionisation and dissociation pathways for H 2 in a strong 
low-frequency field, shown are the relevant field-free PECs o fH 2+ and H22+. Abbreviations represent 
various mechanisms for ionisation and excitation; SI: single ionisation; SDI: sequential double ionisation; 
NSDI: non-sequential double ionisation; CREI: charge resonance enhanced ionisation.
ionisation observed in molecules when compared to atomic counterparts or atomic models 
employing similar binding energies253-258. These reduced ionisation rates have been ob­
served in molecules such as 0 2, C02, or C6H6, but not in others such as N2 or F2. Based on 
S-matrix calculations carried out for 0 2 and N2 by Muth-Bohm et al.259 the main mechanism 
is believed to originate from the nature of the symmetry of the outermost orbital of the 
molecule. Anti-symmetric orbitals possess planes where destructive interference occurs for 
outgoing wavepackets. This naturally occurs because contributions from different regions 
of the orbital with opposite phase cancel out along such nodal planes. Experiments have 
since observed evidence supporting this molecular-orbit model260-265. Theorists have also 
developed an analytical molecular-orbital ADK theory266; however, the situation is not 
completely resolved. This is because the model predicts a suppression for F2 and S2 which 
has not been experimentally observed257. It has recently been discovered that strong-field 
molecular ionisation also often includes contributions molecular orbitals underlying the 
outermost orbital193,194,267. The contribution of ionisation from the different molecular 
orbitals might eventually be controlled techniques which are able to fix the orientation of 
the molecular axis in the laboratory frame.
Other electronic effects arise when the number of bonded atoms increases and many 
more electrons are available to collectively respond to the laser field. These effects appear 
in larger polyatomic systems such as C60 and extended aromatics86-88,268-270. In the low 
frequency quasi-static regime the behaviour can be understood in terms of the collective 
non-adiabatic response of the delocalised electrons. The electrons induce a strong dipole 
force, which counteracts the laser field and suppresses the probability for tunnel ionisation.
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This collective response also has an important impact on the fragmentation dynamics of 
the molecules as it allows the electrons to gain energy from the laser field non-adiabatically, 
which can drive significant fragmentation88,271,272.
Smaller molecules, such as N2, NO, and CO2, which we have studied in this thesis 
can be understood with reference to the simplest molecular systems, H2+ and its heavier 
brother D2+. This pair is simple to model by virtue of only possessing a single electron, 
while exhibiting the important effects arising from nuclear dynamics. Their ionisation is 
simplified by the fact that the first and second ionisation potentials of the neutral species 
differ by ~15 eV; this means that in relatively low frequency fields, the formation of the 
ions and their fragmentation can be treated separately. H2+ and D2+ are furthermore suited 
for laser studies by virtue of only possessing two relevant states at lower energies, these 
states converge to the same dissociation limit and are thus strongly coupled by a laser field.
A schematic illustration of some of the ionisation and fragmentation routes for H2 is 
shown in Fig.1.8. An initial sequential process; i.e., tunneling or multiphoton ionisation, 
creates a wavepacket in the Jg state of H2+. This wavepacket can fragment or ionise by 
a variety of mechanisms depending on the wavelength, intensity, and duration of the pulse. 
If the pulse is sufficiently intense, electron rescattering and/or field ionisation can ionise 
the second electron when the molecule reaches a particular internuclear separation where 
the transition to the H++H+ curve is energetically possible. Such prompt promotion to the 
CE curve imparts a large kinetic energy release (KER) to the fragments. Alternatively, as 
the vibrational wavepacket evolves on the Jg state it can experience a number of different 
fates: it can be ionised by subsequent electron returns261, absorb photons resonantly 
at particular internuclear distances, dissociate through field-induced bond-softening, or 
ionise at a critical nuclear distance when the barrier for ionisation drops significantly 
(charge-resonance enhanced ionisation (CREI)).
The existence of these multiple channels of excitation allows the laser field to control 
the outcome of the dissociation; i.e., it is been shown that is possible to determine on which 
atom the electron resides after the dissociation by controlling the CEP of a few-cycle laser 
field205,273-275 or the relative phase of two-colour pulses205,276,277. A recent experiment205 
with few-cycle IR pulses and SAPs has demonstrated that employing a single XUV pulse 
for the preparation of the ion involves additional contributions from doubly excited states 
of H2. This opens the possibility of using XUV pulses to study and control the electron 
dynamics of highly-excited molecular states.
Bond softening, hardening and ATD
One of the earliest observed effects of strong fields on H2+ was that of bond-softening278. 
This can be understood in the quasi-static limit, where the effect of a strong static field is to
mix the two states of H^ ~ to produce the Stark shifted states31. The new adiabatic eigenstates 
of the field + system are now j + and j ~ , which are linear combinations of the field-free 
states. These states are localised and represent the field-induced dipole created by the elec­
tron when it lowers its energy by moving to one of the nuclei. This shift naturally disrupts 
the bonding nature of the ground state. For large R, the j ~ state takes on the repulsive 
character of the J u state. If the field is sufficiently strong, the j ~ state lowers in energy such 
that the bound vibrational states become free; allowing the molecule to dissociate freely. 
This reduction occurs most strongly for molecules with their internuclear axis aligned along 
the laser field, which results in measured photofragment angular distributions peaked along
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Figure 1.9. Illustration of the dissociation pathways o fH 2+ in the Floquet picture for a w-frequency 
field. The solid lines are diabatic states. The grey lines indicate adiabatic field-dressed states at different 
intensities. X 1w and X3w are the 1-photon and 3-photon crossings, although only the 1-photon avoided 
crossing is shown. The arrows indicate different dissociation scenarios which are possible in a laser 
field, a) Zero-photon dissociation (ZPD): If ions in states v  > 4 have passed diabatically through X 1w, 
they can be trapped in a well created above the 1-photon avoided crossing when the intensity has risen. 
For sufficiently high intensities, these states are lifted higher and can dissociate without absorbing any 
photons. b) Bond-hardening mediated dissociation: Trapped states can dissociate on the falling edge 
of the pulse by diabatically passing through X 1w from left to right. This can be aided by rotation of 
the molecule away from the laser field, which has the effect of reducing the avoided gap279. c) 1-photon 
above-threshold dissociation (ATD): Bond softening lowers the dissociation barrier for the v  = 2-3 
states, these can dissociate by adiabatic passage through the avoided crossing at X 1w with a net 1-photon 
absorption. d) Below-threshold dissociation (BTD): vibrational states below the field-induced dissociation 
threshold can dissociate by tunnelling under the barrier.
the laser polarisationP. This lowering of the a ~  state is also responsible for creating a force 
which dynamically aligns the molecular axis to the laser polarisation. The corollary of the 
bond-softening of a ~  is that the a +  state takes on a bound character to create a light-induced 
bound potential (LIBP). In molecules, this process is known as bond hardening.
The diabatic curves are the unperturbed field-free states and only the crossing of the 
2pog state with the 2p^u-lw and 2p^u-lw state need to be considered^. These curves cross 
at the internuclear separations, X1w and X3w, where the transition between states is resonant. 
The diabatic states do not have any coupling between them; however, in the presence of 
laser field, a coupling occurs which is proportional to the general Rabi frequency (see 
page 114). This coupling produces off-diagonal terms in the Hamiltonian, which must be
pThis phenomena has been termed as geometric alignment
P^arity conservation forbids two-photon transitions between states of opposite symmetry, so the crossing 
with the 2pau-2w curve is omitted.
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Figure 1.10. Illustration of the enhanced ionisation mechanism for H2+. A ) Left: A t small R the 
electron adiabatically evolves w ith the laser field on the lowest a  field-dressed state. B) Middle: A t
the critical internuclear distance, R q, the electron wavefunction is not able to tunnel between nuclei. 
Consequently, the electron wavefunction in the a + state is easily ionised via the inner-barrier. C) Right: 
For large R the potential wells do not interact and the behaviour reverts to an atomic situation.
diagonalised to obtain the adiabatic eigenstates of the laser field + molecular system as 
a whole. The adiabatic states are shown as grey lines in Fig.1.9. One sees that the effect 
of the laser field is to create a gap at the 1-photon crossing (a similar but smaller gap also 
occurs at X3  ^but is not shown); as the intensity is increased, this gap becomes wider until 
bound vibrational states become free and the molecule can dissociate in a phenomenon 
known as bond-softening. This phenomenon was theoretically predicted as early as the 
1980s280. Because the molecule ends on the 2pau-2w curve, the process corresponds to the 
absorption of a single photon by the ion. Thus, it is termed above-threshold dissociation 
281 (ATD). A similar process can also occur through the three-photon crossing, resulting 
in dissociation by absorption of two or three-photons.
Also pictured in Fig.1.9 are dissociation routes involving the bond-hardening well 
created above the one-photon crossing. The occurrence of bond hardening was not fully 
confirmed until 1999 by Frasinski et a l.282 who demonstrated its existence using chirped 
pulses. Ions trapped in this well can return to the diabatic bound states after the pulse 
is over283; dissociating by a counterintuitive mechanism requiring high intensities but 
no photon absorption (route (a) in Fig.1.9). This occurs when the intensity is sufficient 
to decrease the depth of potential such that bound states can actually dissociate to the 
zero-photon dissociation limit at the peak of the pulse284.
The routes for ionisation are clearly complicated by the relation to the nuclear dynamics 
of the molecule. Depending on the pulse duration and field intensity, a variety of outcomes 
are possible. This complexity originates from the fact that the probability for traversing an 
avoided crossing on the diabatic or adiabatic surfaces depends crucially on the velocity of 
the wavepacket and the spacing of the gap. This probability is given by the Landau-Zener 
formula285. This tells us that fast moving nuclei are more likely to move on the diabatic 
potentials, especially when the gap is small, while slowly moving wavepackets are more 
likely to take the adiabatic route, especially for large gaps. Such non-adiabatic effects are 
high relevant to the study of chemical dynamics.
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Charge-resonance enhanced ionisation
An effect which was been important in the interpretation of CE imaging experiments 
using intense laser pulses, is that of charge-resonance enhanced ionisationr (CREI). This 
is an effect whereby molecular ions exhibit dramatic enhancements in multiple ionisation 
rates at certain critical internuclear distances252. The CREI mechanism explained puzzling 
observations made in the early years of strong-field molecular photoionisation286, when 
the KER of fragments were found to be lower than expectations based on their equilibrium 
internuclear distances287. The distribution of fragments were also observed to be relatively 
independent of pulse length for longer pulses, and to have angular distributions strongly 
peaked along the polarisation direction288-290.
Theoretical work291-295 and experiments on heavier molecules296 in the mid-90's led 
to a clearer understanding based on a charge-resonance mechanism occurring at particular 
values of R. This work established an enhancement mechanism which had been proposed 
earlier by Codling et a l.297. The mechanism also explained the peaked distributions as 
originating from a preference for CREI process to occur for molecules aligned parallel to 
the laser field.
CREI can be understood with the help of Fig.1.10 which outlines the mechanism for 
CREI in H2+ proposed by Zuo et a l.292. At small internuclear separations, the effect of 
the field on the two localised states, a +  and a ~  is simply to decrease their degeneracy, 
however, the electron can easily flow between the two states during the zero's of the field 
to remain in the minimum potential state. As the internuclear distance grows the inner 
barrier rises, inhibiting the tunnelling of the wavefunction between the nuclei. A significant 
proportion of the wavefunction can be trapped in the upper well when the laser field 
reverses. This nonadiabatic trapping mechanism forms the first requirement for observation 
of CREI, the second is created when at a particular internuclear separation the effect of the 
adjacent potential is to lower the inner-barrier for ionisation, as shown in Fig.1.10(B). This 
is known as a charge resonant transfer because it requires a resonance between a +  and 
the continuum states of a ~ . At larger separations, where the potential wells are effectively 
decoupled from each other, the atomic-like behaviour is restored. This enhanced ionisation 
also occurs for triatomics298 and larger systems such as atomic clusters299.
1.5 This thesis
Having discussed some of the research which has been performed in the last few decades on 
atoms and molecules with short laser pulses, we briefly describe the contents of the research 
presented in this thesis. In the first instance, many of the advances we have discussed so far
have rested on the quality of the instruments and technology which were available at the 
time of the first measurements. Therefore, we first review the fundamentals of the important 
experimental techniques used in this thesis, in the following chapter 2. The research pre­
sented in part II of this thesis is contributes to developments measurement technology by in­
vestigating the design of Velocity Map Imaging Spectrometers (VMIS). VMI spectrometry is 
an attractive tool because it collects both angular and energy information in a single measure­
ment; however, the current resolution of most VMIS experiments (~1-2%) cannot yet match 
that of time-of-flight techniques, which can readily attain an energy resolution of ~ 0 .1%.
In chapter 3, we present a design of a VMIS which incorporates an effusive gas source, 
allowing a much greater number of target species at the interaction region than is possible
rOften abbreviated to Enhanced Ionisation (EI)
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using a conventional molecular beam. This spectrometer has allowed us to perform the 
first VMI measurements with single attosecond pulses. In chapter 4, we present results 
of design simulations studying the effect of the strength of the electrostatic field in the 
spectrometer on the final energy resolution. This design study has been aided by use of
a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm, which has allowed us to explore a much greater 
region of velocity-mapping configuration-space than would be possible manually.
Part III of this thesis concerns the control of rotational motion of the NO molecule 
with femtosecond pulses. In combination with pulse shaping, as described in section 2.3, 
we demonstrate the degree of control which can be achieved with modern femtosecond 
lasers. We start with a theoretical introduction in chapter 5; this describes the details of 
the theoretical model which is used to understand and interpret our experimental results. 
In chapter 6, we demonstrate how femtosecond pulses can be used with state-selection and 
static-fields to allow control of the orientation of the internuclear axes of a sample of NO 
molecules, with a very high degree of fidelity. Such an ability to define the molecular axis 
in experiments is crucial step to carrying out further experiments aimed at unravelling the 
dynamics of electrons and nuclei in molecules. In the subsequent chapter 7, we demonstrate 
how temporally shaping broadband femtosecond pulses can be used for selective excitation 
between states of the NO quantum rotational ladder. Our numerical simulations, which 
match with the experiments, indicate that full control is possible, however, our experiment 
was proven to be limited by factors such as the finite pulse energy and presence of measure­
ment noise. The use of the essentially infinite NO rotational ladder for this study means 
that it is an important intermediate between two typical types of experiments in coherent 
control. That is, between experiments on simple two or three levels systems which can be 
easily understood, and experiments on biomolecules possessing complex level structures.
Our last topic, in Part IV, concerns the use of XUV pulses generated by HHG as probes 
of electronic and nuclear dynamics in atoms and molecules. In Chapter 8, we demonstrate 
that XUV pulses obtained through HHG can be used to measure the rotational dynamics 
of molecules. This allows Coulomb explosion imaging of molecules to be achieved, without 
the complications originating from the use of strong laser fields. In chapter 9, we use the 
spectrometer designed in chapter 3 to demonstrate how the broad bandwidth of attosecond 
pulses can be used to measure the phase and amplitude of bound electronic wavepackets 
in Helium. Thus, the experiments performed in this thesis span the recent evolution in 
our capabilities, from being able to measure and control the dynamical motion of nuclei, 
to the point where the more fundamental electronic motion is becoming directly accessible.
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E x p e r i m e n t a l  T o o l s
Chapter 2 concerns the description of the main experimental tools used in this thesis; this 
is required to understand the limitations of our experiments and the reasons underlying 
some of the methodologies we have used. These modern laboratory tools include; velocity-map 
imaging (VMI), a technique which enables high-resolution measurements of photo-fragment 
distributions after light-matter interactions, spatial light modulators (SLMs), which are 
able to manipulate femtosecond pulses, and finally evolutionary algorithms (EAs) which 
allow us to find answers to complex problems not readily amenable to an analytical solution.
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we review some of the experimental techniques which have been fundamen­
tal to performing the investigations reported here. Understanding the operating principles 
and limitations of an experimental method is the first step to correctly interpreting any 
measurements, and in progressing to deeper insights. Our first subject concerns the field
of kinematic imaging techniques. These allows us to delve into the microcosm and "see" 
the outcome of experiments we perform on atoms and molecules. Next, in section 2.3, 
we discuss the technology of shaping femtosecond pulses. This capability boosts our 
interaction speeds, allowing us to directly interact with microscopic matter on it's own 
relevant timescale. This ability is of course dependent on the basic ability to generate and 
measure femtosecond pulses, which is now a relatively mature subject6,12,65,217,218. The 
last important tool we discuss in section 2.4 are Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). These 
algorithms borrow concepts from nature in order to supplement our intellects when we 
face complex, multi-parameter problems that cannot be easily solved with simple analytical 
or numerical methods. The work in this thesis involves various combinations of these 
techniques; for example, in chapter 4 where EAs are used to investigate the limitations of 
velocity map imaging, or in chapter 7 where an EA is placed in control of a SLM in order 
to manipulate the rotational quantum-state of a molecule.
Another recently developed tool which we have been fortunate enough to work with 
during this thesis, are attosecond pulses. These represent the current state-of-the-art in 
short pulse production; holding the eventual promise of unlocking the fundamental electron
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dynamics underlying many natural processes. However, since this technology was provided 
by our host institutes, Lund University and the Politecnico di Milano, we do not go beyond 
the basic principles described in the preceding chapter.
2.2 Kinematic Imaging
A popular method to measure the outcome of a typical atomic or molecular experiment is 
to use some form of imaging technique. These techniques include the first development and 
application of ID time-of-flight (TOF) techniques300 to full 3D imaging techniques able to 
measure the complete kinematic distribution of products. Research in this area is vital and 
ongoing301-303, with capabilities continuing to improve as imaging schemes and detector 
technologies are developed. Our own work exclusively employs 2D imaging, whereby only 
the two momentum components parallel to a Position Sensitive Detector (PSD) are resolved. 
This is sufficient for measuring many processes which possess a cylindrical symmetry along 
one of the measured axes or in situations where only the angular information is required 
(for an example see page 103).
Kinematic imaging methods can be considered to have born at AMOLF in the 1980s 
where the use of time and position sensitive detectors was first pioneered by Los304, around 
the same time as the development of the magnetic-bottle spectrometer305. However, 2D 
imaging truly took-off after the demonstration of a simple photochemistry experiment by 
Chandler and Houston306. They detected the products from the dissociation of methyl io­
dide using a combination of a Micro-Channel Platea (MCP) and phosphor screen. Originally, 
the image was recorded with photographic film but has now been replaced by CCDs or even 
direct particle detection307. The technique was further extended in the 90s to the imaging of 
photoelectrons by Helm and coworkers45,308. A schematic of the general imaging principle 
is illustrated in Fig.2.1(A). Charged particles are first created at the crossing of a laser and 
molecular beam. They are then accelerated by an electrostatic field towards a PSD. The 
final macroscopic impact point on the PSD depends on the initial velocity or momentum 
vector, p , of the particle. The importance of this technique lay in the fact that it provided 
a simple experimental scheme for collecting both angular and kinetic energy information.
Collecting vectorial information is very important for molecular dynamics studies 
because of the relationship between the angular distribution of the recoil momenta of 
fragments p  and the transition dipole moment, fi. When an electromagnetic field, Ep, 
is used for photodissociation, the angular distribution for a one-photon process in the 
laboratory frame is given by
1
I  (») =  ^  [1 +  m c o s e )],
where 9 is the angle between p  and Ep. Here, P2 (cos9 ) is the second Legendre polynomial 
and ft describes the degree of anisotropy (-1< ft <2). Measuring this angular distribution 
can reveal information about fi and consequently the symmetry of the states involved 
in the transition; it can also provide information on the timescale of the dissociation 
process. The other area transformed by 2D ion imaging was that of bi-particle scattering; 
the study of collisions occurring at the intersection of two molecular beams. In combina­
tion with state-resolved resonant laser ionisation, ion imaging measurements allowed the
aThis consists of two or more Pb impregnated glass plates which contain an array of microscopic channels. 
When a potential is applied across the plate, the channels each act as individual avalanche amplifiers
producing a burst of localised electrons for each charged particle impact at the front of the plate.
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Figure 2.1. (A) Left: Schematic drawing showing the measurement principle behind 2D  and 3D  
momentum imaging experiments. A  molecular beam is crossed with a laser/and or molecular beam in 
a perpendicular electric field, E. Charged fragments created in the interaction region are then accelerated 
towards a position sensitive detector (PSD). The curved trajectory directed along the Z  axis shows how 
the initial momentum vector p of a charged particle is changed by acceleration in a homogeneous electric 
field. The mapping is such that measuring x, y  and t  allows one to determine completely the original 
momentum vector, p. (B) Right: Illustration of the projection of a 2D  slice ƒ (X, Z ) with cylindrical 
sym m etry onto a ID  axis giving g ( X) .  This projection is known as the Abel transform and can be 
inverted to recover the original distribution in 2D imaging experiments where t is not measured (see text).
quantum state-selected differential cross-sections for molecular collisions to be measured 
with remarkable ease309. This technique provides very valuable information on the long 
range potentials of atoms and molecules and energy transfer processes occurring during 
fundamental chemical interactions.
A key step in the interpretation of the information gathered by the technique of Chandler 
and Houston306 is a means of recovering the original 3D distribution from the recorded 
2D images. This can for example be achieved by forward convolution, where trial guesses 
are projected and compared to the measured distribution. Another method is to combine 
information from perpendicular polarizations310,311 or more generally by tomographic 
methods; whereby, measurements over different projection angles are collected312. The 
first method does not always yield a unique solution313, and the second two techniques 
require multiple measurements in different geometries. For these reasons, the most widely 
employed reconstruction method is the inversion of a 2D image301,314-319. The inversion 
relies on the fact that the majority of laser experiments possess an axis of cylindrical 
symmetry around the laser polarisation. If this axis of symmetry is parallel to the 2D 
surface where the 3D distribution is being projected, then for a slice perpendicular to the 
symmetry axis, the distribution depends on only a single radial variable. The projection 
of such a distribution onto a single dimension is the Abel transform, given by,
f  (R ) R d R
g ( X )  =  2
'r VR2 -  X2'
More importantly the original radial distribution can be obtained with the inverse Able 
transform according to,
ƒ ( R )  =  _  1  ^  r  Rg ( X ) d X
n S R J r  X V X 2 -  R 2'
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Figure 2.2. An example ofV M I measurements of the ionisation o fD 2 by linearly polarised femtosecond, 
pulses with a central wavelength of 680 nm. The polarisation is directed along the y-axis and the images 
are shown on different momentum and log intensity scales. This panel demonstrate the use of VM I 
spectrometery for measuring both ion and electron angularly resolved spectra. In this case, the electron 
image can be used to calibrate the energy scale for the ion images. (A) Left: Measurement o f D + ions 
with a gated M CP detector. A  variety of dissociation channels contribute to the observed structure.
In order of ascending energy, the dominant mechanisms are: Bond Softening (BS), Above-threshold 
Dissociation (ATD), Charge Resonance Enhanced Ionisation (CREI) and Coulomb explosion (CE) by 
rescattering or direct ionisation (B) Right: Image of the photoelectrons collected from the ionisation of 
D2; it exhibits a a typical ATI structure. The image was obtained by subtracting the electron contribution 
which originates from the background species present in the vacuum chamber.
One of the difficulties with this inversion procedure is the singularity associated with 
the lower limit of the integral which tends to amplify the effect of noise; in methods 
where the inversion is performed line-by-line this tends to amplify image noise along the 
symmetry axis. An early iterative technique by Vrakking316 involved making guesses as to 
the full 3D distribution; this had the effect of shifted the noise to the relatively unimportant 
central regions of the image. More recent methods employ advanced pattern recognition 
algorithms to speed-up analysis of the raw image320.
A key quantity in any imaging experiment is the resolution that can be attained. This 
is typically given by the quantities Ax / x, Ay/ y  and A t/1, where x y  and t are the detected 
coordinates, and Ax, Ay and At indicate the degree of certainty with which a particular 
observable can be measured. Cursory examination of Fig.2.1(A) shows that a shift in 
position of the origin will shift the detected position, which has the effect of decreasing 
the achievable imaging resolution. This was a major limitation of the original ion-imaging 
scheme which employed a homogeneous electric field, created between a repeller plate and 
a wire mesh grid known as the extractor. The size distribution of the source in this scheme 
resulted in a final measurement uncertainty of a few mm, and hence a resolution of 10- 20%. 
A major improvement in resolution and imaging quality came with the introduction of 
the velocity mapping lens by Eppink and Parker321 who removed the sensitivity to the 
starting coordinate by removing the grid to curved an inhomogeneously curved potential 
field. This curved field had the effect of reducing the uncertainty in Ax  and Ay; allowing
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energy resolutions of 1-2%. The introduction of this lens was almost as dramatic as the 
discovery of the the Wiley-Maclaren time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer322 in the 50s.
The inhomogeneous field discovered by Eppink and Parker is an electrostatic lens which 
transforms points from the object plane to an image plane according to the velocity distribu­
tion rather than the spatial distribution. Because this lens transfers charged particles between 
regions at different potentials, it is generally classed as an asymmetric immersion lens. This 
is in contrast to the double asymmetric lens, known generally as the Einzel lens, where the 
potentials before and after the lens are equal to ensure that there is no net energy change for 
particles traversing the lens. Generally, the field of electrostatic optics is well developed due 
to the applications in the design of charged-particle accelerators. It can be formulated in a 
manner very similar to geometrical optics; however, due to the generally non-discrete nature 
of electrical fields compared to optical materials, these analytical methods cannot be applied 
to lenses possessing arbitrary field distributions. Therefore, most researchers rely on directly 
simulating charged particle trajectories to assess the actual performance of electrostatic 
lense designs. For example, the work in chapter 3 employs Monte-Carlo simulations of 
particle trajectories to simulate the resolution of spectrometer designs. These simulations 
predict energy resolutions of around ~1%. This indicates that the resolution limit is largely 
determined by the electrostatic fields and the initial spatial and velocity vector distribution 
rather than other phenomena such as the repulsion between charged particles.
Other techniques for increasing resolution by removing measurement uncertainties 
include event coun ting323,324; here the impact positions of particles are resolved with greater 
accuracy by determining the centroid of the light spot created by each detection event. This 
can, compensate for the loss in resolution which occurs due to the expansion of the electron 
cloud emitted from the MCP, remove inhomogeneities in detection efficiency and even offer 
sub-pixel resolution325,326. Care must be taken to appropriately detect every event when 
setting discrimination levels and also when applying inversion algorithms to the discretised 
data produced by this method.
A key concept when performing 2D imaging is that of the N ew to n  sphere, this can be 
defined as the surface created by particles with the same inital absolute momentum. As 
this sphere is accelerated and then subsequently drifts towards the PSD, it undergoes 
a contraction in the z-axis and an elongation in x  and y  axes; a phenomenon known as 
pancacking. This can play an important role in determining the final resolution of 2D 
imaging methods because trajectories with momenta directed towards or away from the 
PSD will be detected at different radii when the degree of pancaking is small308.
An important imaging method which is not employed in this thesis but collects the 
most complete information is 3D imaging. Although 3D imaging is generally expensive 
and challenging, it is essential for furthering studies of molecular dynamics. 3D imaging 
can include any technique that involves measuring the temporal coordinate of detection, 
t, as well as the spatial coordinate. This information can be obtained by a number of means; 
for ions, their relatively slow velocities means that it is possible to detect only a 2D slice 
of the 3D distribution using nanosecond electronics327-332. The arrival time can also be 
measured using the decay time of the phosphor333, or more generally one can measure 
the individual time-of-flight of each electron or ion with a delay-line detector303. These 
methods all possess certain drawbacks or limitations, such as the requirement for low 
count rates when using a delay-line detectors. The ultimate kinematic imaging experiment 
requires measuring the 3D momenta of all the fragments from some process in-coincidence. 
Such a measurement is kinematically complete, meaning that it can be interpreted in the 
molecular frame. It also has the benefit that the data can be differentiated, a feature which
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is essential to identifying effects related to correlations between fragments334,335.
2.3 Femtosecond pulse shaping
One main goal of this thesis is to achieve control over the rotational dynamics of the NO 
molecule by manipulating its quantum state.The key to this ability is the ultra-wide band­
width generated by modern mode-locked laser oscillators. Manipulating the relative phase 
of the spectrum allows arbitrary temporal manipulation of the laser waveform on a femtosec­
ond timescale336. This can be used to influences processes governed by the electric field, 
such as HHG169, or those which involve interference between multiple photons337. Origi­
nally the goal of such work was the desire to fully compress laser pulses, however, the arrival 
of programmable pulse shaping using spatial light modulators (SLM) has spawned numer­
ous applications in other fields. These include nonlinear spectroscopy and microscopy338,339, 
selective femtochemistry and coherent control337,340,341 and optical communications342. 
Their most notable use is perhaps as part of the closed-loop quantum control concept pro­
posed by Rabitz343,344. In this scheme, the ideal electromagnetic field for a particular quan­
tum control outcome can be learned by an adaptive algorithm. This approach revolutionised 
the idea of controlling matter with light as it allows coherent laser control to be applied to 
systems that are too complex to allow an a priori calculation of an optimal control field. The 
optimal control concept is at the heart of the experiments performed in part III of this thesis.
The key to ultrafast pulse shaping is the Fourier transform theorem which connects the 
time and frequency representations of any oscillating fields. This theorem is core to the field 
of ultrashort pulse generation where a Fourier transform limited (FTL) pulse refers to a 
pulse possessing the minimum pulse duration A t  for a certain spectral bandwidth Av. This 
results in the bandwidth limited product value of A t  Av =  0.44 for Gaussian shaped pulses, 
which is satisfied when the frequency components of the pulse all possess the same phase.
One main consequence of this relationship is that the time dependent electrical field 
of a laser pulse, E(t), can be written as a superposition of complex frequency components,
E ( t )  =  f + ™ E ( w ) e i(wt)d w ,  (2.1)
2 ^ J —<&
from which one obtains the complex spectral field using an inverse Fourier transformation,
E( w ) =  [ + ™ E ( t ) e ~ i(wt)dt .  (2.2)
J  —
Here the complex spectral field is composed of both negative and positive frequencies,
E ~ ( w t )  and E + (w), however, only the positive components possess a physical meaning 
and the negative frequencies are ignored. As in the temporal domain the spectral field
can be separated into an envelope term, A ( w ) ,  and a phase term, ^(w), with
E + (w) =  S(w)e_i<^ (w). (2.3)
The action of any modulating optical element can now be calculated in the frequency 
domain by the product of its complex frequency response with the input signal,
E + ,t(w ) = H ( w ) E +  ( w )  =  R ( w ) e - iw(w> E+(w), (2.4)
were R ( w )  represents an amplitude filter and the phase factor Y(w) imparts a phase delay 
to each frequency component of the pulse. In this thesis phase only shaping is used and the
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Fourier plane
Figure 2.3. Schematic illustration of the apparatus for pulse shaping. Frequency filtering is performed
with a phase and or amplitude mask placed at the Fourier plane of a zero dispersion-stretcher compressor
spectral amplitude is unmodified, however, programmable phase and amplitude shaping is 
possible with two perpendicularly aligned SLM arrays345. To describe the phase-only pulse 
shaping process we first write the laser field in the form (2 .1), after application of some 
phase function Y(w) the complex spectrum is Fourier transformed to obtain the profile 
of the laser pulse in the time domain.
To produce arbitrary pulse shapes it would be necessary to also modulate the spectral 
amplitude, in which case, the frequency filter required to produce a given target waveform 
can be readily obtained. However, the first widely available programmable pulse shapers 
provided phase only modulation. Although this means that most of the incident light 
is transmitted, it has the disadvantage that the ability directly to calculate the phase 
filter for an arbitrary output waveform is lost and that not all output waveforms will be 
achievable. This problem led to the early use of simple346 or more complex adaptive 
learning algorithms to control the output pulses from phase only pulse-shapers 336,347,348
Currently the most widely used form of ultrafast pulse shaper consist of an array of 
liquid crystal cells known as a spatial light modulator (SLM) pioneered by Weiner et al.349. 
To modulate the individual frequencies of an ultrashort laser pulses, the SLM is placed at the 
Fourier plane of a 4f dispersion-free stretcher-compressor as shown in Fig.2.3. The different 
frequencies of the incoming pulse is first dispersed by a grating, a lens then collimates the 
frequencies; performing a Fourier transform to convert the angular dispersion of the grating 
to a spatial separation of colours at the back focal plane of the lens. A subsequent identical 
lens and grating pair is placed to reconstruct the initial pulse, which in the absence of a phase 
mask should be aligned to add zero dispersion to the pulse. When the SLM is placed in the 
apparatus, the displacement of the last grating can compensate for any residual dispersion, 
just as in a conventional stretcher compressor. For pulses under 20 fs, effects such as 
chromatic dispersion introduced by lens materials become important, which requires the use 
of reflective optics for shaping sub-20 fs pulses350. Applications requiring sub-20fs pulses
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would need to account for additional effects such as the nonlinear dispersion of the grating.
Liquid crystal arrays remain the most popular form of modulator at the Fourier plane 
for a number of reasons including: ease of use, low optical losses, affordability, high damage 
thresholds, relatively wide frequency range, and the ability to shaping the polarisation 
of pulse with double layered SLMs351. Other methods have also been demonstrated; such 
as, deformable mirrors352 for temporal and waveform shaping, acousto-optic modulators 
353,354 which can work in the UV, and even individually addressable silica plates355 for 
very high powers.
In this work a JenOptik SLM-640 liquid crystal array is used in a phase only pulse 
shaping configuration. The SLM consist of a 64mm wide layer of twisted nematic liquid
crystals which are sandwiched between two layers of glass. The liquid crystals are rod 
shaped molecules, which if the glass layers are brushed suitably will tend to align their 
long axis along the direction of the brushing. The result of this is an optically birefringent 
material. The glass layer is coated with transparent ITO to allow the application of a bias 
voltage. Each electrode then forms an individually addressable pixel that is 98 ^m wide in 
an array with a 3 ^m interpixel gap. It has been demonstrated that these gaps do not allow 
abrupt phase changes and instead act to smooth any applied pattern356. Under an applied 
voltage, the crystals experience an aligning force causing them to rotate in the direction 
of the field by some angle, 6 . This consequently changes the effective extraordinary index 
of refraction of the pixel. If the incoming light is polarised along the long axis direction 
then the phase retardance is given by,
■n 2 nd, \ 2 n d , —\
r =  — ( n ( 6 ) -  n o ) =  ~y ~ ( n ( v )). ( 5 )
Here d  is the thickness of the LC layer and n ( V ) is the voltage dependant index of refraction 
that can be obtained via a calibration procedure336. The phase resolution is theoretically 
limited by the resolution of the digital to analogue converter, usually 212. However, since 
generally n ( V ) will be nonlinear, it will be less than this in practice.
When using such a liquid crystal based pulse shaper, several effects are important. In 
the first case it is necessary to ensure that the imaged spot size, (D0), of the input beam, 
D in, at the Fourier plane is smaller or equal to the size of the individual pixels, while 
ensuring that the intensity remains below the damage threshold, typically ~  300 GW/cm2. 
The spot size can be calculated from the expression,
D q =  n D r , (2 .6)
n D in
where f  is the focal length of the collimating lens. If this is much smaller than the pixel size, 
then the action of the modulator approaches that of an ideal frequency filter as described 
above and the limiting factor will be the discrete modulation applied by the finite width
of the pixels.
The width of the pixels means that the phase or amplitude mask produced by the SLM 
is step-like rather than an ideal, smoothly-varying distribution. To allow our numerical 
simulations to account for some of these effects, each pixel is represented by a top hat 
profile which equally covers the spectrum; i.e.,
<p (j ) =  E 63squ ( $n * ( )
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where the squ  function reflects the pixel shape:
, ƒ 1 if |z| < 1 /2
squ(*> = (  0 if |*| >  1 /2  (2.8)
Here, w n and (pn corresponds to the central (angular) frequency and the phase of the n th 
pixel, respectively.
This discretisation has been considered by Weiner et al .356; they found that in the limit 
of negligible interpixel gaps and a focal spot size much smaller than the pixel size the total 
response of the shaper could be expressed as,
E o , n ( t ) ~ [ E m (t )  E  h( t  — n 8 v  1 ) ] s i n c ( n S v t ) ,  (2.9)
n
where h ( t )  is the desired response function of the shaper. This expression shows that 
the discretisation produces a series of replica pulses, which are weighted by an overall 
temporal window function, s i n c ( n S v t ) .  In the case where the beam size at the Fourier 
plane approaches the pixel size, an extra Gaussian envelope term appears in (2.9), which 
can act to diminish the amplitude of the replica pulses induced by the sampling frequency. 
However, if the spot size is much larger than the pixel size, the beam undergoes spatial 
diffraction when passing through the mask357,358.
Another pixelisation effect important in governing the application of SLM's is the limi­
tation originating from the Shannon-Nyquist theorem359. This criterion dictates the number 
of pixels necessary to correctly approximate a smoothly varying function. The imposed 
limitation can be understood from one of the simplest phase patterns that can be applied to 
the phase mask, a linear spectral phase of the form, Y ( w ) =  rw. On Fourier transformation 
this results in an output pulse offset in time by, -r. The delay r is given by the relation,
¿Y
r =  ¿w, ( 0 )
where ¿Y is the imposed phase delay per pixel and ¿w is the change in optical frequency 
from one pixel to the next. To adequately sample such a mask according to the Shannon- 
Nyquist limit, the phase change must satisfy the condition | ¿Y | <  n. This condition leaves 
the quantity ¿w as the term which dictates the temporal resolution of a given experimental 
pulse modulator. This can be improved by either increasing the density of pixels360 or by 
increasing the spectral dispersion of the stretcher-compressor.
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2.4 Evolutionary optimisation algorithms
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are quickly becoming an invaluable tool for physicists and 
chemists. One of their first uses was as part of feedback control experiments to provide 
a means of finding unknown solutions to generic problems, such as coherent control361,362. 
They were adopted because of the large parameter space provided by the femtosecond 
pulse-shaping technology, while also having the potential to learn the Hamiltonian of the 
system to be controlled. EAs have been used in adaptive pulse shaping experiments348,363 
leading to many successful demonstrations of control over processes such as bond break­
ing in molecules364-366, energy flow in biomolecules367, high-order harmonic generation 
169,171,368 and the formation of electronic and nuclear wavepackets in atomic and molecular 
systems369-375. This success has led to a wider applications in areas such as the design 
and operation of scientific instruments376-379, alignment of optical components380,381 and 
the interpretation of complicated spectral measurements191,382,383.
Optimisation algorithms have a long history of applications in science and engineering. 
They are generally classified into two categories; based on the whether they use deter­
ministic or indeterministic search methods. Deterministic algorithms, such as the simplex 
method384 or the gradient method385, rely on fixed rules for determining the next point 
to be evaluated during the search. Thus, they always follow the same path to an optimum 
from a given starting point. Although very fast and efficient optimisers, deterministic 
algorithms suffer from a tendency to become trapped in local minima. They also perform 
badly in the presence of noise or when the number of parameters becomes is very large. 
Indeterministic algorithms which employ stochastic search methods have proven to be 
robust against such effects. These include methods based on simulated annealing (e.g. the 
metropolis algorithm386), threshold accepting methods, and biologically inspired methods 
such as evolutionary387, particle swarm388 or ant-colony algorithms389.
Evolutionary algorithms387 are inspired by the process of natural evolution; histori­
cally they have been divided into three main categories: Evolutionary Programming (EP), 
Genetic Algorithms (GA), and Evolutionary Strategies (ES). The general structure of an 
EA is given in Fig.2.4; it initiates by creating a population of individuals which consist 
of parameter vectors for trial solutions. A  fitn ess  function is then used to probabilistically 
select well-performing individuals to undergo the processes of recombination and mutation; 
the recombination and mutation operations being applied in the parameter vector represen­
tation. After many cycles, this results in a population of individuals clustered in a region 
of the parameter space with high fitness values; hopefully the global optimum. Traditional 
GAs are based on reproduction methods observed in nature; namely DNA. Thus, the 
parameter representation mimics a chromosome. During the reproduction process, the 
chromosomes of the parent individuals are subjected to cross-over and mutation, to obtain 
new children. ESs have instead opted for a real valued representation of the parameters; 
they consequently focus on mutation as the principal method of search. Nowadays such 
distinctions are not as relevant because many algorithms borrow from both approaches. 
We will concern ourselves mainly with the evolutionary strategies, which have proven 
themselves to be efficient and robust algorithms for the laboratory implementation of 
coherent control390-392. We finish with a discussion of multi-objective algorithms which 
are often necessary when seeking optimise multiple, possibly conflicting fitness criteria.
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Figure 2.4. Flow diagram for a generic evolutionary algorithm
2.4.1 Evolutionary Strategies
In this section a description is given of the formulation of evolutionary strategies as used in 
this thesis, more details can be found in the texts of Back387 and Beyer393. A key feature of 
ESs is the ability to undergo self-adaption. This ability provides a remarkable speed increase 
for the most recent ES variants390, as compared to more traditional GAs. Self-adaptation 
is tantamount to a process of learning the topology of the problem landscape; a process 
which has the promise to reveal the underlying mechanisms at work in successful quantum 
control experiments392.
A standard ES follows the algorithm outlined in Fig.2.4 and is most commonly applied 
to problems with real-valued continuous object parameters (x =  (x \ ,  x 2, . . . ,  x D ) E Rd). 
A fundamental element of ESs is the inclusion of endogenous strategy parameters (sk) into 
the definition of the individual. Thus, the k th individual of a generation has the form
ak =  ( xk, sk, ƒ ( x k )) .
Here the f  ( xk) is the fitness function to be optimised. Exogenous control parameters are typ­
ically the size of the parent (y) and offspring (A) populations. The choice of these parameters 
is generally dependent on the search space dimensionality, D, and the particular algorithm.
Selection
Selection is the process governing which individuals will survive to pass on their informa­
tion into the next generation. In ES, this is entirely a deterministic process, which is linked 
to the fitness of each individual. There are two possibilities for the selection operator:
(y +  A)-selection: the next generation of parents(yg+1) is selected from the y best 
individuals from a union of the offspring(Ag) and previous parent generation(yg), this 
strategy ensures survival of the best individual.
(y, A)-selection: the next generation of parents(yg+1) is obtained only from the current 
offspring generation(Ag). Thus each individual survives only for one generation with
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comma selection.
These two options have their relative merits and drawbacks, a +  strategy, also termed 
elitist selection, clearly ensures that good solutions will never be lost during the search; 
however, it does increase the likelihood of becoming trapped in a local minima. Elitism 
is also not useful in the presence of noise, because of the additional evaluations required to 
eliminate individuals with erroneous fitness values. A further drawback is that the strategy 
parameters, s^, of an elite individual would not be updated; this would tend to hinder 
self-adaptation. Thus, comma selection is generally preferable for ESs.
One immediate consequence of the comma selection process can be seen to be the 
requirement for y < A to avoid a random walk. The ratio y/A  determines the selection 
pressure for the algorithm to converge and also determines the character of the search; a 
small ratio indicates a path-oriented search, whereas, larger ratios ensure that the search 
encompasses a greater volume of the search space. A ratio of 1/7 has been found to be 
optimum for the standard ES387, with popular values being y = 15 and A = 100.
Recombination
In ES, recombination serves to share information among the parent population. This 
contrasts with GAs, where recombination is often the major source of variation. Again, 
there are two distinct possibilities:
Discrete recombination: the constituent parameters \xk and |s^  of a recombined indi­
vidual aREC is randomly chosen from among p parents.
Intermediate recombination: the values of p parents are averaged. This can either 
be performed uniformly or by weighting according the fitness of the individual. For
weighted recombination:
3 REC =  E  with -  =  pln[(p + 1)A] (2 .11)
¿ 1  E ?= > [(p  + 1 ) /']
which ensures Ep= 1 — =  1. Typically p =  y to average over all selected parents.
Generally intermediate recombination is preferred for ES. One of the main advantages 
of recombination is to mitigate against the effects of noise and hence it is vital in laboratory 
applications. For these reasons we use a weighted (y w, A) strategy in chapter 7. Recom­
bination is also considered to counteract the effects of noise arising from the stochastic 
nature of the search process, allowing convergence rates to be maintained in the presence 
of large mutation rates.
Mutation
Mutation has a fundamental role in ESs, being the primary source of variation. Random 
mutations of the object parameters are generated according to
XNEW =  xOLD +  2, (2 .12)
where z  is a random vector drawn from a Gaussian normal probability distribution with 
zero mean. In the most general case this is denoted by M (0, C), having a probability 
density function given by:
1
^ ( i )  =  ) d  |C| ■exp 4  z T - C- 1 (2.13)
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Figure 2.5. Depiction of the equidensity mutation ellipsoids for individuals of three variant evolutionary 
strategies in a hypothetical iso-contour fitness landscape (after Back387). (A) Left : Individuals with  
isotropic mutation probability distributions in a standard ES. (B) Middle : Individuals with non-isotropic 
mutation distributions. (C) Right: M utation probability distributions for individuals with correlated 
non-isotropic mutation ellipsoids.
C is a symmetric positive definite matrix with (D - (D  +  1)))/2  independent elements 
which define the probability to make a mutation step in a particular direction of the object 
space. The elements of this matrix are the endogenous strategy parameters which evolve 
along with the object parameters and allow it to adapt to the problem space. Referred to 
as the covariance matrix, C is characterised by D  diagonal elements, cu =  o?, which act 
as individual step-size control for each parameter, and also by (D • (D  — 1))/2 covariance 
elements, cjj =  cji =  1 (o? — o j) • tan(2a^), which perform rotations in the parameter space. 
Separating the components of the matrix in this way allows update rules for the variation 
of these components to be defined as:
o f EW =  o ° L D - exp T ■ N ( 0 , 1 )  +  T - M i  (0, 1)
and
=  a f D +  f t - N l  (0,1) (l =  1 , . . . ,  ( D - ( D -  1))/2).
(2.14)
(2.15)
Where the constants are set as r =  1 / \ / V D ,  r =  1/ \ / V D  and ¿6=0.087.
A geometric interpretation of effects of C can be helpful in understanding the adap­
tation process in ES and it's advantages. Three case's can be identified as illustrated in 
Fig.2.5:
A) C =  ol: a single global step size produces an isotropic mutation probability. In flat
regions the mutation steps can become adapted to take larger steps or vice versa in 
sharp, hilly regions.
B) C =  (o1, . . . ,  oD): a vector of D  step sizes allows ellipsoidal mutation distributions 
to occur along favorable directions in order to obtain the optimum more quickly.
C) C =  (o ,£ij): a full (D • (D  +  1))/2 covariance matrix allows arbitrarily oriented 
mutation ellipsoids in the problem parameter space to exploit the local landscape. This 
allows the algorithm to obtain a degree of invariance with respect to the parametrization 
of the problem enabling even faster convergence rates.
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Self-Adaptation: Derandomised ES
The use of endogenous strategy parameters, which undergo evolution, allows the standard 
ES to adapt to a given problem landscape. However, the adaptation mechanism remains 
stochastic which limits its effectiveness. The use of deterministic procedures for self­
adaption is key to the success of current ES variants; this has allowed enormous gains to be 
made in convergence speeds. The earliest proposed deterministic self-adaptation rule for ES 
was the 1/5th rule developed for the (1+1)-ES. This rule relies on evaluating the probability 
for an offspring individual to successfully replace a parent. It was found that for optimal 
convergence speeds the success probability should have an average value of around 1/5 (the 
exact ratio varying according to the problem). This observation led to a simple rule for adapt­
ing the mutation step-size: "If the success probability is greater than 1/5 then the standard 
deviation should be increased. If it is smaller than 1/5, decrease the standard deviation." 
This introduces an additional adaptation procedure to the basic EA structure of Fig.2.4.
The fundamental concept at work in this rule was the use of information gained over 
previous generations to deterministically speed up the evolution process. This same concept 
is at the heart of the derandomised ES variants used in this thesis, which are the most 
successful EA algorithms to date. Developed by Ostermeier et a l.394,395, these algorithms 
have in common the concept of cum ulative path-length control. This idea relies on the fact that 
mutation strengths z  are drawn from the standard normal distribution. By accumulating 
the history of successfully selected mutation strengths, \z sei |, these can be compared to the 
expected value of the normal distribution, | \JV(0,z ) \  |). Subsequently, if the actual realised 
step-sizes are larger than expected, then the current step-size should increased. If the 
selected steps have been smaller than expected, then the current value should be reduced.
There are two main variants of the derandomised ES; the standard algorithm 394(DR2) 
adapts D  individual step-sizes, while the covariance matrix adaptation396 (CMA) adapts 
the (D  • (D  +  1))/2 elements of the full covariance matrix. In addition, a global step-size 
term was introduced which decoupled the rate of change of the mutation strength from 
the adaptation of the mutation distribution. Thus, the DR2 employs a mutation process 
which takes the form:
& + 1 =  $ g +  sg Sgcal z k, z k =  A f (  0, 1). (2-16)
The history of successful mutations is collected by weighting according to:
Z g =  c z sel +  ( 1 -  c ) Z g~1.
And the adaptation of the global and individual step-sizes is accomplished by:
(2.17)
(2.18)
and
(2.19)
Where the constants are set as 6  =  V  1 / D ,  6 scai =  1 / D ,  b =  0.35, and the memory rate 
c =  y j  1 / D .  For brevity we do not give details of the (yw, ^) CMA-ES used in chapter
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Figure 2.6. Depiction o f the selection methods used by the NSGA-II to fin d  solutions w ith a wide 
coverage of the Pareto optimal fron t for a hypothetical bi-criteria minimisation problem. The axes 
represent values of the two fitness criteria, f  and f 2, which are being optimised. The hypothetical Pareto 
front depicted in this case is continuous and convex; it could also be discontinuous, non-uniform, concave 
or even multi-modal. (A) Left: Non-dominated sorting of points according to their Pareto dominance. 
The firs t set o f non-dominated points is assigned a rank of 1 and removed. The second set of points 
is assigned a rank of 2, and so on. (B) Right: Determination of the crowding distance for points 2 and 3 
belonging to some Pareto set. In this instance, the solution represented by point 2 has the larger crowding 
distance and so will be more likely to be selected for the next generation than point 3.
7; however, details are readily available in the literature392,397. The CMA-ES algorithm 
represents one of the most advanced ES algorithms available for single function optimisation 
due to the fully covariant statistical learning process employed during the course of its 
evolution. Among it's advantages are a sub-linear scaling of population sizes with the 
dimensionality of the problem which means that it can reach convergence with much less 
function evaluations than standard EA. Thus the recommended settings for the CMA-ES 
are A =  4 +  3ln(D) with y =  A/2.
2.4.2 Multiple Objective Optimisation: NSGA-II
So far, we have only considered single-objective optimisation; however, real-world prob­
lems often tend to encompass multiple criteria which might require some trade-off. One 
approach to this problem is to aggregate the multiple criteria into a single fitness function, 
ƒ (x ) =  L  Wifi  ( x ) ,  with some weighting for each fitness function. Such an approach will 
produce solutions clustered in a single area of the problem space because convergence 
of an EA normally results in less diversity. Also, depending on the shape of the problem 
space, the final solutions can be skewed towards a particular criteria. Instead, designers 
would much prefer to know the trade-offs possible between different criteria; thus, what 
is required is a set of solutions which represents the optimal compromise between the 
objective criteria. EAs are one of the types of algorithms which are naturally suited to such 
problems because they allow for a population of solutions. This has led to a considerable 
interest in Evolutionary Multi-objective Algorithms398 (EMOAs).
In this thesis we use an EMOA, the second non-dominated sorting GA (NSGA-II)399, 
to design a VMI spectrometer in Chapter 4. The NSGA-II is a popular choice for multi­
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objective optimisation (MOO) with a succesful track record; for example, having been used 
in recent experimental and theoretical quantum control studies400,401. It can be classed as a 
(y + A)-EA, where y =  A is used (the flow diagram of the NSGA-II is provided in Fig.A.l).
The topic of MOO is of course a complex subject398, as a simple introduction to the 
most important concept we describe the principles behind the success of the NSGA-II 
algorithm. The NSGA-II relies on a central concept in MOO; which is Pareto dominance. 
For a minimisation problem, a solution is Pareto non-dominated, if there is no other solution 
which would reduce a particular criteria, without causing an increase in another criteria. 
This definition naturally means that there will be more than one point; together, the set 
of non-dominated points forms the Pareto optimal front. The situation depicted in Fig.2.6A 
represents an example of an ideal outcome of a MOO, where the Pareto optimal front of 
a given problem has been found by the set of solutions numbered 1. The set of solutions 
are all part of the Pareto optimal front (black line), which bounds the regions of allowed 
solutions (grey area). In this case, the Pareto set 1 represents a good outcome because the 
solutions are evenly distributed along the front.
To attempt to obtain solutions in the Pareto set, the NSGA-II employs two phases of 
selection criteria. These two procedures are illustrated for a hypothetical bi-criteria problem 
in Fig.2.6. The first procedure, which aims to select for solutions which approach the 
true Pareto optimal front of the problem, is shown in Fig.2.6A. A non-dominated sorting 
procedure is used to rank each point according it's Pareto dominance. When the first set 
of non-dominated points are identified, they are extracted and assigned to the set with 
rank one. The next set of non-dominated solutions is identified and extracted until all the 
members of the population have been classified and assigned a rank.
The second procedure aims to preserve diversity and ensure that the final set of solutions 
is well-distributed across the Pareto optimal front. This is accomplished by assigning each 
point in a particular set of solutions a crowding distance. This metric is calculated from 
the distance between the nearest neighbour in the objective space; as illustrated in Fig.2.6B. 
Points at the boundaries of the front are automatically assigned an infinite distance to 
ensure selection. In the subsequent selection procedure, the individuals are primarily 
selected according to the rank of the set they belong to, and secondarily within each set 
by their crowding distance.
The subsequent generation of an offspring population from the parents is accomplished 
by stochastic operations common to GA, although the parameters are described by real 
variables in the NSGA-II. These operations include binary tournament selection, recom­
bination in the form of crossover between parents, and finally mutation. Further details 
can be found in the literature399.
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C h a p t e r
A  V e l o c i t y  m a p  i m a g i n g  d e t e c t o r  
w i t h  a n  i n t e g r a t e d  g a s -i n j e c t i o n  
s y s t e m
We present the design of a velocity map imaging spectrometer where the target gas is injected 
from a capillary that is integrated in the repeller plate of the ion optics assembly that drives 
electrons/ions formed by ionization or dissociation to a two-dimensional detector. The 
geometry of this design allows the use of gas densities in the interaction region that are two 
to three orders of magnitude higher than the densities that are used in standard velocity 
map imaging spectrometers, making the detector suitable for working with weak light sources 
such as newly developed attosecond pulse sources, or (quasi-)cw sources such as synchrotrons. 
In a test where monoenergetic photoelectrons were generated by six-photon ionization ofXe  
(utilizing the second harmonic of a neodymium doped Nd:YAG), the kinetic energy resolution 
of the spectrometer was found to be AE/E= 1.8 %. This number was found to be in good 
agreement with M onte Carlo simulations.
3.1 Introduction
In the majority of implementations of 2D imaging, a gaseous sample is introduced into the 
imaging spectrometer by means of a (skimmed) atomic/molecular beam. The advantage 
of this approach is that samples are used where the initial velocity is rather well defined. 
Furthermore, the rotational and, possibly, vibrational cooling of the sample is frequently 
beneficial. A drawback is the fact that relative large amounts of gas need to be introduced 
into the vacuum system in order to obtain appreciable gas densities in the interaction region. 
The use of pulsed valves reduces this problem somewhat but becomes problematic when 
the repetition rate of the experiment is very high (>1 kHz) or—in the most extreme case—if 
the experiment operates in continuous mode. Low target gas densities are particularly 
problematic if the light source is very weak.
In our research, we apply 2D velocity map imaging in experiments with attosecond laser 
pulses402. The present state of the art allows for the generation of isolated attosecond pulses
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with a duration of down to about 100 as135,403. However, these pulses typically contain 
no more than 106 photons per pulse. Combining this number of photons with the typical 
density in an atomic/molecular beam of 1013 atoms/molecules per cc, and using a typical 
absorption cross-section of 10_17 cm2 and a typical atomic/molecular beam width of 10_1 
cm, this leads to a probability of photoabsorption of 10_5 (i.e., typically <10  photoabsorp­
tions per laser pulse, which is too low for many applications). Therefore in this paper, in the 
spirit of earlier work by Samartzis404 and Toomes and Kitsopoulos405, we introduce a new 
spectrometer design where the gas that is to be used in the experiment flows out of a cap­
illary that is integrated in the repeller electrode of the spectrometer and that is produced by 
spark erosion (see Fig.3.1). Using this arrangement, the gas density that can be maintained 
in the interaction region is only limited by the maximum pressure that can be tolerated in 
the experimental chamber. Typically, this pressure is limited by the fact that a MCP detector 
needs to be operated at high gain in this chamber. Assuming a 500 l /  s pump and a max­
imum tolerable pressure of 10-5 Torr, this suggests that 5-10-3  Torr - l / s  can be introduced 
into the vacuum system, corresponding to 1.5-1017 atoms/molecules per second. Assuming 
atoms/ molecules moving at a velocity of 300 m /s through a capillary with a diameter of 
50 ym, the flow rate is 6-10-4 l /s  and it follows that at the exit of the capillary a pressure of 
about 8.5 T orra can be maintained. In order to avoid unwanted photoelectron production by 
surface photoemission (which is a limiting factor in the attosecond experiments that were 
mentioned previously), we will assume that the experiment is performed at a distance of 500 
ym from the exit of the capillary, where the density has dropped by a factor 100. Assuming 
an opening angle of 1 sr for the gas that effuses out of the capillary, the probability for a laser 
photon to be absorbed is approximately 0.125 %, i.e., more than two orders of magnitude 
higher than in the case when a skimmed molecular beam is used. Further improvements 
are possible when a pulsed gas source is used in the repeller, which meanwhile has become 
the preferred mode of operation of the spectrometer in our laboratory. Additionally, the 
pumping speed of the vacuum system may be increased, or differential pumping may 
be introduced in the detector region. The latter is challenging, however, given the open 
geometry that is required in velocity map imaging. Note that apart from the new repeller 
assembly, the design of the spectrometer is the same has been desribed previously406.
In this paper the design of the new velocity map imaging spectrometer (VMIS) is pre­
sented, and its performance is compared to that of the commonly used Eppink and Parker 
321 design. Experimental results are presented where the detector has been used to measure 
photoelectron spectra resulting from multiphoton ionization of Xe atoms by a neodymium 
doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser. Meanwhile, the spectrometer has also 
been successfully applied in experiments using a 1 kHz source of isolated attosecond pulses, 
each containing 106 photons/pulse204,407 (see chapter 9).
3.2 Design of a repeller with integrated gas injection
In the traditional Eppink and Parker321 design, the extraction region of the VMIS consists 
of a flat plate that acts as a repeller and a ring electrode that acts as the extractor for the
electrons or ions that are produced. Due to the hole in the extractor electrodes, the electrons 
or ions travel through a region where the equipotential lines are curved. It is this curvature 
that gives rise to the desired velocity mapping. In the Eppink and Parker321 design, the 
distance from the point where the electrons or ions are produced (henceforth called the
a1 Torr = 3x1016 particles /  cm3
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Figure 3.1. The VMIS introduced in this paper. Ions/electrons are formed at the crossing point of 
a laser beam and the sym m etry axis of the spectrometer and are accelerated toward a MCP+phosphor 
screen assembly by applying appropriate voltages to repeller and extractor electrodes. In a conventional 
VMIS, the repeller electrode is a fla t plate, and the gas typically enters the detector through a small 
hole drilled in the repeller electrode (i.e., along the sym m etry axis of the spectrometer) or from the side 
(i.e., along an axis that lies in a plane perpendicular to the detector axis, and containing the laser beam). 
In our new design, the repeller electrode incorporates a 50 ym  capillary tube from which the gas escapes 
in close proxim ity to the laser focus. The central p  = 1 mm part o f the reseller electrode is fla t (i.e., 
parallel to the detection plane). From there the repeller electrode assumes a conical shape with a 154o 
cone angle to accommodate focusing of the laser in front of the capillary.
interaction region), and the repeller/extractor electrodes are typically 5-10 mm. However, 
this is not strictly necessary. Arguably, any electrode geometry that replicates the curved 
field lines of the open geometry will lead to identical velocity mapping. This is exploited 
in our present design where the repeller extends very close to the interaction region. By 
following the field lines of the Eppink and Parker321 geometry for an appropriate length 
(that is, to be determined by means of simulations), it is ensured that electrons or ions 
produced in the interaction region undergo velocity mapping while at the same allowing 
for efficient injection of the gas at high density from the nearby repeller electrode . The 
final design that has been developed is shown in Fig.3.1. The repeller electrode consists 
of a p = 1 mm diameter flat part that ensures that the field lines in the interaction region
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Figure 3.2. (A) Top: Simulated image, determined by performing a M onte Carlo simulation where 
2 0 1 0 6 particles with kinetic energies of 20, 40 ... 100 eV were projected onto a two-dimensional detector 
plane by means of an open electron/ion optics design as introduced by Eppink and Parker321 operating 
with a repeller voltage of 10 kV; B) Middle: Slice through the three-dimensional momentum distribution 
obtained from A) by means of an inverse Abel-transform; (C) Kinetic energy distribution derived from  
B) allowing an assessment of the energy resolution of the spectrometer.
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Figure 3.3. Calculated energy resolution AE/E of a conventional VMIS for different fragment kinetic 
energies as a function of the voltage applied to the extractor. The geometry is that ofFig.3.1, with 10 
kV applied to the repeller and with a 26 cm separation between the repeller and the detection plane. 
Ejection of the fragments is assumed to be isotropic. The fragm ent source volume is the intersection 
of a molecular beam with a Gaussian radial density distribution (2 mm FWHM) and a Gaussian laser 
beam that is focused to a spot-size (FWHM) of 200 ym .
approximate those of the Eppink and Parker321 VMIS and then turns into a conical shape 
in order to allow access to the interaction region with a focused laser beam.
The detailed design of the repeller electrode was performed using a home-built elec­
trostatic trajectory code. No particle collisions are assumed to take place. Making use of 
the inherent cylindrical symmetry around the electric field axis, the Laplace equation was 
solved on a 2D grid (S z ,S r-0 .0 2 5  mm) using standard numerical techniques. Using Monte 
Carlo sampling the initial conditions (position and velocity in three dimensions) of 20-106 
charged particles were chosen, and trajectories leading to impact on a 2D plane placed 
26 cm downstream from the repeller electrode were evaluated. The initial particle kinetic 
energies were chosen as 20, 40,..., 100 eV, and the angular distribution was assumed to be 
isotropic. The fragment source volume was assumed to be the intersection of a molecular 
beam with a Gaussian radial profile [2 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM)] and 
a Gaussian laser beam that is focused to a spot size (FWHM) of 200 ym. Calculated 
2D distributions, which correspond to an Abel projection of the assumed 3D velocity 
distribution, were evaluated on a 2000x 2000 grid and fed into an inversion algorithm316 
in order to determine the kinetic energy resolution of the instrument at the five kinetic 
energies chosen. A typical result of this procedure is shown in Fig.3.2 for a repeller voltage 
of 10 kV. In Fig.3.2(A), a simulated image is shown from which the 3D velocity distribution 
(Fig.3.2(B)) is derived by means of an inverse Abel transform.
The results shown in Fig.3.2 were obtained using the lens design proposed by Eppink 
and Parker321. This design allows for very high-resolution measurements, as illustrated 
by Fig.3.3, where the calculated kinetic energy resolution AE/E is plotted as a function 
of the electron kinetic energy and the voltage that is applied to the extractor electrode 
(while maintaining a constant 10 kV on the repeller electrode). Fig.3.3 reveals that the lens 
displays some chromatic aberration, with low kinetic energy particles requiring slightly
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Figure 3.4. (A) Simulated image determined by performing a M onte Carlo simulation where 20-106 
particles with kinetic energies of 20, 40 , . . . ,  100 eV were projected onto a 2D detector plane by means 
of the new velocity map imaging design w ith the modified repeller. (D) Slice through the 3D  velocity 
distribution that was obtained from (A) by means of an inverse Abel transform. (C) Kinetic energy 
distribution derived from (B) allowing an assessment of the energy resolution of the spectrometer.
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Figure 3.5. Calculated energy resolution AE/E for the new velocity map imaging spectrometer where 
the gas injection is integrated in the repeller electrode as a function of the kinetic energy of the fragments 
and the voltage applied to the extractor electrode. The geometry shown in Fig.3.1 is assumed, with 10 
kV applied to the conical repeller electrode and with a 26 cm separation between the repeller electrode and 
the detection plane. The ejection of the fragments is assumed to be isotropic. The diameter of the capillary 
tube that is integrated in the repeller electrode is 50 y.m. The fragm ent source volume is assumed to 
be the intersection of an effusive flow  with a Gaussian radial density distribution a 1 sr opening angle 
and a Gaussian laser beam that is focused to a spot size (FWHM) of 200 y.m. The distance from  the 
repeller electrode to the laser axis is assumed to be 1 mm.
higher extraction voltages than higher energy particles. Nevertheless, Fig.3.3 shows that 
velocity map imaging allows measurements of fragment kinetic energy spectra with an 
energy resolution down to 0.7%, in agreement with laboratory experience. We note that 
the actual value of the resolution that may be expected in the laboratory is influenced by 
the choice of the flight length from the interaction region to the 2D detector, as well as by 
the size of the interaction volume. Through optimization of these features, Lipciuc et al. 
408 were able to achieve an experimental resolution of 0.38%.
As discussed, the resolution that can be achieved in velocity map imaging is independent 
of the detailed shape of the electrodes, provided that the fields that are encountered by the 
particles on their path from the extraction region to the 2D detector are unchanged, leading 
us to the design shown in Fig.3.1. In contrast with the simple lens design of Eppink and 
Parker321, we may anticipate that the energy resolution of this new design depends not only 
on the voltages that are applied to the repeller and extractor electrodes but furthermore 
on the width of the flat part of the repeller and the distance from this flat part to the laser 
focus, since these two parameters determine both the fields experienced by the detected 
particles and the size of the interaction volume (taking into account that the sample effuses 
from the capillary).
Fig.3.4 and Fig.3.5 show results that we have obtained in our simulations when assuming 
a 1 mm distance between the repeller and the laser focus and a 1 mm width of the flat 
part of the repeller. Similar to Fig.3.2, Fig.3.4A shows a simulated image, while Fig.3.4B 
and Fig.3.4C show a slice through the 3D velocity distribution and the kinetic energy 
distribution, respectively. As shown in Fig.3.5, the new design shows a performance 
that compares satisfactorily with the performance of the Eppink and Parker321 design.
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Figure 3.6. Dependence of the calculated kinetic energy resolution of the velocity map imaging 
spectrometer as a function of (A) the distance from  the repeller to the interaction region and (B) the 
width o f the fla t region of the repeller. In the former case the w idth of the fla t region is held a 1 mm, 
while in the latter case the distance from the repeller to the interaction region is held at 1 mm. The 
kinetic energy resolution shows a clear dependence on the distance from  the repeller to the interaction 
but does not show any dependence on the width of the fla t region
Clearly the resolution is somewhat degraded since the best performance AE/E=2.3% is now 
reached for fragments with a kinetic energy of 100 eV, compared to the best performance 
AE/E=0.7% that was calculated in the open geometry, but otherwise the performance is 
quite comparable. A resolution of a few percent is acceptable for many of the applications 
where velocity map imaging would be considered.
In Fig.3.6, the dependence of the energy resolution of the spectrometer is explored as 
a function of the distance from the repeller to the interaction region (A) and as a function 
of the width of the flat region of the repeller (B). In the former case the width of the 
flat region is held a 1 mm, while in the latter case the distance from the repeller to the 
interaction region is held at 1 mm. The kinetic energy resolution shows a clear dependence 
on the distance from the repeller to the interaction region. Below 1 mm the resolution 
significantly degrades since close to the repeller the new electrode shape introduces changes 
in the equipotential lines compared to the Eppink and Parker321 design. This means that 
experimentally there is a compromise between the energy resolution and the signal yield. 
The kinetic energy resolution shows only a slight dependence on the width of the flat 
region. Hence the parameters of our final design were chosen principally to allow the laser 
focus to be positioned close to the effusive source.
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3.3 Experimental tests
In order to test the performance of the new velocity map imaging spectrometer, tests were 
performed where Xe atoms that were injected from the repeller assembly were ionized by 
the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (532 nm). The photon energy (2.33 eV) implies that 
at least six photons need to be absorbed in order to ionize the atom, which has an ionization 
potential of 12.13 eV. The measured images contain four contributions, corresponding to 
ionization that produces the Xe+ ion in its 2?3/2 ground state or in the 2Pi/ 2 spin-orbit 
excited state and using either six or seven photons of the Nd:YAG laser. The measured 
2D image and a slice through the 3D velocity distribution that was obtained by means of an 
iterative Abel inversion316 are shown in Fig.3.7. Also shown is a kinetic energy distribution 
that was obtained by integrating the 3D velocity distribution in a narrow cone (5o) along the 
polarization axis. The two peaks arising from seven-photon ionization are shown, which 
are both measured with a resolution of AE/E=1.8%. Due to imperfections in the imaging 
that most likely can be attributed to the finite quality of the y-metal shield that surrounds 
the entire assembly, the observed images are not completely round, leading to a smearing 
of the kinetic energy distribution. If the 3D velocity distribution is integrated over the full 
angular range, the kinetic energy resolution degrades to 5%.
A 1.8% kinetic energy resolution is very satisfactory and compares favorably to the 
performance that we had anticipated on the basis of our calculations. This is likely to be 
due to the fact that in multiphoton ionization, the ionization volume is not only limited by 
the presence of the sample (as was assumed in the calculation) but is furthermore limited 
by the focal volume of the laser. Under the conditions used in the experiment, the 532 
nm light was focused with ƒ /D  = 50, leading to a laser waist of ^ 0=9 ym and a Rayleigh 
range of Z r =0.45 mm, i.e., a somewhat smaller laser focus than we have assumed in our 
simulations. The distance of the focus from the flat part of the repeller can be obtained by 
observing the light transmitted after passage through the spectrometer and mounting the 
focusing lens on a graduated translation stage. The achieved resolution is clearly sufficient 
for many of the applications that the present detector was designed for, such as using the 
output of very weak attosecond light sources that produce 106 photons/pulse or less.
3.4 Summary
We have designed and tested a new VMIS with a gas delivery system integrated into the 
repeller electrode. Both experimental tests and Monte Carlo simulations indicate that 
design provides a resolution which is only a factor of 2-3 times worse than the standard 
design of Eppink and Parker321 while allowing the density in the interaction region to be 
increased substantially compared to the use of a conventional molecular beam. The VMIS 
design has already allowed 3D imaging experiments to be carried out with low intensity 
state-of-the-art isolated attosecond pulses.
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Figure 3.7. (A) Experimental photoelectron image obtained for six- and seven-photon ionization ofXe  
atoms with 532 nm radiation. For each n-photon ionization process, two rings are observed corresponding 
to the formation ofX e+ in the 2 P3/2 ground state or the 2 P1/ 2 spin-orbit excited state. (B) Slice through 
the 3D  velocity distribution obtained after inversion316. (C) Kinetic energy distribution derived from  
integration of the 3D velocity distribution within a narrow cone (5o) along the polarization axis. The two 
contributions arising from seven-photon ionization are measured with a kinetic energy resolution of AE/E 
— 1.8%. When the photoelectron kinetic energy distribution is evaluated by fu ll angular integration 
of the 3D velocity distribution, the resolution degrades to 5°% due to imperfections in the roundness of 
the measured images, which are likely due to imperfections in the magnetic shielding of the spectrometer.
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C h a p t e r 4
A n  E v o l u t i o n a r y  m u l t i - o b j e c t i v e  
o p t i m i s a t i o n  o f  t h e  v e l o c i t y  m a p  
i m a g i n g  o f  l o w  e n e r g y  e l e c t r o n s  
b o r n  i n  l a r g e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d s
In a normal velocity map imaging (VMI) experiment, the electric field in the extraction region
is m ostly an experimental parameter which is not involved with the system being studied. 
However, in some cases; e.g., the imaging of atomic or molecular Stark states, the electric 
field becomes an integral part of the system. In this chapter, we study the consequences of a 
VMI spectrometer designed to operate in conditions where low energy electrons (~10meV) are 
created in regions of high electric field (~400 V/mm). A multi-objective evolutionary algorithm 
(MOEA) is then applied to optimise the electrode geometry with respect to the velocity mapping 
resolution and the electric field. A  solution from the resulting optimal set is then examined.
4.1 Introduction
Spectrometers are instruments which are used in many fields of science; they are typically
designed to allow measurements to be made of the energies of bosonic or fermionic 
particles with some arbitrary initial distribution. Today, the state-of-art in this technology 
is represented by imaging techniques which aim to measure the full kinematic details 
335 of charged particles originating from collision experiments. However, collecting such 
kinematically complete information is challenging; thus, 2D imaging methods which rely on 
the projection of a symmetric 3D velocity distribution onto a 2D position sensitive detector 
(PSD)306 have become increasingly commonplace301,313. The most popular variant is the 
velocity map imaging spectrometer (VMIS)321; this employs an electrostatic lens to improve 
the measured image resolution, by reducing the sensitivity of the determined velocity to 
the initial spatial coordinate of a charged particle. The importance of this technique is 
attested to by the numerous improvements and modifications which have been reported 
since it's introduction330,331,333,377,409-412.
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Despite the widespread use of the velocity map imaging (VMI) lens, the ultimate 
limitation on the ability of electric fields of the lens to compensate for the initial spatial 
distribution of mono-energetic particles is, for moment, not a-priori known. Optimisation 
of various factors; such as, the electrode design, size of the interaction region, use of slice 
imaging329,330 and event counting323,324 has led to the demonstration of an energy resolution 
of 0.38%408. This approaches, but does not yet match TOF techniques. Because the potentials 
in a VMIS are inherently inhomogenous, researchers have relied on electrostatic simulations 
to design electrode geometries to give the best velocity mapping resolution. An analytical 
formulation of a specific VMI geometry having only recently been introduced by Hagg et al. 
413. For analyzing general electrode geometries numerical evaluations are still competitive 
as they can be fast and accurate and do not rely on approximations. However, optimising 
spectrometer designs using such simulation is not trivial; especially when additional 
electrodes are added. For these reasons, evolutionary algorithms have already been used to 
design a VMIS377 and an electron time-of-flight spectrometer378. In this chapter, we extend 
this approach and apply a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) to optimise a 
VMIS for a particular set of design objectives. We demonstrate that MOEAs are a perfect 
tool for such problems; combining a wide coverage of the desired objective parameters 
while offering solutions which map the optimal compromise between objectives.
The main goal of this chapter is to obtain good velocity mapping, but to achieve it in 
conditions for the fields and particles which are far from the original Eppink and Parker 
paper321. Namely, we consider particles with fixed initial kinetic energies in the meV range, 
while aiming for these particles to be born in electric fields of hundreds of V/mm. This 
motivation originates from the 'slow' photoelectron imaging experiments of Vrakking and 
co workers414-417. These experiments imaged slow electrons created with kinetic energies 
(~few meV) between the field-free ionisation limit and the saddle-point point created by an 
external electric field. This saddle point is determined by the relation, ESP — — 2\/F  [a.u.], 
were F is the electric field strength. These electrons, which we will refer to as threshold 
electrons, have the possibility to experience two distinct types of trajectories on their way 
to the detector. These trajectories are referred to as either direct or ind irect, with indirect 
trajectories experiencing considerable deviation due to their interaction with the Coulombic 
potential. The possibility of two alternate pathways to the same point results in exhibition of 
electron interference; this in effect allows the wavefunction of the electron to be visualised on 
a macroscopic scale. Ideally, these experiments allow one to image Stark states which exist in 
the continuum region below the field free ionisation limit418. Resolving these states requires 
that the laser bandwidth be less than the separation of states in the continuum; a quantity 
which is again governed by F, scaling as F ~3/4. In the experiments conducted on metastable 
Xe, the Stark states could be resolved at a field strength of ~60-70V/mm416. However, only 
qualitative observations could be made because of the difficulty of accurately calculating the 
continuum Stark states for a many-electron system; e.g., Xe. Thus, a quantative comparison 
between theory and experiment would only be possible for few-electron systems; for 
example, Hydrogen and Helium. The experimental challenge in this case is that the large 
ionisation potential of these systems produces a requirement for fields >300V/mm. This is 
typically much larger than that found in the majority of VMI experiments, and is especially 
challenging considering that the expected energies are in the range of tens of meV.
Because the position of the Stark states is system specific, they can appear anywhere. 
In the original slow photoelectron imaging experiments, the laser energy was scanned 
across the whole threshold region; thus, we have chosen to concentrate our simulations
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Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of one quarter of a typical velocity map imaging experiment. 
Voltages applied to the electrodes create an electric field which accelerates charged particles towards 
a position sensitive detector (PSD). With the correct extractor voltage, the trajectories are focused to 
a spot which is smaller than the starting separation at their origin. Because the electrodes are spherically 
symmetric, the electric field can be calculated on a two-dimensional grid (black). However, since the 
initial spatial distribution of particles does not generally possess the same symmetry, the trajectories 
m ust be calculated in a Cartesian frame (grey).
on the lowest energy scale, around 10 meV, where the conditions are most challenging. In 
a real experiment, the shift in the saddle point caused by the field, changes the asymptotic 
energy of any charged particles. However, we are mainly interested in the limitations 
associated with velocity mapping. Thus, we have kept the initial energies constant. In this 
scenario, the most challenging aspect of the problem would seem to be the small radius 
that a particular image would be formed at (normally <1mm). This led to the introduction 
of a magnifying lens by Offerhaus et a l.409. However, our results will show that the problem 
of velocity mapping in this regime is more complex than solving the issues arising from 
the measurement of a small image.
4.2 Electrostatic simulations
To design new VMISs412 we use a simple code developed in-house for simulating charged 
particle trajectories in an electrostatic field. Such a code has a number of advantages: it 
allows a greater degree of flexibility in coding of various parameters, such as, the electrode 
geometry, it can be readily integrated with optimisation algorithms and in addition it 
allows one to exploit the processing power of large scale computing clusters. The inherent 
cylindrical symmetry of typical spectrometer geometries allows us to obtain the electrostatic 
field by solving the Laplace equation on a 2D grid with a standard iterative formula419. 
Charged particles are then created in a 3D space from where the equation of motion 
is calculated using a Runge-Kutta integration routine359. For the majority of situations 
where the trajectories do not pass close to the electrodes, a grid-size of dz, dr = 0.5 mm 
is sufficient to accurately simulate the trajectories. To avoid confusion we note that for 
historical reasons the mass-to-charge ratio of the particles simulated by the code is positive 
and thus corresponds to the positron. This does not influence our conclusions, however, 
one should remember to flip the sign convention of the voltages when we later compare 
our results with simulations of electron trajectories using the commercial SIMION0 code.
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Figure 4.2. Simulated energy resolution, AE/E,for a conventional VMIS321 employing differing levels 
of approximation. (a) Simulated focusing curves obtained using a Gaussian Monte-Carlo (MC) sampling 
of the initial spatial distribution. Dimensions are 2 mm along the y-axis and 0.2 mm along x and z. The 
filled symbols show results from an isotropic velocity distribution in 3-dimensions (3D); the resolution 
is recovered using an inversion and fittin g  procedure as described in chapter 3. The em pty symbols 
are obtained from the impact positions of an isotropic velocity distribution in the x-y plane only (2D). 
(b) Focusing curves obtained from simulations using only 27 starting positions located on the vertices of a 
3 x 3 x 3  grid. This grid has dimension of 2x0 .2x0 .2m m  along the y, x and z  axes. The initial velocities 
are uni-directional (1D); directed along either x (empty symbols) or y (filled symbols). Velocities directed 
along the x-axis produce a resolution which is 18 times smaller than trajectories directed along y-axis.
Generally, we will refer to the imaging of electrons.
The actual velocity mapping performance of any particular configuration is influenced 
by a large number of factors which include: the shape of the electrostatic field, the initial 
spatial and velocity distribution, the detection system (i.e. MCP + optics + CCD or delay 
line detector) and the inversion algorithm (if the distribution has cylindrical symmetry). 
In our previous design412 we have included some of these effects by simulating the energy 
resolution (AE/E) using a procedure where mono-energetic particles with an isotropic 
velocity distribution in x, y  and z, and a Gaussian distribution of initial positions were 
velocity mapped onto a 2000 x 2000 array. The energy resolution was then recovered by 
performing a subsequent inversion316 and peak fitting procedure. The significant drawback
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of this method is that typically ~ 2 x 106 trajectories must be simulated in order to produce 
an image which can be inverted; simulation of five energies consequently requiring ap­
proximately 10 hours of processor time. This evaluation period is not suitable when one 
wishes to evaluate and design a new spectrometer; thus, we limit ourselves to simulating 
only charged particles whose initial velocity is directed only in the x -y  plane (2D), parallel 
to the PSD, while retaining a stochastic Gaussian sampling of starting positions. The 
energy resolution is then simply obtained from the resulting measured velocity distribution 
according to, A E/E =  2Av/v. The method requires only a few thousand trajectories to 
be simulated, while still giving a figure that is consistent with typical velocity mapping 
performance. The methods are compared in Fig.4.2(a) where it is seen that the 2D-velocity 
method predicts a slightly lower resolution than the full 3D-velocity simulation. This 
difference can readily be attributed to the inversion procedurea and the fact that velocities 
directed at angles to the x-y plane are not very well velocity mapped308,321.
The focusing curves of Fig.4.2 are characteristic of velocity-mapping. They reflect the 
fact that changing the voltage on the extractor electrode controls the focal length of the 
VMI lens. Thus, a particular extractor voltage is required to focus the velocities at a fixed 
detector plane to achieve optimal energy resolution, with lower voltages resulting in a focus 
that is farther away. This focusing procedure can be assumed to have been carried out for all 
the subsequent results presented in this chapter; excluding the evolutionary optimisations. 
Additionally, while we simulate the energy resolution as our figure of merit for velocity 
mapping, we expect that the angular resolution will be simultaneously improved.
Because we also use the code in combination with evolutionary algorithms (EAs), we 
employ a further approximation to speed up the computation time and make feasible the 
many tens of thousands of evaluations needed by such algorithms. This is achieved by 
simulating only 27 trajectories originating from the vertices of a 3x3x3 grid (see Fig.4.2(b)). 
The dimensions of the grid are chosen to match those of a typical interaction region created 
by the crossing of a laser with a molecular beam (2 x 0.2 x 0.2 mm). In these simulations 
the velocities are directed along only one axis (1D), parallel to the PSD. Comparison of the 
results indicates that the velocity mapping resolution is dominated by trajectories whose 
velocities are directed along the axis where the initial spatial distribution is most extended. 
The resulting resolution for velocities along x  is is an order of magnitude smaller than 
those directed along y, which indicates the sensitivity of the energy resolution to the initial 
spatial distribution. While this method does not accurately simulate an experiment it is 
often sufficient to predict the relative resolution of different spectrometers as it captures 
the essence of the velocity map. For the optimisations performed in section 4.3 we took 
the velocities to be directed initially along the x-axis. This choice was originally motivated 
by the desire to provide an optimisation not limited by the source dimensions.
aE.g., since noise is accumulated in the central regions, lower energies are not recovered as accurately 
when higher energies are present.
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Figure 4.3. A  2D-velocity M C  simulation of a VMIS incorporating a simple magnifying Einzel 
lens; the conditions match those of the original magnifying lens introduced by Ojferhaus et al.409. The 
magnifying lens consists of three annular electrodes; a central high voltage electrode sandwiched between 
two grounded electrodes. The voltages are; Vr = 5.3 kV, VE = 4.319 kV, and VEz = 6.1 kV. 5 x 1 0 3 
trajectories are calculated for five initial kinetic energies; ranging from  4-20 meV. The image inset to the 
top right is a quarter portion of the magnified image obtained for a detector situated at, Z det = 500 mm.
4.3 Magnification
The scaling of particle energies and electrostatic fields means that is in principle possible 
to achieve an energy resolution similar to the original Eppink and Parker VMIS321 for 
any particular initial energy by appropriately scaling the electrostatic fields. This ability, 
is however limited in the real-world by factors; such as, the limits of the power supply, 
electrical breakdown or the limitations of commonly used PSDs. In this chapter we are 
interested in velocity-mapping of very slow electrons which are born in the interaction 
region with energies in the range of a few meV (hereafter referred to as threshold electrons). 
The typical approach to velocity map such particles would be to lower the potentials420 
until the particles impacted on the detector at a radius where they are well velocity mapped. 
This is possible because the radius scales as y 7E /q V ,  where E is the initial kinetic energy, q 
the charge and V  is the potential at the interaction region. In our case, we wish to achieve a 
high field strength (> 300 V/mm) in the interaction region, which rules out this approach 
of lowering the potentials. High fields typically require large potentials, which has the 
consequence that the image radius for threshold electrons will be <1mm. The typical 
limitations of MCPs means that it is very difficult to adequately resolve images with such 
small radii (see Offerhaus et a l.409 for discussion). This limitation was previously overcome 
through the introduction of an Einzel lens inserted after the VMI electrodes409. This lens 
acted to magnify the radially compact image formed by velocity-mapping of threshold 
electrons to produce an image that was on the order of a few tens of mm.
The magnification lens introduced by Offerhaus et a l.409 is the starting point for our 
investigation. However, as we will show, this lens mainly solves the problem of spatial
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Figure 4.4. (a) Results from our simulations of the magnifying Einzel lens (Fig.4.3) as a function  
of the lens position (circles) and detector position (diamonds) without the Einzel lens. The left axis 
shows the energy resolution(empty symbols) while the right axis shows the detected radius (black squares) 
when the lens is used to image onto a detector fixed at Z  = 500mm. The kinetic energy of the particles 
is 8 meV. (b) Results from  the configuration of Fig.4.3 showing the effects of increasing VEzfor 8 meV 
trajectories. The detected radius (black squares) is shown on the right axis while the left axis shows 
the energy resolution (diamonds).
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imaging, as determined by the size of the image at the detector. A representative result of 
our simulations is plotted in Fig.4.4. In Fig.4.4(a) we show the results of simulations where 
the resolution of the detected image, at Z^et = 500mm, is plotted as function of the lens 
Z  position; this is compared with the result obtained without the lens. Fig.4.4(a) illustrates 
one of the most simple methods of improving the resolution, which is to increase the length 
of the flight tube by situating the detector far away. However, this improvement is limited 
and starts to become relatively marginal after Z  = 500mm. The second point to note from 
Fig.4.4, and perhaps the most important, is that the energy resolution for the threshold 
electrons (~10 meV) is intrinsically much worse than the typical resolution achieved with 
faster electrons or lower potentials (i.e., ~ 8% compared with ~ 1%).
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The final point to note from Fig.4.4(a), is that the Einzel lens configuration produces, 
at best, a linear magnification of the image. The resolution being largely determined by 
the image formed at its input. This view is confirmed by Fig.4.4(b) where we plot the effect
of increasing the strength of the lens. The resolution approaches the limit of the resolution 
without the lens until, VEz = 6.8 kV, when the particles are stopped by the potential barrier 
formed by the lens. The oscillations visible at the higher lens strengths is an aliasing effect 
resulting from the fixed extractor step-size used in the search for the focusing condition 
b. In a clear analogy with optics, very strong lenses require a finer ability to control the 
position of the input image to accurately focus a magnified image at a fixed detector plane.
Overall, our results are consistent with the recent transfer-matrix study of Harb et al. 
413; however, our use of direct numerical evaluations has allowed us to examine the effect 
of non-ideal conditions on the velocity mapping resolution.
4.4 Optimising velocity mapping in large electric fields
As we have seen in the preceding section, the velocity mapping of threshold electrons 
is already severely compromised in the electric fields found in typical VMI experiments, 
~  70 V/mm, let alone the higher electric fields that we are aiming for. Because the Einzel 
lens seems to produce a pure magnification, we have chosen to concentrate on the two most 
important aspects; namely, the achievable field strength and the VMI resolution. Thus, in 
this section we examine how changes to the standard Eppink and Parker321 configuration 
affect these quantities.
The simplest method to increase the field is of course to raise the potentials; however, 
this will always be limited at some maximum value. This will for example depend on the 
power supplies used and will always lead to a worsening of the resolution because of a 
reduction in the detected radius. Thus, for the moment we keep Vr fixed at 5kV, while 
attempting to increase the field at the interaction region by reducing the distance between 
the electrodes. The effect of these changes are plotted in Fig.4.5 as a function of the distance 
between the repeller and extractor (DR/E), and extractor and ground electrodes (DE/g).
Figure 4.5 shows that there is a distinct competing relation between the field-strength 
at the source and the energy resolution. However, this effect depends on which electrode 
is altered. Reducing DR/E has the worst effect; causing a very poor resolution of ~35% 
when the extractor is brought to within 5 mm of the repeller. A reduction in the extractor 
to ground distance can produce a similar increase of the field strength, while having less of 
a detrimental impact on the energy resolution. As such, we find that setting DE/g = 5 mm 
only worsens the resolution to ~16%. With the configuration from Fig.4.5(b), increasing 
the repeller voltage to VR = 15 kV results in a field of 374 V/mm at the interaction region 
and an energy resolution of ~33%.
The energy resolution for the threshold electrons in such strong fields is clearly be­
low par and barely sufficient for an imaging experiment. Thus, a necessary strategy for 
improving the resolution in this case is to decrease the size of the interaction region. In 
experiments this can be achieved with the use of smaller diameter skimmers or stacked 
slits which will act to reduce the dimensions of the molecular beam. In our simulations, 
this has been mimicked by reducing the longest dimension of the source from 2 mm to 500 
^m along the assumed laser propagation direction (y-axis). Additionally, as we would like 
a slightly higher field strength, we have reduced DR/E to 15 mm. These changes finally give
bFor speed, a step-size of 0.1% of the repeller voltage was used.
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Figure 4.5. Simulated velocity mapping of 8 meV trajectories for VR = 5 kV; both the energy resolution 
(left axis) and field strength (right axis) are shown as a function of the distance between the electrodes, 
(a) Effect of changing the distance between the repeller and extractor electrodes (D r/e), while keeping 
the distance between extractor and ground (D E/g) fixed at 30 mm. (b) Effect of changing D E/g, while 
keeping D R/E = 17 mm. The trajectories originate at Z  = 21 mm, and the detector and repeller at Z det 
= 500 mm and Z R = 17mm. The inner diameters of the annular electrodes are also fixed to 20 mm.
us a design where the energy resolution is 6.4% for 8 meV trajectories, in a field strength
of 419 V/mm. In this design, Z^et = 500mm; our simulations predict only a marginal 
improvement of 0 .1% if this is changed to Z^et = 800mm.
The results of Fig.4.5 immediately beg the question, does there exist a particular lens 
geometry which would be able to achieve qualitatively better velocity mapping resolution 
for the field strengths required? This question is the topic of the next section where 
we employ evolutionary algorithms to evolve a VMIS which will achieve the optimal 
compromise between the two objectives of velocity mapping and a large applied field.
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Table 4.1. Different parametrisations of the electrodes used by the EAs in our optimisations.
Voltages
Inner
radii Positions Spacings
Number of 
allowed electrodes
Total number of 
parameters
5 5 5 - 5 15
6 6 6 - 6 18
8 8 8 - 8 24
3 9 (3x3) 3 3 9 18
4.5 Multi-objective evolutionary optimisations
So far, we have seen that the electrode geometry can have a significant affect on the ability 
to velocity map when attempting to achieve a strong field in the interaction region. Thus, 
we turn to the field of evolutionary computation to seek a design of spectrometer able
to velocity map on a par with the original experiments of Eppink and Parker321. Similar 
optimisations have already been performed by Garcia and Nahon377, who used a genetic 
algorithm (GA) to optimise the parameters of a double einzel lens for imaging of fast 
electrons with initial kinetic energies up to 200 eV. They found both a demagnification and 
an improvement in the VMI resolution. However, their simulations were limited in terms of 
the allowed changes to the electrode geometries, with only the positions and voltages being 
adjusted by the evolutionary algorithm (EA). Our work differs. in that we have attempted 
to avoid introducing preconceptions by allowing an optimisation that is as unrestricted as 
possible. Thus the EAs can freely alter the positions, inner radii and voltages of a number 
of annular electrodes. This approach aims to takes advantage of the inherent ability of EAs 
to deal with large numbers of complex, interrelated parameters. A summary of the various 
parameter encodings we have used in our optimisations are listed in Table 4.1.
Another key distinction of the work presented here is that we have explicitly performed 
a multi-objective (MO) evolutionary optimisation398, with the feedback to the algorithm 
being provided by the velocity-mapping resolution and the value of the field strength at the 
interaction region. Such a MO optimisation allows us to find and explore the compromise 
between the two objectives, which might or might not be mutually incompatible. In such 
a process one eventually obtains a set of points in the objective space, known as the Pareto 
front398, which map the relationship between the objectives. Thus, MO algorithms are a 
valuable tool for exploring the objective space of a particular problem. In this study, we use 
the second variant of the non-dominated sorting GA (NSGA-II) by Deb et a l.399 as our multi­
objective algorithm. To cross-check the performance of the NSGA-II we have additionally 
used the second variant of the derandomised evolutionary strategy known as the DR2 
394,395. This is a single objective algorism  which is known to be an efficient optimised.
The results of our optimisations with respect to our two objectives are plotted in Fig.4.6, 
which shows points obtained from both algorithms. Examination of the solutions reveals 
that the single objective DR2 algorithm is only able to provide solutions in a limited region 
of the objective space. This is despite our attempts to rescale the weighting of the two 
objectives in the definition of the fitness value or to introduce minimal threshold values 
for the velocity mapping resolutiond. The NSGA-II is however clearly much more suited
cWe also attempted to use the CMA-ES which used in chapter 7; however, this turned out to be 
incompatible with the problem landscape
dThis was necessary because the field strength at the interaction region was found to be relatively easy
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Figure 4.6. Combined results from optimisations of velocity-mapping geometries for 27 threshold 
electrons (~ 1 0  meV) launched from a grid with dimension of 2 x 0 .2 x 0 .2 m m . The figure plots the 
achieved energy resolution against the field at the origin for the final optimised geometries. Filled symbols 
represent solutions obtained with the DR2 algorithm. Empty symbols represent solutions obtained with 
the NSGA-II algorithm, with different symbols representing solutions from different runs. The points 
with dashed drop-lines are solutions belonging to the Pareto front of our simulations. For comparison, we 
plot the energy resolution of spectrometers with annular extractor and ground electrodes; simulated up 
to a maximum repeller voltage o fV R = 30 kV. (i) Solid line: VMIS geometry where the distance between 
electrodes are D R/E = 5 mm and D E/g = 5 mm, while the inner diameter for both annular electrodes 
is 10 mm. (ii) Dashed line: VMIS with D R/E = 17 mm and D E/g = 30 mm and inner diameters of 20 
mm. (iii) Dash-dot-dash: VMIS with D R/E = 15 mm and D E/g = 5 mm and inner diameters of 20 mm.
to the problem; being able to cover a larger area of the objective space. The results from 
both algorithms appear to confirm that the objectives of velocity mapping and the field 
strength at the interaction region are indeed mutually incompatible.
To compare our results with the more conventional Eppink and Parker321 configuration, 
we have also plotted, in Fig.4.6, the performance of some representative designs where the 
annular electrodes are fixed and the repeller voltage has been scaled. These conventional 
designs are quite far from solutions on the Pareto front, which can exhibit improvements 
in velocity mapping of over a factor of 10 in certain regions of the objective space. This 
is perhaps not too surprising as the parameters used in our simulations are very far away 
from the conditions of the pioneering study by Eppink and Parker321. That is, we simulate 
particles born with an initial kinetic energy in the range of 10 meV, which is two orders of 
magnitude lower than the energies considered by Eppink and Parker321. This in combination
to optimise in comparison to the VMI resolution.
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Table 4.2. Values of the various constraints and fixed parameters used in
the electrostatic simulations optimised by the EAs.
Parameter/constraint Values
Initial K.E. (meV) 4-20,10-50
Trajectories per K.E.a 27
Allowed voltages (kV) -15 to 10
Origin of trajectories (Z (mm)) 150
Flight tube length (FL (mm)) 450, 900,1000
Flight tube radius (mm) 50
Electrodes outer radii (mm) 48
Repeller positionb (ZR (mm)) 145,146
Detector position:
(fixed or moveable^ Zdet (mm)) 450, 950, 450-FL
Allowed electrode positions (Z (mm)) 153-400
a Five kinetic energies were simulated for each optimisation. 
b The repeller was fixed to 10 kV.
c The moveable detector was automatically positioned at the 
smallest spot-size while being restricted to grounded regions.
Fixed detectors were explicitly set to ground.
with the value of the field strength, means that we have scaled our conditions very far
away from the normal range of use. It is to be expected that if the initial kinetic energy 
is increased, we will scale back to more typical conditions, where the conventional Eppink 
and Parker321 configuration is more close to the optimal set of solutions. However, we 
might also expect that if we continued to scale even further from the normal range; towards 
lower energies. Then the conventional configuration will be farther from the optimum.
In addition to the initial kinetic energy of the particles being imaged, other parameters 
used in the simulations can have an important effect on the eventual outcome of the optimi­
sations. A list of the various constraints and fixed parameters that were used are provided in 
Table 4.2. A particularly important factor in observing the significant optimisations of Fig.4.6 
was the inclusion of a flat repeller electrode as fixed feature in the initialisation. Although we 
wished to avoid introducing unnecessary constraints, this repeller electrode was found to be 
very helpful in achieving succesfull optimisations. This can be attributed to the optimisation 
being very much easier if particles hit the detector from the outset. However, the constraints 
imposed by the shape of this repeller are unknown, and different type's of repeller geome­
tries may be desired or more suitable than the flat repeller that was used421,422. Additional 
assistance for the algorithms was provided in the form of a routine which optimised the 
detector position along the Z-axis to return the best energy resolution. This auto-focusing 
procedure was designed to help retain the optimal velocity mapping resolution when 
changes to the voltages or electrode geometry resulted in a movement of the focal plane.
Before examining a particular individual solution, we plot some relevant characteristics 
for the best performing solutions in Fig.4.7. This figure shows a common feature among the 
solutions obtained by the NSGA-II algorithm; namely, the presence of one or more electrodes 
with very small radial apertures. An annular electrode with a radius of 2 mm being the most 
prevalent (Fig.2.6(a)). This tendancy for a small aperture can perhaps be explained by the fact
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Field Strength (V/mm)
Figure 4.7. Some characteristic parameters from solutions on-or-near the Pareto front from Fig.4.6.
(a) Here we plot the radius of the smallest annular electrode in the evolved design. (b) For the electrode 
with the smallest radius we plot its distance from the source of the trajectories.
that at the field-strengths used here, the trajectories of the threshold electrons remain very
close to the central axis of the spectrometer. Evidence that this electrode is quite distinct from 
electrodes used for focusing comes from the fact that in the majority of the solutions it was 
found to be placed at the maximum allowed negative voltage. The general improvement in 
velocity mapping found by solutions on the Pareto front would indicate that using an oppo­
site polarity has some distinct advantages; possibly aiding the divergence of the trajectories 
through the VMIS, or helping to increase the field without disturbing the absolute potential. 
The importance of the electrode in determining the field strength and hence the fitness of 
individuals is confirmed by Fig.4.7(b), where the signature of optimisation is visible as a cor­
relation between the field-strength and the distance of the electrode from interaction region.
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Figure 4.8. SIMION© reproduction of the two VMIS designs studied in this chapter; shown are 
the electrodes, grounded fligh t tube and equi-potentials o f the electric field. The grid resolution of the 
simulations is 0.5mm per grid unit. Both designs have an electric field of ~410V/m m  at the interaction 
region. (a) M anually optimised VMIS design with D R/E = 15mm, D E/g = 5mm. (b) Evolved VMIS 
design derived from a solution obtained by the NSGA-II algorithm. The parameters for the electrodes 
used in the simulations are presented in Table 4.3.
4.6 An Evolved V M I S
The design we have chosen to study in greater detail is represented by the empty square 
symbol at ~  400 V/m m  in Fig.4.6. Because of the wide range of starting positions 
encountered when using MC sampling, the optimised solution could not be directly used 
with a Gaussian source with FWHM dimensions of 2 x 0.2 x 0.2 mm. However, when using 
a much smaller Gaussian source with dimensions of 0.5 x 0.2 x 0.2 mm, the design produced 
an acceptable velocity resolution, with an average energy resolution of 5.2% for 4-20 meV 
trajectories. Thus, the solution appears to only offer a small improvement over the manual 
optimisation presented at the end of section 4.3, where an energy resolution of 6.4% was
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Table 4.3. Electrode parameters for the VMIS designs shown in Fig.4.8.
Electrode Z  Position (mm) Inner Radius (mm) Voltage (kV)
Standard VMIS R 21.0 1.0 -15
E 36.0 10.0 -9.65
G 41.0 10.0 0.0
Evolved VMIS R 147.0 1.0 -10.0
E1 176.5 32.0 -2.56
E2 195.5 4.0 16.5
E3 212.0 5.0 16.5
E4 216.5 23.0 -2.65
E5 228.0 36.5 16.5
found. Since the results of Fig.4.6 suggest that the design should produce a substantially 
better resolution, we performed a manual search of the electrode geometry in order to find 
an improvement. This was indeed possible, and a resolution of 1.7% was obtained for 8 
meV trajectories by expanding the radii of the two electrodes with the smallest apertures 
by a factor of two. The resolution of the design is thus predicted to be a factor of 3.7 
better than the equivalent manually optimised design. This finding indicates that the 
approximation used in the simulated optimisations was not accurate enough to allow a 
simple transplantation of the design into the laboratory. This problem most likely originates 
from our use of only a small subset of possible trajectories in the electrostatic simulations and 
also the particularly slow nature of the initial velocities we are imaging. The consequence 
being that the final solution was tailored too specifically for the distribution used.
In lieu of an experimental demonstration, we have attempted to confirm the predicted 
advantages of the evolved VMIS design by reproducing our results with the commercial 
SIMION(R software. The geometries of the two designs we compare are shown in Fig.4.8 and 
the resulting energy resolutions are plotted in Fig.4.9. They predict that the resolution for 
the evolved design will be a factor of ~3  better than the simpler design. The disagreement 
between the codes can most likely be attributed to factors related to differences between the 
numerical routines used, and also in the methods used to evaluate the energy resolution. 
Qualitatively, the overall improvement and the general imaging behaviour is in good 
agreement with our own code. This is illustrated by the calculations presented in Fig.4.10(b) 
where we plot the effect of moving the detector position on the energy resolution. For 
this evolved design, the behaviour is clearly in contrast to the conventional VMIS where 
the energy resolution improves as the detector is moved farther away (see Fig.4.4). This 
electrode specific behaviour is unambiguously reproduced by SIMION(R; as shown in 
Fig.4.8(b). The origin of this behaviour is not exactly known at present; however, a likely 
explanation could be that the design consists of a multiplet of lenses. This can be seen if one 
considers that the electrodes R, E1 and E2 form a conventional VMI lens. Electrodes E3-E5 
can then be interpreted as an additional Einzel lens positioned in front of the VMI lens.
If the evolved lens can indeed be be viewed as a compound lens, then an additional 
notable feature of the design, besides the improved velocity mapping, is the fact that lens 
can be focused by a single voltage parameter. That is, the design takes advantage of the 
improvements possible by adding additional lenses, while retaining the simplicity of a 
single lens design by virtue of geometry of the electrodes. This feature is undoubtedly 
due to the parametrisation used in the search for this solution, which is described in the
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Figure 4.9. Energy resolution of the conventional and evolved VMIS designs; as evaluated using the 
commercial SIMION® software. The simulations employ a Gaussian distribution of starting positions 
with dimensions of 0.45mm along the y-axis and 0.2mm in the x and z  directions. The electrons are 
flown with an initial velocity vector directed along the y-axis corresponding to a kinetic energy of 10meV. 
a) VM I focusing curve obtained with the conventional VMIS geometry shown in Fig.4.8(a) for two 
different detector positions; the origin of the electrons is located at Z  = 22mm. The curve for Z det = 
500mm has been shifted by +110V. (b) Focusing curve for the evolved design depicted in Fig.4.8(b) for 
two detector positions. VMI focusing of this design is achieved by scanning the voltages on electrodes E1 
and E4 which are equi-potential electrodes as defined in the initial parametrisation of this solution. The 
origin in this instance is located at Z  = 150mm. The curve for Z det = 700mm has been shifted by +1.1kV.
last row of Table 4.1. This parametrisation attempted to maximise the number of possible 
allowed electrodes while keeping the number of independent voltages to a minimum.
Finally, we have integrated the new velocity mapping lens with a magnifying Einzel 
lens, to produce an image that is measurable with conventional techniques. As can be seen 
in Fig.4.10, the new lens also behaves differently when combined with an additional Einzel 
lens. That is, a large negative voltage produces the more favourable resolution. However, 
if the correct voltage is used, the enhanced imaging resolution of the lens is carried through 
to the magnified image with only a slight increase in the absolute resolution. Unfortunately,
Extractor Voltage (Volts)
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Figure 4.10. (a) Simulated energy resolution of the evolved VMIS as a function of the detector 
position (Zdet); using our electrostatic code and a 2D-velocity M C distribution to evaluate the resolution. 
We simulate the design shown in Fig.4.8(b); as well as a modified geometry where electrode E4 has 
been moved from Z  = 216.5 mm to Z  = 221.5 mm. This was carried out to explore the possibility of 
reducing the large field strength between electrodes E3 and E4, which could potentially result in electrical 
breakdown, (b) Simulation incorporating an Einzel lens for magnification409 after the evolved VMIS. The 
lens is positioned at Z  = 700 mm with Z det = 1200. For this design we find that the energy resolution 
of the magnified image is better when the voltage on Einzel lens voltage is attractive.
0.8
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the degree of magnification is not very large and would require a detector placed at Z  
>1200 mm to increase the final image size.
4.7 Discussion & Conclusions
We have presented first results from a multi-objective evolutionary optimisation of velocity 
map imaging. The technique has been applied to extreme conditions, where the initial 
velocities are slow (K.E. = 10 meV) and the electric fields in the interaction region are large 
(F ~  400V/mm), compared to the typical operating conditions of most VMI experiments. 
The multi-objective algorithm has allowed us to fully explore this regime; obtaining a much 
wider distribution of solutions than is possible with a single-objective algorithm. Our find­
ings indicate that in this regime the electric field and VMI resolution are conflicting criteria,
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and they map the compromise between these two objectives. These results have allowed us 
to present a VMIS design predicted to have an energy resolution that is three times better 
than a conventional design operating in the same regime. Future studies employing more 
realistic sampling of the initial conditions or even a simple limitation on the minimum 
electrode diameter will determine if more significant improvements can be realised.
As this our first foray into multi-objective optimisation, we have concentrated on the two 
most important objectives; the velocity mapping resolution and the electric field. However, 
the method can easily be extended to include additional objectives. Which in this case 
would naturally extend to including the requirement for spatial resolution (magnification). 
Such a 3D multi-objective optimisation would of course require more evaluations than a 
simpler 2D optimisation; however, since our results indicate that magnification is a relatively 
trivial problem, it should be possible to carry the improved resolution through to arbitrary 
magnification factors.
On top of the improvements in the objectives, such optimisations have the advantage 
that they could be guided to produce designs which are simpler to operate than the 
magnifying lens configuration we have examined in section 4.3; i.e., good velocity mapping 
and a large magnification could be achieved with only a single focusing voltage. More 
generally, this method can be extended to any combination of objectives desired for a 
scientific instrument; for example, one could combine the objective of velocity mapping 
with demagnification or temporal spreading. The optimal solution which then most closely 
matches the desired objectives can then simply be selected from the generated Pareto front.
Although the proposed Stark resolved slow photoelectron experiments were our main 
motivation for this study; the DC field in a VMIS can serve other functions; for example, 
recent experiments demonstrating orientation of polar molecules265,423,424. More generally, 
the Stark + Coulombic field problem is one of wide interest, and spectrometers designed 
to produce high fields while maintaining a good resolution would undoubtedly find 
applications. In terms of practical benefits, higher field-strengths also aid in reducing the 
sensitivity to external magnetic and electric fields.
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C h a p t e r
T h e o r e t i c a l  b a s i s  f o r  t h e  
r o t a t i o n a l  c o n t r o l  o f  NO
In this chapter we present the non-perturbative theoretical framework which can be used to 
calculate the rotational response of the polar N O  molecule to parallel static and nonresonant 
laser electric-fields. The simulations are used to show how such a combination of fields creates 
alignment and orientation in the molecule, and the advantages of combining state-selected 
molecular samples with broadband excitation. The benefits of optimal control are demonstrated 
numerically by an evolutionary optimisation of the temporal profile of femtosecomd pulses 
for enhancing the degree of alignment and orientation of Nitrous Oxide (NO).
5.1 Introduction
A longstanding objective of the sciences has been to increase our understanding of the 
fundamental properties and interactions of atoms and molecules. The progress of this 
research has brought us to the point where we can now envisage the ability to fully control 
many of these fundamental processes. For much of the 20th century our technological 
progress has relied on a thermodynamic understanding of how atoms and molecules 
behave. However, a complete understanding requires a knowledge of the wave nature of 
matter; as embodied in the Schrodinger equation.
Current research in controlling the fundamental properties of matter relies on the wave 
nature of matter, which allows constructive or destructive interference to occur. This is true 
for all matter, which is coherent until it is subject to various inevitable decohering processes 
such as collisions or spontaneous emission. Coherent control47,425 seeks to determine the 
outcome of physical and chemical interactions by manipulating the interference between 
multiple pathways. The final state can be a particular reaction channel for a dissociation 
process426, a product state resulting from a chemical reaction364, a particular quantum state 
in an atom369, molecule19 or solid427, or the emission of a particular frequency of radiation 
169. Modern laser technology has made this type of control possible because control over 
the coherence of the laser light or it's ultrafast temporal profile provide the tools necessary
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for experimentalists to be able to manipulate the coherence of processes in atoms, molecules 
and solids.
Initial research into the field of coherent control was motivated by the desire of chemists
in the 1960s to use the newly developed intense single frequency laser sources for the 
selective making and breaking of chemical bonds. This was envisaged to be superior to the 
traditional approach of varying macroscopic parameters such as the pressure, temperature 
or chemical concentration. These lack a specificity in the distribution of energy which 
often generate a wide variety of products states. However, this approach failed because 
the energy deposited into the bond was found to redistribute throughout the molecule in 
a process dubbed intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR). This redistribution occurs 
on picosecond or femtosecond timescales and destroyed the initial hopes for achieving 
laser chemistry. Progress was stymied until the late 1980s, when it was realised that laser 
fields could be used to control selectivity through the phase imparted when multiple 
excitation pathways to a particular product state exist. This approach has proven to be very 
powerful and has spread to find applications in almost any area where a quantum system 
can be manipulated through it's interaction with light. Thus our ability to control light has 
enabling great advances in the degree of control we are able to exert over the physical world.
In the subsequent chapters we describe experiments where we are able to gain a large 
degree of control over the rotation of the simple diatomic molecule, Nitric Oxide (NO). 
A feature of our work is the use of a quantum state-selector capable of producing a 
sample of polar molecules in a single quantum state. This sample provides us a unique 
opportunity to study a system possessing a rotational-state distribution with effectively zero 
temperature; this greatly aids the degree of control which is possible and it also allows us 
to quantitatively compare experimental and theoretical results. This theoretical modelling 
requires an understanding of the rotational energy structure of NO and its interaction 
with electrostatic and non-resonant laser fields, which is the main topic of this chapter. 
Fortunatley, our experiments, which concentrate on the rotational motion of the molecule, 
can by completely described by approximating the molecule as a quantised rigid-rotor428.
5.2 The NO molecule
We first describe the electronic spectrum of the NO molecule. Generally, the complete
Hamiltonian describing such a system is too complex to solve. Instead, use is made of the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The central assumption of the B-O approximation is 
that the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom can be decoupled because they evolve 
according to very different timescales. Similar arguments can also be applied to separate 
the vibrational and rotational motions of the nuclei; this allows the total wavefunction to be 
written in the form; |Yioi) m  \^¥elec^ rot^m b) . In the experimental chapters, the rotational 
dynamics of NO are controlled by 800nm femtosecond pulses; this wavelength is too low to 
directly excite electronic transitions, but too high for resonant vibrational transitions. In the 
experiments, the molecules start in their lowest vibrational state and hence our bandwidth 
is not sufficient for a significant vibrational Raman excitation. This has the advantage that 
only the rotational part of the molecular wavefunction needs to be calculated.
Similar to atoms, the electrons in molecules occur in specific orbital's composed of 
linear combinations of the elemental atomic orbitals. The six valence electrons of oxygen 
and five of nitrogen result in NO having a radical unpaired electron which is left to reside 
in an anti-bonding orbital. This odd electron results in half-integer angular momentum 
quantum numbers and a non-zero ground state momentum. NO thus has a 2n  ground
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Figure 5.1. Vector diagram for the two most common coupling schemes, Hund's case (a) and (b), 
projected onto a fixed space axis; following Zare428. In case (a) both S and L are strongly coupled to 
the internuclear axis. This results in a projection of the total rotational angular momentum f, of O 
= L + A. The spin-orbit interaction couples the spin magnetic moments of the electrons to the axial 
magnetic field produced by the orbital motion of the electrons. Case (b) applies for L electronic states 
or highly excited rotational states, where the spin couples instead to the total angular momentum of 
the nuclear rotation N  and hence A is not a valid quantum number.
electronic state where the electronic spin angular momentum S, is quantized L = ±2, and 
the electronic angular momentum L is quantized A = ±1. In addition, we have to also 
consider the nuclear axis rotatational angular momentum R, and nuclear spin I, which can 
couple with the electronic momenta. The strength of the nuclear spin coupling is, however, 
so small that it can be ignored in typical laser experiments.
In our experiments, the NO molecule remains mainly in the lower rotational state's be­
cause we start from a cold sample. Thus, we need only consider Hunds case (a) (see Fig.5.1) 
for determining the coupling of quantum numbers. In case (a) the the spin-orbit coupling 
gives rise to two spin-orbit states; labelled by O = |L +  A |. The ground 2 n  state consists of 
two ladders denoted as 2n  2 and 2 n  3. Additionally, there is a doubling of each electronic 
state from the A component. This results in four electronic levels for each value of Ja.
To calculate the spectrum of the NO molecule in its ground electronic and vibrational 
state (neglecting the small A-doubling term) a Hamiltonian composed of terms accounting 
for the nuclear rotation and the spin-orbit coupling must be used,
H  =  Hrot +  Hso =  Bo (J — S — L)2 +  A0 (L • S). (5.1)
The strength of the coupling in each case is determined by the spin-orbit constant, 
A o =  123.13 cm-1 and the rotational constant, Bo =  1.6961 cm-1 .
To describe the rotational part of the molecular interaction one can look to the well 
developed theory of quantised rigid-rotors428,429. In the most common case of a rigid linear
rotor the Hamiltonian is given by H  =  j i  J2 where J2 is the angular momentum operator. I 
is the moment of inertia of the molecule which can be written as a tensor composed of three 
orthogonally defined moments. As a linear diatomic, NO belongs to the class of prolate
aFor the spin-orbit splitting, the difference in energy between these states is 121 cm-1 and so the higher 
O = 3 state's are typically not populated in molecular beams.
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symmetric top molecules (I& ^  IB =  Icb). In Hunds case (a) the rotational eigenfunction 
of a quantised rotor is described by
_ 1 _ _
|J, Q, M, e )  =  - j =  [| J, Q, M )  +  e| J -  Q, M )  ]. (5.2)
The quantum numbers J,M  and Q are those represented in Fig.5.1, and e =  ±  1 is the 
symmetry index of the state. This index is related to the parity of the wave function. Parity 
is defined by the action of a symmetry operator that inverts all of the coordinates of the
particles, PY(r) =  Y (—r) =  pY(r). The parity p, of a particular state can be obtained 
using the relation provided by Brown et a l.430,
P =  ( -1 )  J- e/2. (5.3)
For NO, the rotational wave function can be be written in terms of its rotation matrices 
428; with the rigid rotor wave function (Ref.431, Eq. 3.125);
i/QM> = V ^ r DM Q  (*, ®,°) =  ( -  ^ - " v ^ t ^ m - h  (♦' fl'°). (5.4)
The 0 indicates that for a symmetric top only two Euler angles are required to evaluate 
the wavefunction428.
From 5.1 and 5.2 the rotational energy of the ground state of NO including the A- 
splitting is given by428 :
1 3
Erot =  B„(J -  - ) ( J +  - )
1 I T 1
±  2 4 (J +  - )2 +  Y ( Y -  4 ^  2 B„eWA (5.5)
where the ±  indicates the two spin-orbit levels and
The A-splitting term is given by
Y = T ° .
1
Wa =  W g (J +  2 ) (5.6)
Burrus et al432 obtained a value of Wg  =  0.0118 c m  1 for the A splitting of the NO 2n  1 state.
Knowledge of the rotational and electronic structure of a molecule is an important 
first step in accessing information on dynamical processes. Fig 5.2 depicts the structure 
of the ground and first excited electronic states of NO. For the ground state the spin-orbit 
splitting creates two rotational ladders where each J state is composed of an opposite parity 
A-doublet. An important consequence of the 2n  ground state of NO is that sequential J 
levels differ in overall parity. For the first excited 2E+ state the constants A0 and B0 are 
different; resulting in a much smaller spin-orbit splitting. This anharmonicity between the 
electronic states results in differing photon energies for allowed electric-dipole transitions
bFor linear molecules, Ib can effectively be taken as being zero.
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Figure 5.2. A  schematic energy diagram of the rotational energy level structure of N O. Shown are 
the two spin-orbit ground electronic states, 2n  i and 2n  i, commonly denoted by FI and F2, and the first
electronic 2Z state. The 2Z state also possesses a spin-orbit splitting but to a much smaller degree. The 
molecular states are additionally labeled by their rotational number J, and their overall parity e = ±  1 
(5.3). The vertical arrows indicate the A3Z+ <— X 2n  i electric dipole allowed transitions used in this 
thesis to probe the rotational state distribution. These spectroscopic branches are labeled by the letters P, 
Q and R according to the change in rotational number for the transition, where A J = -1,0,+1, respectively. 
The subscripts for each letter indicate the final and initial spin-orbit states for the transitions. The lower 
portion of the figure shows a 1+1 REMPI spectrum of state-selected N O . Population of the opposite 
parity lines is induced by the presence of a static field. Lines have been drawn to indicate the transitions 
which can contribute at the frequency of the peak.
from the ground state. This makes NO a convenient molecule for study by spectroscopic 
methods because frequency resolved measurements allow the changes in the molecular 
state distribution after interactions with photons or particles to be tracked.
The ionisation potential of NO in it's ground state is 9.264 eV433. Thus two-photon 
ionisation is possible at wavelengths below 267nm. If the photon frequency is resonant
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with an electric dipole transition in the molecule, then the ionisation probability is greatly 
enhanced. If the laser fluence is below saturation, then the ionisation rate can be related
to the number of molecules in the initial state using the transition probability for the 
A2L+ •<— X2n c, and co n tin u u m  <— A 2L+ d steps. Hence, by collecting the ion yield as a 
function of laser frequency one can recover the state distribution of a sample of molecules. 
This technique of resonantly enhanced multi-photon ionisation (REMPI) has proven to be 
highly useful in studying the ro-vibrational dynamics of molecules.
5.3 NO in DC Fields: State-selection and orientation
In this section, a description of the behaviour of NO in a DC electric field is given. This is
necessary for understanding the techniques of hexapole state-selection and orientation used 
in this thesis. One of the principal actions of strong fields on atoms and molecules is to affect 
the electric charge distribution; changing the structure of the energy levels. This is known 
as the Stark effect, and it has been a powerful tool for physicists and chemists over many 
decades. For example, the dipole moments of many molecules were obtained by measuring 
the energy shift of rotational states as a function of an applied field. The experiments 
performed in chapters 6 and 7 use the Stark effect to obtain sample's of molecules residing 
in a single quantum state by passage through a hexapole state-selector435. Hexapoles were 
fundamental in establishing the field of stereodynamics, which seeks to understand the 
stereospecific nature of chemical and collisional reactions. The purpose of a hexapole state- 
selector is to create a relatively dense molecular beam composed of molecules which are 
all in the same quantum state. This is highly desirable for experimenters because it hugely 
simplifies the process of understanding and observing dynamical processes in molecules; 
it also allows for a significant degree of control over fundamental properties. Research into 
methods for state-selection continues today with the relatively recent demonstration of 
a Stark decelerator. This is a device which employs pulsed electric fields to slow down the 
velocity of polar molecules, such as metastable CO436,437; these packets of slow state-selected 
molecules can then be stored in a molecular synchrotron composed of a ring of hexapoles438.
Hexapole state-selection operates by employing the first-order linear Stark effect, which 
generally occurs for linear, polar molecules. The use of six rods at alternating voltage 
produces a radial potential distribution(5.8), such that the trajectories of molecules in a 
specific rotational state are focused to a point after the hexapole. Thus, it acts as a molecular 
lens for specific rotational states by exploiting the electric field dependence of the first-order 
Stark effect. The dashed line in Fig.5.3(A) indicates the first-order linear approximation for 
the Stark shift of NO, this is valid at higher electric fields and is given by the expression428
1 mO
W Stark =  - e FES (cos 0) where (cos 0) =  e  j ( j  +  1) . (5.7)
Here (cos 0) is the maximum expectation value of the molecular axis with respect to the 
static field, Es. From this expression it is seen that the energy and orienting behavior of 
the rotational state depends on its parity(e). The e =  — 1 state experiences a positive energy 
shift in an applied field. It is consequently termed a low-field seeking state, while the 
e =  +1  state experiences a negative shift, and is high-field seeking.
cThe most important contribution to this term is determined by the integral between the rotational states 
involved. Expressions to determine these rotational line strengths can be found in Zare428, Table 6.6
dThis has been shown434 to be free of resonances for the lowest vibrational states of the transition NO+ 
X1 L <- NO 2L+
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Figure 5.3. (A) Top Left: Calculation of the Stark shift of the first two e = ± 1, J =  |  levels of N O , 
shown is a fu ll calculation (solid lines) and the first-order Stark approximation (dashed lines), which is 
valid at high field-strengths . (B) Top Right: Radial field plot of a hexapole state selector, six hexagonally 
placed rods are raised to alternating voltage's; this ensures that the electric field is zero along the center 
of the hexapole and high near the rods. (C) Bottom: Calculation of the trajectories of a low-field seeking 
state in the hexapole used in this thesis; taken from Gijsbertsen439.
The radial potential of a hexapole field is given by
r 3
V  =  V0 — cos 30, (5.8)
where r and 0  denote the rod coordinates in a cylindrical geometry, V0 is the absolute value 
of the potential on the rods and r0 the inner radius of the hexapole. In the first-order Stark 
approximation, molecules entering the hexapole feel a force given by,
r  _ _ d W SUrk _  WéVor M _  M V or em ~n
t h a  _  dr _  ro '  '  _  ro !  ( !  + 1) ' )
The force is linear with r, which means that molecular motion in a hexapole will be har­
monic if (cos 9) < 0 . That is, molecules in a low-field seeking state will move towards the 
axis of the hexapole, while high-field seeking states are pushed away. In our experiments, 
rotational cooling through a seeded supersonic expansion ensures that the initial molecular 
beam is composed of NO molecules largely in the !  _  1 /2  state . As molecules pass through 
the hexapole, their interaction with the inhomogeneous field distribution leads to a focusing 
of the e  _  — 1 low-field seekmg states, while molecules in the e  _  + 1  state are actively 
deflected away from the hexapole axis.
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Figure 5.4. (A) Left: Value of (cos 8) with an applied field, the orientation approaches the asymptotic 
maximum  (cos 8) = ±  3 for the e = ±  1, J = 1 states at 20 kV/cm. (B) Right: Orientation of a N O  
sample in an applied field without the advantage of state-selection; i.e., both parity states of the ground 
rotational state are equally populated before their interaction w ith the field.
The focusing action of a hexapole is ideal if the Stark shift is linear; however, the 
second-order Stark effect can also produce focusing . Hexapole state-selection works for 
most polar symmetric tops, such as NO, OH and OCS; however, it can also be applied to 
asymmetric tops if their behavior is close to that of a linear molecule; i. e . , if they exhibit 
a pseudo-linear Stark shift. Through this mechanism, hexapole state-selection has been 
predicted and demonstrated for the asymmetric top CH2F2 by Hain et a l.440,441.
One of the main advantages of state-selection is that a state-selected molecular sample 
can be easily oriented via its first-order Stark effect, with relatively modest electric fields 
(see Fig.5.4(A)). The origin for this lies in the fact the the orientation in the field depends on 
the which parity state is initially populated . Thus the orientation is weak when both parity 
states are equally populated, as occurs in a thermal sample, as shown in Fig . 5 .4(B) . Field 
strengths of MV/ cm are necessary to observe significant orientation in such a sample. At 
such high field-strengths, the orientation actually occurs442,443 via the second-order Stark 
interaction; a regime referred to as brute-force orientation . In the case of NO, its weak 
dipole moment means that the effect is small. However, for molecules such as OCS with 
larger dipole moments, or for molecules with states which cannot be easily state-selected, 
the brute force technique can be a useful means to orient molecules after rotational coolinge .
To calculate the influence of an electrostatic field, Es, it is necessary to calculate the field 
dependent eigenenergies of the molecule . This requires an effective Hamiltonian for the 
molecule in the field, which can be written as,
H e f f  =  Hrot H s =  Hrot ^ ■ E =  Hrat Egcos , (5 . 10)
where y is the permanent dipole moment of the molecule . In the case of NO, y =  0 . 16 
Debyes . To evaluate the eigenfunctions of the molecule in the presence of Eg requires the 
diagonal form of H ef f ,
H e{ fe’e =  (ƒ, Q, M, e'| H mt - y E s cos 8 | J /Q , M, e ) , (5. 11)
eOften achieved in a supersonic expansion.
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Angle
Figure 5.5. Figure showing the potential well seen by a prolate 
symmetric top in a strong static field after Bulthuis et al.444. 
The red functions represent, P(cos 8), the orientation probability 
function for rotational states in the well. The lower states are 
clearly more strongly confined and oriented by the static field.
Here Q and M  represent quantum numbers that are conserved during the interaction with 
the electric field. The rotational part is already diagonal as it corresponds to the energy 
of the field-free states. The second term has non-diagonal elements, which can be written 
in the form;
( f , Q, M, e  I cos 8 | J, Q, M, e) =  ¿e,_e' ,J +  ^ e  Sf  J+1, (5 . 12)
where the coupling terms are given in appendix C
The form of (5 . 12) is written to ensure that the effect of the cos 8 interaction is to induce 
transitions to states with opposite parity; i . e, for A J = 0 the field makes the transition 
e —e, and for transitions AJ=±1, e —> e; this accords with equation (5 . 3) . From this, 
we can understand that the static field creates orientation in the molecule because it 
always mixes states which differ in overall parity This parity mixing is necessary for the 
observation of molecular orientation
The relatively weak static orienting field which is used after state-selection is not 
normally strong enough to induce A J = ±1 transitions . It instead orients the molecule via the 
first term of (5 . 12), which creates a superposition of the | J, M, Q, e =  — 1  and | J, M, Q, e =  
+1) states. The degree of orientation is governed by the mixing coefficients a. ( E g ) and 
f t (Es )445; these values are determined by the strength of the applied field with respect to 
the A-doublet energy splitting. The resultant oriented wavefunction takes the form,
|J ,M ,a Es) =  a ( E s ) |J ,M ,a e  =  -1 )  ±  (S(Es)|J,M ,Q ,e =  1) ,  (5 . 13)
with a ( E g )2 +  p ( E g )2 =  1.
This mixing of parity states is visible in the REMPI spectrum of Fig . 5 . 2 . The presence 
of the R11(1/2)+Q21(1/2) line in the state-selected sample has been induced by the static 
electric field of the spectrometer. In Fig.5.4(A) it is observed that a voltage of 20 kV/cm  
is sufficient to saturate the orientation of the J = 1/2 state; this clearly demonstrates the 
advantage of state- selection to the orientation of molecules
The possibility of starting from a maximally oriented rotational state is an essential 
ingredient to creating large degrees of field-free orientation with non-resonant laser ex­
citation. In the experiments of chapter 6, a DC field of 13 kV/cm is employed to orient NO; 
this means that initially the NO sample has an average orientation of (cos 8 ) = 0 . 30, which
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is close to the maximum value of (cos 8) = 1 /3  possible for the J = 1/2 state . However, 
in the static field this value of (cos 8 ) corresponds to a distribution of molecules whose 
axes are not aligned but only oriented in the laboratory frame
To aid in understanding the phenomenon of laser induced alignment and its limitations, 
it is useful to consider the orientation and alignment induced by the brute force method442 . 
This occurs when molecules with a large dipole moment are placed in strong electric fields. 
In this situation a rotating molecule with a dipole moment will experience a decelerating 
force when it is moving away from the field and an acceleration when moving towards 
the field. Thus the molecular motion tends to revolve around the field direction, and at 
sufficiently high intensities the rotation is centered on the field axis. In this scenario the 
molecule is said to exist in pendular states443’446’447’ composed of linear superpositions of 
the field-free states. Fig.5.5 displays the orientation induced by an electric field in the brute- 
force regime. From the figure, one understands that the degree of angular confinement 
and orientation is highest for low values of J. For these states the electric field interaction 
is much stronger than their own rotational energy Higher J states are, however, inherently 
harder to align or orient Thus, an essential ingredient to observing orientation with strong 
static fields is to ensure that the molecule resides in the lowest rotational states or state.
5.4 Non-resonant laser excitation: rotational dynamics
It is now time to describe the interaction with intense laser fields. The mid-infrared
frequencies where femtosecond laser pulses are most readily available are frequently far off- 
resonance with the electronic transitions in most molecules . In such an off-resonant situation, 
the light interacts with the molecule by scattering either elastically (Rayleigh scattering) 
or inelastically (Raman scattering) . The inelastic Raman effect results in a net excitation 
or de-excitation of the molecule, with the emission of a photon corresponding to the energy 
difference between states . The Raman effect is a collective response of the molecule, it is thus 
not specifically related to the laser frequency, but is instead related to the laser intensity. For 
this reason, in the following calculations, direct dipole transitions have not been considered; 
however, many of the coherent effects described can also occur for resonant laser excitation 
448. The great advantage of non-resonant fields is that the molecule remains in the ground 
electronic state, while the generality of the interaction means that many species will undergo 
similar effects In addition, the process of ionisation which is often an unwanted effect is 
greatly depreciated for non-resonant light For these reasons, the possibility of controlling 
the rotational and vibrational motion of molecules with strong non-resonant laser fields 
has been intensively studied both experimentally and theoretically449,450 .
Although our treatment does not specifically incorporate the frequency of the laser field; 
the Raman interaction can also be considered as a two-photon resonant process, which 
allows transitions that would otherwise be forbidden to occur via a one-photon process . 
The large frequency bandwidth present in ultrashort pulses provides the necessary Stokes 
or anti-Stokesf photons which link the final and initial state via an intermediate virtual 
or resonant state Thus, the outcome of the interaction is determined by the photon number 
density and the relative phase of the photons pairs .
More generally for a molecule in a non-resonant laser field the interaction is with the 
polarisability of the molecule; interaction with the dipole moment is precluded because the 
time average of any propagating laser field is zero. The laser-molecule interaction instead
fA Stokes transition results in an energy gain to the system while anti-Stokes involves an energy loss .
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occurs via the induced dipole created by the intense electric field of the laser, which readily 
distorts the electron cloud. Due to the oscillatory nature of the laser field, the potential that
is induced is a double well, which for a prolate symmetric top has minima at 0o and 180o . 
This potential restricts the end to end motion of the molecule; producing a net alignment 
of the molecule to the laser polarisation
As the Raman effect is non-linear in the regime of intense ultrashort fields, it cannot be 
accurately treated in an analytically perturbative manner at all intensities . Thus, to predict 
the rotational dynamics of NO we solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (TDSE) 
for the molecule in the rigid-rotor approximation while it is in the laser field. This takes 
the form,
ih =  % / l  Y (0 ), (5.14)
where H ef f  is the combined Hamiltonian taking into account the interaction of the molecule 
with the laser and static electric fields. With this term the TDSE is evaluated iteratively 
during the laser field using the propagator,
|Y(t +  At)) =  exp(—i A t ( He f f ) ( t  +  A t/2))|Y (t)) . (5 . 15)
As mentioned, the wavelengths and timescales employed here allows us to ignore elec­
tronic and vibrational excitations Thus, the dynamics of the molecule can be successfully 
described with an effective Hamiltonian of the form,
He f f  =  Hrot +  H s +  H l . (5.16)
The Hg term has already been discussed in section 5 . 3 . To describe H l ,  the time varying 
electric field of the laser, El  (t), is written as;
El ( t )  =  £ l ( t ) c o s ( w t ) e .  (5.17)
Here, w is the central angular laser frequency, and e the polarisation direction.
At non-resonant frequencies the laser interacts with the polarisability tensor of the
molecule , this leads to an interaction term;
H l =  - 2 ( ^ . ~El ( t ) ) . t L( t )  =  - 1  A a E \ ( t )  cos2 8 . (5 . 18)
Here the interaction with the polarisability reduces to the static polarisability difference be­
tween the parallel and perpendicular polarisabilities of the molecule, Aa =  ay — ax =  0 .82 
A3. We note that the constant term has been omitted from the last expression of (5 . 18) . 
It is also to be noted that only the envelope of the field is important for the interaction, 
and not the angular frequency (this only plays a role in determining the strength of the 
polarisability interaction) . This allows us to approximate the interaction with a FTL pulse 
with a Gaussian intensity profile,
£ a  ( t )  =  E0C~ ( ,/T '>\
where r is the pulse duration . The effective Hamiltonian can now be written as;
1 9
H ef f  =  H rot +  Es y cos 6 +  -  Aa cos 6. (5.19)
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Only one angle is necessary here, as both the static and laser field are taken to have the 
same polarisation. As for a static field, we need to evaluate the matrix elements of cos2 8 
in the rotational basis. This interaction is written as,
(}', Ô, M , J  I cos2 Q|}, Ô, M, € > =  Se f , 6f  J  +  s e _ e,
¿M,Q c c 
3J + 2 ,j  de,J df ,}+2-
The coupling terms are given in appendix C. This expression ensures that the laser field has
the effect of inducing the transitions A}  = 0, ± 1, ± 2  while leaving the overall parity of the 
state unchanged. This rule originates from the two-photon nature of the Raman interaction, 
which implies that the parity of the state must be conserved after the interaction.
At the end of the laser-molecule interaction, t f , the molecule is in a superposition of 
the field-free states, which can be expressed as;
|Y(t/ )) =  £  C(M'n | J, n , M ,e),
ƒ,£
with C MJÙ =  |CMe,n | eieMn. (5.21)
Here, cM j°  are the mixing coefficients. In the absence of further interactions, these com­
pletely determine the evolution of the molecule at later times. To evaluate the field-free
evolution after t p  the state vector is calculated using,
|Y(i)) =  eiErot (t~ tf  ) / n \ ^ ( t f  ) ) . (5.22)
Here, Erot is the energy of the molecule; including the shift introduced by the first-order 
Stark interaction with the DC field. The mixing between }  =  ±  1 states can be neglected 
for the field strength employed in the experiments.
For intense pulses with durations much shorter than the rotational period of the 
molecule, many rotational states are excited simultaneously by the laser field because the 
molecule cannot respond adiabatically to the field. Instead, the sudden nature of the laser 
field forces the molecule into a set of field-dressed states composed of a superposition 
of field-free states. Thus, short pulses produce a net rotational excitation. In the Raman 
picture the two-photon nature of the process results in a nonlinear behaviour as a function 
of laser intensity. Thus, for the high photon numbers present in ultrashort pulses, multiple 
Raman steps are made within a single pulse; resulting in a spreading of the rotational state 
distribution. At the end of the laser-molecule interaction the rotational state population 
distribution is obtained by evaluating
p j  =  |(Y(t >  t , )|Y(t > tf  2
=  iCM^I2. (5.23)
A calculation of the rotational state distribution of the molecule after interaction with a 
FTL laser pulse of increasing peak intensities is shown in Fig.5.6(A). At very low intensities 
the molecules remain largely in the initial ground rotational state. However, as the peak 
intensity of the fs pulse is increased, a larger number of successive Raman transitions can 
occur. This results in the occupation of higher }  states and a greater spreading of the overall 
state distribution. Fig.5.6(B) shows a calculation of the values of the cos2 Q matrix elements
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Figure 5.6. (A) Left : Evolution of the rotational excitation in N O  created by a 90 fs  non-resonant 
laser pulse, as a function of increasing peak intensity. Initially the population resides in the }  = 1/2 
state; as the peak intensity is increased higher }  states are populated by the laser via successive Raman 
transitions. (B) Right: A plot of the cos2 Q matrix elements which determine the excitation probability to 
higher rotational levels. For low }  values there is a probability for both AJ = +1 and AJ = +2 transitions, 
for higher }  states only AJ =±2 transitions have a non-zero probability. This results in two separate 
ladders for excitation to higher }  states451.
for NO, using (5.20). Due to the n  nature of the electronic ground state of NO, there exists 
the possibility of transitions AJ = ü 451,452 for the lower }  states of NO. This possibility 
is absent for higher rotational states and the more common E-type molecules. This results 
in two possible pathways for excitation to higher rotational levels from the }  = 1 /2  state 
of NO. This is visible in Fig.5.6(A), where the }  = 3/2, 7/2 and 11/2 states are populated 
to a lesser degree than the adjacent J = 5 /2 ,9 /2  and 13/2 states. The origin for this can 
be seen in the plot of the cos2 Q matrix elements shown in Fig.5.6(B). It can be seen that 
the matrix term for the first AJ = +2 transition is larger than the first AJ = +1 transition.
One of the most interesting and useful features of ultrashort pulses is that more than 
one }  state can populated by the interaction. In such case's, (5.21) represents a rotational 
wavepacket. Wavepackets are essential to controlling molecules as they offer a route to 
manipulating the classical properties of the molecule when the superposition of states is 
sufficiently broad450. Since the rotational states are populated coherently, the molecule 
experiences time-dependent dynamics originating from coherent beating between the 
populated states. This quantum interference can result in the phenomenon of revivals of 
molecular alignment and orientation after passage of the laser pulse. Commonly the degree 
of molecular orientation and/or alignment is obtained by calculating the time-dependent 
averaged quantities; (cosQ)t=(Y(t)| cosQ|Y(t)) and (cos2 Q) t = (Y(t)| cosQ2|Y (t)). After 
the end of the pulse the molecular alignement can be evaluated readily using (5.22), and 
written in the form:
(cos2 Q) t =  Co
+  £  bJ,ecos(Wj+1,Jt +  (pj+ 1,J)
h e
+  £  dj , ec o s ( w j + 2, j t +  p j + 2, j ) ,  (5.24)
l,e
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with
Co =  E Ie M,Qi? M, d
J,e
}r£
u _ 9 i eM,n eM,n i 'm ,n
Vj,e _  2 Ie ;+i - £e j /£ I f j +i,,—e j ,e i ' j  i,e
n _ r\ i eM,o eM,o i q  m,ô
Uj,e _  2 Ie ;+2,ee j,e \ P j +2,e-
To evaluate the molecular orientation we write;
(cosQ)t _  Co+  ecos(wj+i, ; t +  (pj+i, j), 
J ,e
with
r  — \ r M , Q/-M 
e 0 _  E le j,-ee j,,m , m , Q  \ 'm ,q- e ldj,e
u  _  i \C m ,n c m,Qi f  m ,í 
uj,e _  ? Ie ;+ !ee j ,e I f j+i,,
'M Q
(5.25)
(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.28)
(5.29)
(5.30)
The constants, C0 and C0, represent the permanent alignment and orientation induced by 
the laser and the static fields. The coefficients; b j >£, a^e, (p j + 1j , and +2j  can be viewed as 
the amplitudes and phases of the Raman frequencies, w j + 1, j  and w j + 2, j, which contribute 
to the averaged value (cos2 8 ) t . The form of (5.24) predicts that molecular alignment will 
oscillate with a period related to the Raman frequencies excited by the laser. Similarly; 
(cos 8 ) t, b  j  e, and p'j+ 1 j  represent the amplitude and phases of the Fourier transform of 
(cos 8 ) t . The rotational frequencies, w  j +1j  and w j + 2,j are evaluated using the energies (5.5),
w j +i, j  _  h B c ( 2 j  +  2)  +  £ ( j , Y )  
w j +2,j _  2 h Bc ( 2  j  +  3)  +  8 ' ( j ,  Y ).
The phases p  j + 1,j, p  j + 2,j and p'j+ 2 j  are defined by
P j+ ij  
p j + ij  
P 2
nM, O 
Q
q M , O 
Qj+ i-e  '
nM, O r\M ,0 
Qj,e Qj+i,e '
nM, O 
Q
f\M , O 
Qj+2,e •
(5.31)
(5.32)
(5.33)
(5.34)
(5.35)
With this treatment we plot the the time-dependent alignment and orientation of NO (ini­
tially in the state |}  =  1/2, Q, e =  — 1 ))in a l3  kV/cm electrostatic field and after excitation 
by a 90 fs laser pulse of varying intensities in Fig.5.7. Under the conditions of a state-selected 
sample , even a relatively weak 1 TW/cm2 (top left of Fig.5.7) pulse is sufficient to cause 
(cos Q) and (cos2 Q) to oscillate. At intensities of 10 TW/cm2 (top right), higher }  states 
are populated by the laser field. This results in peak values of (cos Q) that are significantly 
higher than that created by the static field. Also now clearly visible is the emergence of a pe­
riodic revival structure in (cos Q) t and (cos2 Q) t, where the molecular motion is seen to recur. 
At even higher intensities of 50g TW/cm2 (bottom left) and 100g TW/cm2 (bottom right) 
the wavepacket exhibits higher frequency oscillations in (cos Q) t and (cos2 Q) t. At these 
intensities the revival structure is observed to repeat every 20 ps for (cos Q) and every 5 ps 
for (cos2 Q). These values are related to the classical rotational period of NO, which is 20 ps.
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Figure 5.7. Calculation of the time dependant orientation (cos 8) and alignment (cos2 8) resulting 
from the rotational excitation of an N O  molecule ( initially in the state | j  — 1 /2 ,0 , e = — 1)) in a 
13 kV/cm electrostatic field by a 90 fs  non-resonant laser pulse. Calculations are presented for increasing
peak intensity from 1 TW /cm2 (top left) to 100 TW /cm2 (bottom right). A s the intensity is increased 
the (cos 8) and (cos2 8) oscillate even more rapidly due to the increase in the number of j  states excited 
by the pulse at higher intensities.
The revival structure can be understood in terms of the the rotational wavepacket 
created by the laser field. For orientation, (5.28) shows that (cos 8 ) t originates from the 
presence of consecutive rotational levels, j  and j+1. For alignment, (5.24) shows that 
(cos2 8 ) t results from the combination of j  with j+1 or j+2. As a result, the period of the 
oscillations is determined by the rephasing time between the relevant rotational states.
This is clearer in Fig.5.8, where the Fourier spectrum of the plots (cos 8 ) t and (cos2 8 ) t 
shown in Fig.5.7 has been calculated. The frequencies correspond to the energy difference 
between adjacent rotational states, with a /  — ±  1,±2 given by (5.31) and (5.32). Thus, we 
can distinguish two temporal periods, T  and T2, which correspond to the rephasing time 
between states where Aj — ±  1or Aj — ± 2 respectively. The period of (cos2 8 ) t is mainly de­
termined by T2, and T  for (cos 8 ) t. The times can be obtained from (5.31) and (5.32), giving,
1
T1 — Bc(2J +  2^ ( 6 )
gIn practice, this level of excitation would not be observed because these intensities are above the 
ionisation saturation intensity of NO.
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Figure 5.8. Amplitudes of the rotational beat frequencies that contribute to the time dependent 
orientation and alignment exhibited by N O  after interaction with an ultrashort laser pulse. Each 
spectrum is obtained by Fourier transforming the corresponding plot of (cos 8) t and (cos2 8) t shown in 
Fig.5.7. The amplitudes correspond to the values of the coefficients b j e,aj e  and bje  in (5.28) and (5.24).
FT of <cos 0> 100TW/cm
and
In the case of NO, j  = j, | ,  | ,  . . ., which gives periods of T1 — 3^ ,  5B , jbc,.... These
JL
Bc’periods are all multiples of b^ , which implies that the complete wavefunction must recur
after this time. Hence for a broad distribution of j  states, B  (20ps) is the full revival time 
for orientation, this is visible in the plots of (cos 8 ) t in Fig.5.7, evaluated for 50 TW/cm2 
and 100 TW/ cm2 peak FTL intensities. Additional peaks in the orientation also occur at a 
half (10 ps), and quarter (5 and 15 ps) periods of the full revival time; when the wavepacket 
undergoes a partial revival of the excited states.
In the case of alignment, (5.24) predicts that both states with Aj = 1 and Aj = 2 contribute 
to the time-dependent alignment. However, the evaluation of the cos2 8 matrix elements 
shown in Fig.5.6(B) indicates that only the j  — \  > \  coupling has a non-negligible 
contribution and that for higher values the alignment is dominated by the states with 
A j= 2. This effect is visible in the Fourier spectra of Fig.5.8, at lower peak FTL intensities of 
1 TW/cm2 and 10 TW/cm2, the Aj — 1 frequencies ( 0.152 and 0.254 THz) are significantly 
weaker than their Aj — 1 counterparts (0.4 and 0.61 THz). At higher peak intensities, 
when higher j  states are populated by the laser, (cos2 8 ) t is dominated entirely by Aj
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= 2 contributions. Thus, for (cos2 8) t, the relevant timescales are those of the periods; 
T2 — gBc, tzBBc , v tB c ,... . This results in a full revival of alignment occurring every T  — 4B  
(= 5 ps), which is 4 times quicker than the revival time for orientation.
The 20 ps orientation revival time, and 5 ps alignment revival time, are prominent at 
higher laser intensities or in thermally distributed samples where the distribution of states 
is broad. At lower laser intensities, these times are not so apparent because only a few 
states are populated by the laser pulse. At the lowest intensity of 1 TW/cm2, only a single 
Raman transition occurs resulting in a wavepacket which is a superposition of the j  = 1/2, 
j  = 3/2, and j  = 5/2  states. For orientation, this results in a revival time of T=gBc (=6.5 
ps). For alignment, the situation is more complicated, as both Aj = 1 and Aj — 2 contribute 
to (cos2 8) t , resulting in a common period of T  — B . However, the greater strength of the 
Aj — 2 coupling results in a dominant oscillation with a period of T2 — (= 2.5 ps).
The laser field is not able to change the parity of the molecular wavefunction; hence, it 
cannot create orientation of the molecule. However, the laser field does promote excitation to 
higher j  states. This allows the molecule to exhibit a higher degree of localisation than is pos­
sible when the number of populated states is limited. Aside from the amplitude and phase of 
the rotational levels, the maximum of impulsive orientation is determined by the mixing of 
the parity components, which depends on the electrostatic field strength. With the 13kV/cm 
DC field used in chapter 6, the maximum orientation can be predicted to reach 0.94 when the 
amplitudes and phases in (5.28) are perfect. This value is obtained by using the following 
decomposition for the state of the molecule after interaction with the electrostatic field,
\ j ' M ' U ’ Es)  =  ( x ( E s  ) + f . ( E s ) )  ( - ^ -  0/ ’M’a  e ' — - 1  + 1 ƒ’M 'a  e' — 1) ])
V (2) V (2)
+ « ( E s ) - _ m ) ) ( _ 1_ [|/ ’ M’n ' e'  =  — 1) -  I/ ' M ’^ ' e' =  1>]).
(5.38)
For Es = 13kV/cm, toe mixing coefficients are a  = 0.85 and 6 = 0.52, which gives the 
maximum possible orientation in this field of,
(cos8) — ( a ( E s ) + 6 ( E s ))2 — 0.94. (5.39)
5.5 Optimising dynamic orientation
With the theoretical model of the NO molecular rotation, it is possible to study how to 
overcome the limitations of FTL pulses for achieving high degrees of impulsive alignment 
and orientation. These studies help to guide experiments allowing different optimisation 
strategies to be tested before attempts are made in the laboratory. The subject of improving 
the degree of alignment and orientation at the revivals of an impulsively kicked rotor has 
received much attention because of its obvious importance to future research and the 
fact that a single ultrashort FTL pulse has only a limited ability to manipulate rotational 
dynamics. To understand these limitations we plot the evolution of the maximum in 
(cos 8) and (cos2 8) against the peak intensity of an FTL pulse in Fig.5.9(A). Both of these 
quantities clearly saturate at around 30 TW/cm2, with the maximum in alignment and 
orientation reaching values of 0.78 and 0.63, respectively. This saturation is related to the 
rotational levels excited, and the phase relation between these levels. Although a broad
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Figure 5.9. (A) L eft: Evolution of (cos 9) and (cos2 9) for increasing intensity of a 90 fs pulse. Above 
30 TW /cm2, both (cos 9) and (cos2 9) become saturated. (B) Top R ig h t: Rephasing terms calculated 
at the revival of alignment t = TR, where (cos2 9) is maximum for a 40 TW/cm1 FTL pulse. (C) Bottom 
Right: Same as (B), but for the terms which contribute to (cos 9). The values of the rephasing terms 
indicate that the phase of the rotational wavepacket is not perfectly synchronised; producing values 
of (cos 9) and (cos2 9) below the maximum possible.
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distribution of J states is necessary for the molecules to become highly localised, higher 
ƒ states are less confined by the laser field (see Fig.5.5). Thus, an FTL pulse with high peak 
intensity, will tend to shift the rotational state-distribution to higher J states (Fig.5.6), and 
is inherently limited in the alignment and orientation that it can produce. In addition to 
this factor, we can examine the relative phasing of the rotational states with the help of, 
(5.24) and (5.28). The results of the rephasing terms calculated for a single FTL pulse of 
peak intensity 40 TW/cm2 is plotted in Fig.5.9(B). These values clearly do not achieve the 
maximum of 1 or -1, which would mean that the wavepacket had been perfectly in phase.
A number of strategies exist for improving the degree of field-free alignment, with 
perhaps the most common being an optimal control scheme employing some form of 
adaptive learning algorithm. The algorithm is part of an iterative feedback loop, where 
it dictates the intensity and/or phase of a laser pulse. The goal being to maximise some 
particular a value returned by the f itn e ss  fu n c tio n , which in this case is the maximum of 
(cos 9) tafter the pulse. To retain proximity to experiments , we simulate phase-only pulse 
shaping; thus , our ultrashort pulses are described in the frequency domain according to,
1 r
El ( t ) =  —  A( w )e i(wt+<P(w)) d w . (5.40)
2 f t  J —to
Here A ( w ) is the spectral amplitude and p ( w ) the phase function specified by 128 param­
eters p n. S w  is taken to be = 0.8x1012 rad s_1. A derandomised evolutionary algorithm, 
referred to as the DR2 algorithm (see Section 2.4) is then set the goal of maximising the 
value of | (cos 9) | at the first full revival of orientation by adaptation of the phase parameters. 
Typically, ten separate runs of the algorithm are performed before an optimal performing 
solution is identified.
The result of an optimisation is shown in Fig.5.10; performed with a bandwidth cor­
responding to a FTL pulse of 90 fs duration, centered at 800 nm, with a peak intensity of 60
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Figure 5.10. (A) Top Left: Fitness history of a 118 parameter phase optimisation of (cos 9) employing a 
shaped pulse equivalent to a 90 fs FTL pulse with a peak intensity of 60 TW/cm1 peak intensity with Es = 
13 kV/cm. (B) Top Right: Calculation of the time-dependent orientation produced by the optimised solution, 
the maximum orientation reached at the full revival is | (cos 9) | = 0.84. (C) Bottom Left: Intensity profile 
of the optimised control pulse. (D) Bottom Right: Calculation of the amplitudes and rephasing of the 
excited rotational states according to (5.28) after the interaction with the optimised pulse. (cos 9).
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TW/cm2, and in a static field of 13 kV/cm. Over 1000 evaluations were required to reach con­
vergence towards (cos 9) = 0.85, which is significantly better than the FTL maximum of 0.63.
For this energy of input pulse, the optimised profile appears rather complicated. There is 
clearly a main impulsive kick pulse, centered around zero, which is preceded by gradually 
increasing pre-kicks and a train of small post-kicks. The fact that preceding pulses are 
favoured indicates that they play a more important role; performing the role of pre-orienting 
the molecule before the pulse. This is similar to the mechanism behind the sigmoidal phase 
mask used to produce an enhancement of impulsive orientation in chapter 6.
This mechanism has similarities with the switched-wavepacket method for impulsive 
alignment, which uses adiabatic pulse's with a smooth turn-on but a sharp non-adiabatic 
turn-off453,454. This is an efficient technique for creating field-free alignment because the 
phase relation between rotational-states, when the pulse is suddenly turned-off, is such 
that the alignment at the peak of the laser field is reproduced.
Another facet of the optimised solution is that it consists of regularly spaced train of 
pulses. Such trains are studied in chapter 6, where pulse sequences are demonstrated to 
be capable of selective transfer to specific rotational states. A similar mechanism could, 
in this case, ensure that the state-distribution of the molecule remains in the lower J states; 
hence maximising the value of (cos 9) at the revival. Evidence of these mechanisms can
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be found in Fig.5.10(D), where the population redistribution after the pulse, as well as the 
rephasing terms at the maximum of (cos 9) are shown. The improved degree of orientation 
at the revival is clearly due to the almost perfect rephasing between the states and the the 
fact that the population is centered on the lower rotational states.
As already discussed, the strength of orientation is in a large part determined by the 
strength of the electrostatic field; however, the laser field can substantially enhance this 
orientation. With the technique of evolutionary optimisation, it is possible to more widely 
search the landscape of the problem and determine the absolute achievable limits for 
impulsive orientation. Results from such simulations indicate that the algorithm can obtain 
a maximum of (cos 9) = -0.96 when the pulse energy is raised to the equivalent of an FTL 
pulse with 100 TW/cm2 of peak intensity and a static field-strength of 50 kV/cm 455
5.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, this chapter has given the necessary details required to simulate the rotational 
dynamics of the NO molecule in electrostatic and oscillating laser fields. The uses of static 
fields are well established for the creation of state-selected and oriented samples; however, 
the addition of non-resonant laser fields and optimal control techniques allow the degree of
control over the molecule to be substantially increased. These results pave the way for the 
experimental studies on impulsive orientation and rotational state control in the following 
chapters. Such techniques are bound to have significant impact in fields ranging from imag­
ing of molecular dynamics to the preparation and manipulation of ultra-cold molecules.
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C h a p t e r
I m p u l s i v e  a l i g n m e n t  a n d  
O R I E N T A T I O N  O F S T A T E -S E L E C T E D  NO
Control over molecular alignment and orientation is an important tool for steering and 
understanding chemical and physical processes and has therefore been intensively investigated. 
Here, we report on experiments where a high degree of impulsive orientation and alignment 
are obtained by combining an electrostatic field, non-resonant femtosecond laser excitation 
and samples of quantum state-selected N O  molecules. Strong degrees of orientation and 
alignment are observed both during and after the laser pulses. These are further increased 
by tailoring the femtosecond pulse to obtain values of (cos 9) = -0.74 and (cos2 9) = 0.81 
for orientation and alignment. This opens the door to novel applications, such as studies of 
reaction dynamics in the molecular frame or orbital tomography of heteronuclear molecules.
6.1 Introduction
One of the most important developments in molecular science is the growing ability to 
control the alignment (and orientation) of molecular samples. These techniques provide 
an important tool for developing our understanding and control over molecular processes 
because of the fundamental importance of the relative orientation of molecular partners 
in a wide variety of bi-molecular and photon-molecule interactions. For chemists, highly 
anisotropic samples can be used to significantly affect the outcome of bimolecular or 
molecular-surface collisions456,457; providing new possibilities to control the outcome of 
chemical reactions. Physicists wishing to study molecular structure or photo induced 
processes know that the angle between the molecular axes and polarised light can pro­
foundly affect the outcome in the case of single photo-absorption this factor can determine 
which vibrational modes are excited or the distribution of photo-fragments458. Therefore, 
techniques to control molecular axes are intensively studied449,450, and are fast becoming 
a vital enabling technology for the advancement of the molecular sciences. A prominent 
example being the experimental reconstruction of the HOMO of N2186.
The most important measures of the molecular axis distribution are the alignment 
((cos2 9 )) and orientation ((cos9 )), where 9 represents the angle between the axis of a
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simple diatomic molecule and some reference axis. Our current ability to influence these 
distributions rely on subjecting molecules to controlled electric fields, starting with ori­
entation created in electrostatic fields435,459 and progressing to the use of intense laser 
fields to achieve alignment243,460-462 and orientation463-466. Early work used electrostatic 
fields to create orientation in polar molecules, employing either hexapole state-selection 
or the 'brute-force' technique467. In the state-selected approach, an electrostatic hexapole 
field is employed to prepare molecules in a specific ro-vibrational state which can be ori­
ented through the first-order Stark interaction using modest electric fields (typically 0.1-20 
kV/cm); in such fields the molecular axis distribution becomes asymmetric on reflection 
(i.e., (cos 9) =0) even though the degree of the molecular axis alignment can be isotropic 
((cos2 9) = 1/3). In the brute-force scheme it was, however, realised that molecules with 
large dipole moments could be supersonically cooled to their lowest ro-vibrational states 
and subsequently oriented through higher-order Stark interactions with the application 
of strong electric fields442,459 ( ~  MV/cm). Alternatively, for molecules without dipole 
moments molecular axis alignment generated through anisotropic collisions in seeded 
supersonic expansions has been studied468,469
Interest in the strong-field laser alignment of molecules was triggered in 90's by ex­
periments studying the dissociative ionisation of molecules in intense laser fields289,290, 
it was found that the distribution of photofragments was often peaked along the laser 
polarisation. This triggered numerous experimental and theoretical investigations on the 
laser-induced alignment of molecules until the point today where laser fields are regularly 
used for controlling molecular alignment. Prior to this period rotational control schemes 
were proposed which employed resonant microwave frequencies361,470. Non-resonant 
femtosecond laser fields have become the tool of choice because the strength of the electric 
fields are able to readily overcome the rotational energy of molecules and confine their 
axes through the induced dipole moment created by the laser field. Thus, the only require­
ment for laser alignment is that the molecular polarisability be anisotropic which makes 
non-resonant laser-induced alignment a very general technique. The process was first 
analysed by Friedrich and Herschbach447 who highlighted the role of the trapped pendular 
states created when molecules are placed in strong non-resonant laser fields. This effect 
is now recognised as adiabatic laser alignment, which occurs when the duration of the laser 
pulse is long compared to the rotational period of the molecule. First demonstrated with 
nanosecond lasers471,472, it is termed adiabatic alignment because each field-free rotational 
state adiabatically evolves into a corresponding pendular field-dressed state during the 
rise of pulse; it then subsequently returns to the initial field-free state during the fall. This 
produces molecules which are aligned only in the presence of the laser field and where 
the degree of alignment is governed by the peak laser intensity and limited by factors such 
as ionisation and the initial temperature473.
The other important classification of molecular alignment is that of non-adiabatic or 
impulsive alignment461,474. In this scenario, the molecule interacts with a laser pulse which 
is much shorter than the rotational period of the molecule. This laser kick has the effect 
of leaving the molecule in an excited state composed of a broad distribution of rotational 
states. In this limit the degree of rotational excitation depends on the total laser fluence 
rather than the peak laser intensity448. Since the interaction time is much shorter than the 
natural timescale of the rotational states, these states naturally form a coherent rotational 
wavepacket which evolves in time as the molecule rotates. At specific times the phase 
relation between the states is such that the wavepacket revives and the molecule becomes 
aligned to the axis of the laser field which initiated the excitation. This revival of alignment
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only persists for a short time and is followed/preceded by a state of anti-alignment 
where the molecular axis distribution is peaked perpendicularly to the laser field. First 
demonstrated in I2243, non-adiabatic alignment represents a fascinating and important 
quantum phenomenon because the alignment occurs under field-free conditions. This makes 
it a highly attractive technique for experimentalists wishing to study molecular processes 
which would be complicated by the presence of a strong laser field. Besides the above two 
schemes, a third hybrid technique exists for creating field-free aligned molecules453. In this 
method a long laser pulse is first turned on adiabatically to produce an aligned molecular 
sample whereupon the field is rapidly switched off. When this occurs the molecule is left 
in a superposition of the field-free states, which constitutes an evolving wavepacket which 
will exhibit revivals of alignment as occurs in an impulsive excitation. This scheme, which 
has been implemented using an ethylene glycol jet whose opacity was controlled with a 
femtosecond laser454, is generally able produce higher degree's of field-free alignment than 
the impulsive technique. This is because the wavepacket is initially prepared by an adiabatic 
pulse which ensures that the field-free states are perfectly in phase and also remain in the 
lowest rotational states to produce the maximum possible alignment at the revivals.
Examples of the applications of impulsive alignment include: the study of nuclear 
and electronic structure186,193,475-479, control of molecular dynamics480-482, generation of 
ultrashort pulses483 and high-order harmonic light484-486, fundamental studies in coherence 
and dissipation487,488, and quantum information processing489,490.
Research on laser-induced alignment has resulted in significant advances in the tech­
niques for controlling and enhancing the induced alignment. The alignment possible with a 
single pulse has been exceeded by the application of sequences of laser pulses with suitably 
chosen delays491-493, or by tailoring the intensity profile of the pulse with a spatial light 
modulator (SLM)494,495. Much of the early research in laser-induced alignment naturally 
focused on linear molecules, however, significant progress has also been made in the laser 
induced alignment of more complex polyatomic molecules, particulary asymmetric tops, 
where three axes of molecular polarisability must be controlled in laboratory frame rather 
than the two possessed by linear or symmetric top molecules. 3D alignment has been 
shown to be possible with the elliptically polarised fields455,496,497 or by the combination 
of two orthogonally polarised fields498-501 in both the adiabatic and non-adiabatic regimes. 
Recent proposals have also been made which allow the sense of molecular rotation to be 
controlled502 and can even allow t o  a permanent planar field-free alignment503.
The laser based techniques discussed so far do not fully define the axes of molecules 
possessing a permanent dipole; control of the dipole moment is not possible with non­
resonant laser fields where the time-averaged electric field is zero. However, Friedrich 
and Herschbach realized from an early stage that a combination of a weak electrostatic 
field and a strong non-resonant laser could significantly improve the degree of orientation 
504-506 in the brute force scheme. This combination was eventually demonstrated in the 
adiabatic regime for HXeI464,466,OCS507,508 and 3D orientation of 3,4-dibromothiophene 
with a combined DC field and elliptically polarised laser497. More recently, field-free 
orientation was observed by the combination of a sharply truncated adiabatic pulse with 
an electrostatic field to produce revivals of orientation in OCS509. The orientation present 
in this experiment was however still modest.
The breaking of the spatial symmetry required to create orientation can be achieved by 
means other than a DC field. One can distinguish two main catogeries; techniques requiring 
the use of phase-locked two-colour fields510-514 or those requiring asymmetric THz Half­
Cycle pulses515-518 (HCPs). These approaches necessarily must excite a superposition of
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opposite parity states in the molecule for orientation to be observed (as discussed in chapter 
5). In the early two-colour proposal by Vrakking510, the excitation was considered for a ro­
tationally cold (low-temperature) and a state-selected (zero-temperature) sample. The study 
showed that the time-evolution of the orientation was dependent on the number of partici­
pating rotational states, with the orientation changing sign on a nanosecond timescale if the 
excitation was from state-selected sample. However, if the sample initially resided in more 
than one rotational state, the orientation would flip on a much faster timescale; commensu­
rate with the rotational period. The two-colour scheme has also been studied in the presence 
of vibrational resonances511,519,520, and t o  the strong field adiabatic521 and non-adiabatic 
512 cases. The only experimental realisation of this scheme has been a recent demonstration 
of the creation of an impulsive wavepacket in the CO molecule, where only a small degree 
of orientation was observed514. The advantage of the two-colour approach is that the 
orientation is not necessarily governed by the magnitude of the permanent dipole moment 
but is instead determined by the polarisability and hyperpolarisability interactions519.
The other significant route to orientation is through THz HCPs, which are wide 
bandwidth pulses possessing a uni-directional electric field522. Due to their inherent 
unidirectional nature they can act directly on the permanent dipole of a molecule to create a 
mixed parity rotational wavepacket which will exhibit revivals of orientation515,516. They can 
also be combined with strong non-resonant laser fields to enhance the orientation produced 
517,518. An experimental demonstration of this approach has so far been hindered by the 
dearth of suitably intense sources of THz radiation however recent advances in laser-based 
acceleration of electron bunches has allowed the generation of THz pulses with peak fields 
of 0.4 M V/cm523. This route could be a fruitful avenue for future research, when highly 
intense THz pulses become available at future XUV/X-Ray free electron laser facilities.
All of the above techniques for alignment and orientation are limited by the initial 
temperature of the molecular sample; this initial distribution of states limits the possibility 
to create a fully coherent and hence fully controlled sample473,524. In this study, we 
demonstrate impulsive orientation created in a state-selected sample. This effectively allows 
us to interact with a sample possessing zero initial temperature. This will be shown to 
be a vital ingredient for creating highly oriented and aligned samples under essentially 
field-free conditions for use in future experiments. We employ the approach of Friedrich 
and Herschbach; combining a static DC field with an intense non-resonant laser field. This 
strategy is similar to the recent approach for adiabatic alignment and orientation realised 
by Holmegaard et a l.423. In their experiment, a long electrostatic deflector was used to 
disperse samples of heavy polar molecules according to their initial quantum state. After 
the deflector, a laser beam can then be overlapped with a selected subset of quantum states. 
In both these experiments, the laser field greatly enhances the static orientation by exciting 
the additional rotational states necessary to observe a large localisation of the molecular 
axes. Because of the limitations of single pulses, we have employed femtosecond pulse 
shaping to produce an optimised intensity profile capable of a greater degree of alignment 
and orientation. This optimisation uses a parametrised, sigmoidal phase profile, which 
allows for a quick and effective implementation in the laboratory.
6.2 Experimental implementation
To achieve high degrees of field free alignment and orientation, pump-probe experiments 
have been performed on state-selected NO molecules. In the first step of the experiment, a
pulsed piezo valve is used to create a supersonic expansion of 10% NO seeded in Argon, the
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Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup for creating and measuring field-free
orientation and alignment. State-selected NO molecules are prepared in the interaction region of a VMIS 
by a hexapole focusing lens placed after a pulsed supersonic expansion of N O  in Argon. An ultrashort 
800nm pump pulse impulsively excites the molecules, and a time-delayed 400nm pulse probes the induced 
rotational dynamics by initiating Coulomb explosion (CE) of the molecule. The 2D distribution of doubly 
charged fragments was detected with a MCP-Phosphor assembly and recorded with a CCD camera. 
The pulsed valve is operated at half the repetition rate of the laser, which allows background contributions 
from residual gases present in the chamber to be subtracted every other laser shot. Both pulses are linearly 
polarized, and their polarization axes are independently controlled with the half-wave plates. Control of 
the rotational dynamics of the molecule is achieved with a single layer SLM in a 4-f stretcher compressor 
which modulates the temporal intensity of the pump pulse.
valve has an opening diameter of just over 1mm and operated optimally with a stagnation 
pressure of 1.6 bar and a repetition rate of 12.5Hz. An atomic mixture is employed to 
facilitate the cooling of the molecular degree's of freedom525,526. A beam of cold molecules 
are then selected by a 2mm skimmer; placed approximately 5cm from the valve. The beam 
then passes through a 1m long hexapole state selector composed of six hexagonally placed 
rods; raised to alternating voltages of ±  10kV. As described in section 5.3. The hexapole 
produces a radial electric field distribution which produces a lensing effect for molecules 
in low-field seeking rotational states. Thus, at a specific setting of ±  10kV for the hexapole 
used here, molecules in the e  =  — 1, J =  1 /2  low field seeking state are focused in the 
interaction region of a Velocity Map Imaging Spectrometer (VMIS). Efficient supersonic 
cooling of the molecule's during their initial expansion into vacuum is essential to produce 
a significant number of molecules in the J = 1/2 state. This is because the density of the 
state-selected beam is proportional to the number of molecules in the desired state at the 
entrance of the hexapole. At larger voltages higher rotational states which experience 
a lower Stark shift, are also focused in the interaction region. However, the signal observed
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from the J =  3 / 2  state was significantly lower; indicating an efficient supersonic cooling.
To assess the performance of the hexapole, the NO+ ion signal was detected with a photo 
multiplier tube measuring the time-dependent phosphor screen fluorescence. Typically, 
the degree of state-selection can be assessed from the ratio of the NO+ measured with 
the hexapole rods at zero and the operating voltage. In the hexapole employed in this 
study, the gain factor was 10; indicating that a tenth of the molecules in the interaction 
region of the VMIS molecules were unselected molecules which pass straight through the 
hexapole or otherwise make their way to the interaction region. If necessary, the purity of 
the state-selected beam can be improved with longer hexapole designs, or by the addition 
of physical beam blocks to obstruct the direct line of sight from the gas source. The density 
of the state-selected beam can be increased by the use of a honeycomb structure to combine 
the output of seven hexapoles527, or more simply by increasing the pumping speed to 
enable the injection of greater gas densities at the source.
The next step in the experiment is to perform a femtosecond pump-probe experiment 
in the imaging region of a VMIS. This provides both the means of measuring the molecular 
orientation, and the static-field necessary to induce orientation. An illustration of the 
detection schemes are shown in Fig.6.2. The velocity-map imaging spectrometer (VMIS) 
has a 5mm separation between the repeller and extractor, and a 5mm opening diameter to 
produce field strengths of up to 13kV/cm to orient the molecules while maintaining velocity 
mapping conditions in the interaction region. The repeller is typically held at 20kV and 
the extractor at ~  14kV which in the absence of the pump field results in an orientation of 
(cos 9) = - 0.3. To rotationally excite these molecules, a pump beam is obtained by splitting 
the output of our Ti:sapphire amplified femtosecond laser system (30 mj, 90 fs at 25 Hz) 
with a 70/30 beam splitter to provide the probe and pump, respectively. The pump beam 
is sent through 4-f dispersion line as described in section 2.3, aligned for zero dispersion 
and a computer-controlled 640 pixel spatial light modulator (SLM from JenaOptiK) is 
placed at the Fourier plane. The SLM modifies the spectral phase of the pump laser field 
to manipulate its temporal profile.
To control the orientation of the molecules, the pump field is aligned parallel to the static 
field of the spectrometer. Because the static field is parallel to the time-of-flight axis of the 
VMIS, the maximum degree of orientation is directed along this axis and will be present as 
an asymmetry in the arrival time of ionic fragments. However this is generally not easily 
measurable because the large field strengths necessary to orient a molecule with a small 
dipole moment would require very high-resolution time-of-flight measurements (~ 1-2 ns). 
Instead, we follow the method of Gijsbertsen et a l.528 for measuring orientation and apply 
the probe pulse at an angle with respect to the TOF axis. Since the angular distribution of 
photofragments peaks along the laser polarisation the resulting ionic fragments are spatially 
separated on the detector according to their initial orientation with the relative intensities 
serving as a measure of the molecular orientation. A disadvantage of this approach is 
that it only samples some portion of the full degree of orientation in an ensemble whose 
maximum lies along the direction of the static electric field. In our experiments, we employ 
approximately 1mJ of 400nm light as a Coulomb exploding235 probe pulse. This was 
obtained by passing high energy 800 nm ~90fs pulses through a 3 mm thick KDP crystal, 
due to group velocity dispersion between the two colours5, the resulting pulse is stretched 
to a few hundred femtoseconds in duration. The doubling has the advantage of producing 
a clean probe pulse because any pre-pulses and amplified spontaneous emissions are 
not efficiently doubled. Two reflections on dichroic mirrors (high reflectivity for 400 nm) 
placed after the KDP crystal remove residual 800 nm light. Both pulses are focused into 
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Figure 6.2. Schematic of the methods used for measuring the orientation and alignment of the molecular 
axis, (A) Left: To measure molecular orientation the probe is polarised 30o to the pump laser and static field. 
The recoil velocity engendered by the Coulomb explosion ensures that the photo-fragments are spatially 
separated when they arrive at the micro-channel plate detector (MCP). Imaging of ions w ith specific 
mass/charge ratios is accomplished by applying a voltage gate o f l . 6kV and 20ns duration to the back-plate 
of the MCP. The upper frame shows a typical background subtracted CCD image of an oriented sample of 
molecules, 9 is used to evaluate (cos 92D) and (cos 92D)2 in the plane of the MCP. (B) Right: To measure 
molecular alignment the probe polarisation is rotated parallel to the tim e-of-flight axis and the pump  
perpendicular. This arrangement allows the measurement of the 2D  alignment in the plane parallel to 
the MCP as dynamic and geometric alignment arising from the probe is isotropic in this plane. The image 
above is an example of a laser aligned NO  molecule, in the lower left inset an image collected for a randomly 
oriented sample of molecules is shown, the darker segment originates from a damaged portion of the MCP.
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the VMIS chamber by a f  = 20 cm achromatic lens and overlapped with the state-selected 
molecular beam. The diameter of the pump beam was approximately 3 times that of the 
probe to achieve a smaller focal spot for the probe beam. This aids in reducing the effect 
of focal volume averaging. Following Coulomb explosion by the probe beam, the fragments 
are detected by a micro channel plate (MCP) detector backed by a phosphor screen and 
CCD camera for data acquisition. Background contributions to the image are removed by 
subtraction of an image taken every other laser shot when the pulsed valve is closed. The 
gain of the MCP is gated by applying a 20 ns voltage pulse, from 0 kV to 1.6 kV, with a 
homemade high-voltage pulser. This allows us to selectively detect fragments of a certain 
mass/charge as they arrive on the detector; i.e., we can discern O2+ and N2+ fragments, 
which typically arrive within 50ns of each other. In this case, we chose to detect the N2+ 
ion because of its higher recoil momentum (c/.N +) and lower background contribution^
A key point in our experiment is that the duration of the probe pulse (200-300fs) is 
known to result in significant dynamic alignment during the ionisation process for a light 
molecule, such as NO529. Thus, the anisotropy of the final measured angular distribution is 
a combination of geometric alignment arising from the angular selectivity of the ionisation 
process and dynamic alignment originating from rotation of the molecular ion in the 
laser field. For the above reasons, our measured (cos 92D) cannot simply be related the 
actual three dimensional orientation, (cos 9) ,  created in the sample by the laser + DC field. 
However, as we will show, the use of state-selection and a time-resolved measurement 
allows the measured (cos 92D) to be compared with the results of theoretical calculations 
in order to infer the actual maximum value of (cos 9).  The influence of dynamic alignment 
can be removed if we only wish to determine the dynamics of the molecular alignment 
in the experiment. This can be achieved with the geometry shown in Fig.6.2(B). In this 
configuration, the pump beam is aligned perpendicularly to the VMIS TOF axis, and the 
probe parallel to it. This geometry allows the measurement of (cos2 92D) in the plane 
perpendicular to the probe polarisation. This measurement is free from probed-induced 
dynamic alignment, which is isotropic in the plane parallel to the MCP and hence does 
not affect the measured (cos2 92D) perpendicular to this plane.
The final stage of our experiment was to improve upon the limits of (cos 9)  and (cos2 9)  
achievable with FTL pulses. For this goal, a feedback loop was implemented where the 
degree of orientation in the N2+ ions images was employed to determine the optimal 
phase mask to apply to the pump beam. The orientation signal is easily extracted from 
the measured distributions and hence provides a convenient measure to optimise. However, 
any increase of (cos 9)  also implies an increase of (cos2 9 ). As we have discovered in the 
preceding theoretical section, a full parameter optimisation of the phase mask can require 
thousands of experimental evaluations before attaining a converged solution. This number 
of evaluations is prohibitive for our experimental setup as the evaluation time for a single 
acceptable N2+ ion image is on the order of 15-30 seconds. Experimental constraints, such as 
the laser stability, preclude us from attempting a full parameter optimisation, which would 
require many hours. Instead, we make use of a reduced sigmoidal parametrisation intro­
duced by Hertz et al .494 for the enhancement of field-free alignment in diatomic molecules. 
This phase function consists of a phase jump described by three parameters: namely an 
amplitude, A, a central laser frequency, V0, where the jump occurs and a slope, s, describing 
the slope of the phase-function around V0. The reduced parametrisaton optmisations has 
the benefit of faster convergence speeds as well as an enhanced resistance to noise530.
aThe O2+ signal for example has a background contribution originating from H20 
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This phase function corresponds to a temporal profile consisting of a long rising leading 
edge followed by a short intense pulse. This profile is highly effective at creating a field-free
alignment531 which is better than that possible with an FTL pulse. Crucial to this ability 
is the slow leading edge of the pulse, which acts to adiabatically pre-align the molecules 
in preparation for the main kick pulse. This pulse strategy combines the advantages of 
both adiabatic and non-adiabatic alignment in that it produces a field-free alignment which 
is not limited by the saturation effect experienced with pure FTL pulses. The practical 
advantage of a phase parametrisation of only three parameters is that the optimisaton can 
be achieved on a timescale of 10-20 minutes with a standard simplex algorithm.
6.3 Results and discussion
The results of experiments on the impulsive alignment of state-selected NO molecules 
taken with the arrangement of pump and probe shown in Fig.6.2(B) is presented in Fig.6.3. 
In this configuration, we measure a 2D projection of the alignment created in the sample 
represented by (cos2 92D) . Without the pump pulse an isotropic distribution is measured, 
as in Fig.6.3(A), giving a value of (cos2 92D) = 0.5. Here, 92D defines the angle with respect 
to the pump laser polarisation. When the pump pulse is applied to the molecules before 
the probe, rapid variations of the 2D projection are observed ( Fig.6.3(B-D)). In particular, 
we observe that at t  = 19.6 ps (Fig.6.3(C)) and t  = 20.1 ps (Fig.6.3(D)) the distribution 
is peaked perpendicular and parallel to the pump laser polarisation, respectively. These 
events are attributed to a planar delocalisation and alignment of the molecular axis which 
occurs during a revival of alignment. The molecules are collectively transferring from being 
aligned perpendicular to the pump laser polarisation(T =19.6ps), to being aligned along 
the laser polarisation ( t  = 20.1 ps).
The 3D alignment of the molecular sample (cos2 9)  is closely related to the value of 
(cos2 92d )  which can be retrieved from the measured distribution of N2+ ions. The mea­
sured time dependence of (cos2 92D) on the delay between pump and probe is plotted in 
Fig.6.3(E). Strong revivals of alignment are seen to occur approximately every 5 ps. This peri­
odic evolution of the molecular axis is commensurate with the excitation of a freely evolving 
rotational wavepacket by the pump pulse where the revival of the alignment is expected to 
occur with a period Trev =  4B  (see 5.37). A Fourier spectrum of this data (Fig.6.3(F)) reveals 
the relative strength of the Raman transitions, AJ =  ±  1 or 2, induced by the pulse which 
formed the rotational wavepacket. As discussed in the preceding chapter, the results demon­
strate that the rotational excitation of NO molecule is dominated by the A J =2 transition, 
with some small contribution arising from A J =1 transitions for the lower rotational states.
Closer examination of the Fig.6.3(E) reveals an oscillation occurring for t  <0 which 
originates from a small pre-pulse occurring 21.5 ps before the main pulse. This pre-pulse 
creates a weakly populated wavepacket which causes a slow oscillation of the molecule 
before the main pulse. The sensitivity of the state-selected sample to such weak pulses 
demonstrates that a sample containing only a single rotational state (i.e., T = 0 K) is highly 
beneficial when seeking to control the molecular axis. In more typical experiments, where 
the molecular beam possesses an initial distribution of incoherent states (i.e., T >0 K), much 
more intense pulses are necessary before any significant oscillation in the molecular axis
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Figure 6.3. (A-D) Top: N2+ images recorded for different pump-probe time delays using a lm j (400nm) 
probe laser pulse polarized along the time-of-flight axis that fragments the molecules after they have inter­
acted with a 300y.j, 90 fs (800 nm) pump laser polarized parallel to the plane of the position sensitive detec­
tor. Top panel: Corresponding 3D angular distributions computed numerically by solving the TDSE. (E) 
Middle: Time-dependent evolution of the (cos2 02D) (black points and line) obtained from the images (see 
text). The theoretical evolution (full red line) of the impulsive alignment (cos2 8) calculated by solving the 
TDSE for a 90 fs pulse with an intensity of 4 ■1013 W/cm2 and taking into account a pre-pulse of 5 ■ 1012 
W/cm2 at a time delay of r = — 21.5 ps is also shown. (F) Bottom: Fourier spectrum of the averaged value 
(cos2 82D) shown in Fig. 2E, revealing the beat frequencies involved in the time-dependent alignment.
can be observed. Bypassing thermal averaging leads to the first observation of complicated 
structure in the angular distributions at periods other than the revival time. Such structure 
have been predicted450 but never observed up till now because the thermal averaging 
present in typical experiments washes out these pure quantum features. This occurs because 
in such experiments the final measurement is composed of an incoherent addition of many 
wavepackets created by laser excitation from different initial rotational states. However, in 
the state-selected experiment only a single coherent wavepacket is excited from the initial 
pure state allowing coherent quantum features to be observed.
The initial condition of a single rotational state also helps us to determine the exper­
imental value of (cos2 8 ). This is achieved by solving the time-dependent Schrodinger 
equation(TDSE) 5.14 for a quantum rigid-rotor. The time dependence of the alignment 
depends on the profile of the laser pulse(5.19) and on the temperature of the molecular
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sample(5.24). As the starting point for the experiment is a single rotational state, the only 
free parameter determining the evolution of (cos2 8) is the laser field. Thus, with a known 
pulse duration, the strength of the laser field in the calculation can be adjusted to match 
the measured time-dependent structure of (cos2 82D). The best agreement was found for a 
laser intensity of 4.1013 W/cm2 and the corresponding evolution of (cos2 8 ) is shown in red 
in Fig.6.3(E). The agreement between the experimental data and the simulated evolution is 
clearly good, especially for early times in the evolution. Disagreement for later pump-probe 
delays is attributable to drifting laser conditions. The use of the simulation allows us to 
conclude that (cos2 8 ) in the sample reaches a maximum of 0.76. Although, effects such as 
focal volume averaging would be expected to complicate the comparison of experimental 
and simulated results, we believe that the experimental conditions of a small probe focal 
spot and detection of doubly charged fragments restricts the measurement volume to 
be much smaller than the pump volume. This has the effect of reducing any intensity 
variations arising from focal volume averaging. Further experiments conducted at higher 
intensities did not result in higher degrees of impulsive alignment, indicating that we have 
reached the regime of saturation of impulsive kick alignment with a FTL pulse predicted by 
the theoretical simulations. In experiments where a degree of thermal averaging exists, this 
saturation of alignment typically occurs at intensities greater than the ionisation threshold. 
However, by employing state-selection, this saturation limit is obtained at much lower 
intensities where ionisation is not a limiting factor.
In the results of Fig.6.3, the NO molecules were aligned but not oriented, because the 
laser field was polarised perpendicular to the static electric field. To investigate impulsive ori­
entation experiments were performed in the configuration of Fig.6.2(A). Thus, the initial ori­
entation created in the static field is enhanced by the parallel laser field and probed by a laser 
field rotated 30o with respect to the axis of the static field. In this geometry, time-averaged 
distribution of fragments with recoil velocities away from or towards the 2D detector ap­
pears as two separated spots on the detector, and the relative intensities reflect the degree of 
orientation. N2+ fragment images taken in this configuration are shown in Fig.6.4(A-F) for 
different pump-probe time delays. The intensity in the upper part of the images corresponds 
to the detection of fragments where the N atom initially pointed downwards, while the lower 
part corresponds to fragments where the N atom pointed upwards. The dominant N2+ dis­
tribution clearly oscillates between the upper and lower part of the detector. This periodicity 
indicates the FTL pump pulse has created an oriented rotational wavepacket. From these im­
ages, values for (cos 82D) and (cos2 82D) are extracted. For (cos2 82D), we note that the effect 
of dynamic alignment by the probe pulse results in a higher baseline value for (cos2 82D) in 
Fig.6.4(H). This is visible in the N2+ images which are peaked along the probe polarisation, 
even during the planar delocalisation of Fig.6.4(B) and Fig.6.4(E). Once again, the actual 
values of (cos 8 )and (cos2 8 ) present can be obtained by comparing the measured evolution 
of (cos 82D) and (cos2 82D) with TDSE calculations performed for different kick strengths. 
The agreement for a pump pulse intensity of 40-1012 W/cm2 is remarkably good even for the 
measurement of the time-dependent alignment, which is highly skewed by probe induced 
dynamic alignment. The measured value of orientation reaches a maximum of | (cos 82DI = 
0.4, which according to the TDSE simulation corresponds to an actual value of | (cos 8 ) | = 0.6.
The orientation in Fig.6.4 is in the regime of saturation of impulsive orientation predicted 
theoretically (Fig.5.9). Agreement with the TDSE calculations is also good for experiments 
conducted at lower pump pulse intensities presented in Fig.6.5. This figure shows that the 
measurements are consistent with rotational wavepackets having been created by pulses 
with kick strengths of 7-1012 W/cm2 and 2 7 1012 W/cm2 . For the lower pump intensity, the
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Figure 6.4. (A-F) N2+ images recorded for a pump polarization parallel to the detector axis and a 
probe polarization at an angle of 30° to the pump polarization. (G-H) Time-dependence of (cos 8)and 
(cos2 8) obtained from our experimental images (black dots). Overlayed is the theoretical calculation 
for (cos2 8) and (cos 8) obtained for a 90 fs  pump of intensity 4 ■1013 W /cm2 including the effect of 
a pre-pulse of 5 • 1012 W /cm2 at -21.5 ps which induces a slow oscillation before t= 0  (full red line).
measurement does exhibit the most disagreement with the simulation, however, this can be 
attributed to operating in an intensity regime below saturation. In this regime, fluctuations 
of the pump laser and focal volume averaging will more profoundly affect the correlation 
between the measurements and our simulations which are conducted at a single intensity. 
Agreement for higher intensities is most likely aided by the ionisation of the NO molecules, 
which starts to saturate at 40-1012 W /cm2532. It is clear though that the unique temporal 
evolution of the measured (cos 82d) and (cos2 82D) allow us to quite accurately determine 
the alignment and orientation achieved in the experimental sample. Such measurements, 
taken over longer time delays, would allow the reconstruction of the amplitudes and phase 
of rotational wavepackets using XUV or few-cycle pulses as CE probes.
So far, we have demonstrated that the use of intense laser fields combined with static 
field orientation of state-selected samples creates an unprecedented degree of orientation, 
in essentially field-free conditions. However, as studied in chapter 5, FTL pulses are not the 
best method for creating high degrees of impulsive alignment and orientation. The orien­
tation and alignment created by simple FTL pulses are limited by an imperfect rephasing of 
the rotational states at the revivals. FTL pulses also suffer from inducing unwanted ionisa­
tion when intensities are too high. For a perfectly rephased rotational wavepacket, it can be 
shown that (cos 8 ) = 0.94 (5.39) would be possible at the DC field strength used in this exper­
iment. Ideally, we would seek to perform a full optimisation of the pump profile to achieve 
the high degree of orientation predicted in theoretical simulations (see Section 5.5). However,
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Figure 6.5. Two data sets measuring the field free orientation produced by a femtosecond pulse in 
a static field of 13 kV/cm.(A-B) Left: (cos 82 d) and (cos2 82D) retrieved from measured N 2+ images 
as a function of delay (black dots and line). Overlaid with the theoretical expectation values, (cos 8)and 
(cos2 8), created by a 90 fs  pump pulse with a peak intensity of7-1012 W/cm2 (red line). (C-D) Right: 
The same as (A-B) but for a pump pulse with a peak intensity of27-1012 W /cm 2 (red line).
this is not feasible here because of the time period required to collect a N2+ image. We 
instead explore the possibility of improving the orientation and alignment in a closed-loop 
feedback experiment, using a sigmoidal phase mask to control the pump intensity profile.
To optimise molecular orientation the probe beam was placed at delay r = 20.1ps 
with respect to the FTL pump pulse to coincide with the first full revival of orientation. 
The simplex algorithm dictated the three parameters characterising the sigmoidal phase 
function applied to the SLM, feedback was supplied by the degree of asymmetry in the 
measured N2+ images. Figs.6.6(A) and (B) show N2+ images recorded with a FTL pump 
pulse and the best sigmoidal phase function found by the simplex algorithm, respectively. 
The improvement in orientation is clearly visible to the eye. This improvement is consistent 
over a typical full revival as shown in Fig.6.6(C), where the result of an optimised revival 
is compared with the outcome of a FTL pump pulse. A comparison of the experimental 
results with TDSE simulations performed using the parameters of the sigmoidal phase 
function obtained experimentally (A  = 6 n , v 0 = 0.375 THz and s = -0.0012 THz) allowed 
an estimation of (cos 8 ) = -0.74 in the experiment, this corresponds to approximately seven 
molecules facing one side for every molecule facing the other side. The full evolution of 
the measured alignment and orientation for the best sigmoidal phase pulse compared with 
the theoretical expectation is shown in Figs.6.7(A) and (B). It can be seen that the peak in 
the revival of orientation is also accompanied by a strong revival of the alignment ((cos2 8) 
= 0.82). A cross-correlation of the intensity profile of the sigmoidally shaped pump pulse 
is compared to the pulse used in the calculation in Fig.6.7(C) and shows good agreement.
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Figure 6.6. (A) Top Left: N 1+ image recorded for the peak in the revival of orientation at r  = 20.1 
ps created by a FTL pump pulse. (A) Top Right: N 2+ image of the maximum in orientation produced 
by a pulse optimised using a sigmoidal phase function. (C) Bottom: Evolution of (cos d2D) extracted 
from recorded N 2+ images as a function of time delay, zoomed around the first full revival of orientation. 
The evolution produced by the optimised pulse (red dots and line) clearly improves upon the result of 
the FTL pulse (black squares and line).
The optimised laser field consists of two weak pulses with a separation of approximately 
lps which serve to pre-orient the molecule before the main kick. In this way, an improved 
rephasing of the rotational wavepacket at the full revival period has been achieved.
6.4 Conclusion
To conclude, the series of experiments presented in this chapter has provided a clear 
demonstration that hexapole state-selection can be combined with coherent laser control 
methods to obtain an unprecedented degree of control over the angular distribution of a 
simple polar molecule such as NO. Since hexapole state-selection has been demonstrated on 
a variety of polar molecules, there exist a large number of molecules which are amenable to 
this technique. Furthermore, the optimisation performed here using a sigmoidal phase mask
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Figure 6.7. (A-B) Left: Time-dependent evolution of (cos d2d) and (cos2 92D) (black line and points) 
obtained from the N2+ images recorded using the sigmoidal phase mask. Overlaid are the (cos 9) and 
(cos2 9) calculated with the parameters of the optimised sigmoidal phase function. (C) Right: An  
experimental cross-correlation of the optimized pump pulse with a FTL pulse (black points) compared 
with the calculated pulse profile expected from  the sigmoidal phase mask (full red line).
is significant both in terms of the degree of enhancement achieved and in the simplicity and 
speed of its application, although there still exists room for the impulsive orientation and 
alignment to be improved in further experiments. By combining state-selection and feedback 
control, samples of impulsively oriented molecules can now be prepared where the degree 
of orientation is high enough to allow application in further experiments that may lead to 
new insights into the understanding of molecules and their fundamental interactions. New 
possibilities could include the revealing of structural information through high-harmonic 
generation, photoelectron imaging experiments performed by X-ray free-electron lasers, and 
molecular frame studies of the reaction dynamics of heteronuclear molecules. In addition, 
these results may find application in the field of ultra-cold molecules where the orientation 
of polar molecules in an optical trap could assist in the formation of a super lattice, or a 
Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac condensate.
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C o n t r o l l i n g  t h e  r o t a t i o n a l  
s t a t e - d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  NO
We present experimental and numerical studies on the control of rotational-state population 
transfer in the NO molecule. The molecule resides initially in the J = 112 rotational state and 
is transferred to higher states by a shaped femtosecond laser pulses. We are able to transfer 
57 % of the population to the J = 5/2 state, and 46 % to J = 9/2; in good agreement with  
quantum mechanical simulations. The optimal solutions are composed of pulse sequences, 
with delays corresponding to the beat frequencies between rotational states. The control is 
limited by experimental constraints such as limited fluence, experimental noise, and volume 
averaging. Our simulations indicate that it is possible to transfer over 98 % of the ground 
state population to selected target states.
7.1 Introduction
The ability to prepare atoms and molecule in specific quantum states is an important
goal for physical chemistry and modern atomic and molecular physics, it is essential to 
understanding reaction dynamics, fundamental to the goal of controlling chemical reactions 
with lasers, and is a vital ingredient in emerging areas of research such as quantum 
information and atomic and molecular optics. An example of the advantages of state- 
selection for control, is the work carried out in chapter 6 on the laser control of orientation 
and alignment. Laser control of molecules343,364,533 has huge potential; for example control 
of the vibrational population of molecules can significantly alter the course of chemical 
processes such as isomerisation534, dissociation535 or the formation of cold molecules536-539.
The coherence of laser light makes it an important tool for achieving selective population 
change in atoms or molecules. The simplest case is a coupled two-level system where 
the energy spacing is resonant with a light field. In this scenario, the upper and lower 
states are known to undergo a process known as Rabi cycling . The population is first 
completely inverted to the upper state as photons are absorbed, it then subsequently decays 
via stimulated emission of a photon to the lower state, this process then repeats. In the
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resonant case, the frequency of Rabi oscillation is determined by,
nRa„i =  . (7.1)
Here yd is the transition dipole moment and E the laser electric field. If the fluence of the 
laser is chosen appropriately, the population can be left completely in the upper state. This 
is known as a 7r-pulse because it completes one-half of a complete Rabi cycle. n-pulses 
are however not a practical laboratory tool for obtaining state transfer because the final 
transfer is very sensitive to the energy of the pulse.
A better method to obtain population transfer is the more general technique of adi­
abatic following, which also relies on the coupling between energy levels in a field, for 
example chirped adiabatic passage540,541 (CAP). In the presence of a strong laser field 
the field-dressed (adiabatic) states are a superposition of the unperturbed states; if the 
change in laser field is sufficiently slow, then the field-free states evolve adiabatically into 
their counterpart field-dressed states. If the field possesses a frequency chirp such that 
it sweeps from a negative detuning to a positive detuning (or vice-versa) from the resonance 
frequency, then the adiabatic states are uniquely identified with different unperturbed states 
of the system before and after the pulse. Thus, with suitable tailoring of the laser parameters, 
frequency chirped laser fields can almost completely transfer population between two 
states. This is known as rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) because the transfer must occur 
before the radiative state can decay. It therefore requires pulses which are not too long 
(typically of nanosecond duration or shorter). Since nanosecond lasers do not possess the 
bandwidth to be easily chirped, the AC Stark shift induced by strong off-resonant fields can 
instead be used to create the required time-dependent detuning from resonance frequency; 
a technique known as Stark chirped rapid adiabatic passage(SCRAP)542.
For systems with more than two levels, a number of schemes have been proposed that 
use multiple resonant frequencies to achieve adiabatic transfer, these include 'stimulated 
emission pumping' (SEP)543 and 'stimulated Raman scattering involving adiabatic passage' 
(STIRAP)544-546. In SEP two laser pulses are used, which are resonant or nearly resonant 
with a third intermediate state. The first pulse (pump) transfers population to the inter­
mediates state, which is then stimulated into the final state by the second pulse (Stokes). 
However, SEP can only transfer at most one third of the population to the final state when 
they are overlapped in time. STIRAP is however, notable because 100% transfer can be 
achieved. Two laser fields are placed in a counterintuitive order, with the stokes pulse 
preceding the pump pulse. The intermediate state now forms a 'dark state', which is unable 
to decay spontaneously, allowing the initial state population to be fully transferred to the 
final state. This technique has been used to generate vibrationally pure samples547.
The methods discussed above all have drawbacks; for the RAP and STIRAP schemes 
the requirement to be in resonance cannot always be met and inhomogeneous effects such 
as Doppler broadening can limit their effectiveness in the laboratory. STIRAP in particular 
is sensitive to phase jitter in the laser pulse. However, the techniques are not as sensitive to 
pulse energy as Rabi-oscillation and thus STIRAP and its variants have been proven to be 
useful for the preparation of vibrationally pure samples547 or even ultra-cold molecules548.
An alternative for population transfer, in multi-level systems, is to use the bandwidth 
available in ultrashort pulses to provide the range of frequencies necessary to climb the 
typical anharmonic ladder of states possessed by most molecules. Population can be 
transferred during the pulse by introducing an appropriate frequency chirp549-551 which
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follows the anharmonicity of the ladder. For intense broad-bandwidth pulses, frequency 
chirping can also enhance non-resonant Raman transitions (RCAP)552,553. Such a scheme 
has been used to rotationally excite a molecule to the point of dissociation554. Use of a 
non-resonant source is important because the control is more generally applicable. How­
ever, selectivity can be poor in these schemes because the pulse duration or the intensity 
must be large to ensure adiabatic following. In addition, competing processes, such as 
ionisation or intermolecular energy transfer, can occur. One recent suggestion for adiabatic 
transfer actually uses trains of femtosecond pulses; in a process called piecewise adiabatic 
passage (PAP)555. PAP relies on choosing the time delay and frequency shift between two 
coherent pulse trains such that the net result mimics that of an adiabatic transfer process. 
Conceptually, this method works because the timing with respect to the wavepacket motion 
is such that only a small transfer per kick is produced. Thus, an adiabatic transfer can be 
produced but with lower energy requirements than for single adiabatic pulses. However, 
PAP requires the use of a long train of femtosecond pulses to ensure adiabaticity criteria.
The other category of techniques for manipulating the quantum-state of molecules 
comes under the heading of coherent control. This concerns the general topic of controlling 
atoms and molecules via their interaction with coherent light. One of the first of these 
schemes was suggested by Brumer and Shapiro47,556; it relies on exploiting interference 
between multiple pathways to the same final product state with multiple frequencies (see 
Fig.l.3(A) on page 9). The underlying concept is similar to that of Young's double-slit 
experiment; that is, the presence of multiple indistinguishable pathways to the same final 
state allows the overall transition amplitude to be controlled by the relative phase of the 
laser fields. This methodology has had numerous experimental successes in controlling 
light induced processes such as; photoionisation48,557, photo-dissociation426,558,559 and the 
photo-generation of charge carriers in semiconductors427.
With the advent of short pulsed lasers, coherent control was advanced by Tannor and 
Rice who proposed the use of pulse sequences to control the wavepacket dynamics of 
molecules50,560. Control of dynamics naturally requires pulses shorter than the decoherence 
time of the system. In this scheme, an initial pulse promotes a wavepacket to an excited 
state; a second time-delayed pulse excites a second wavepacket which interferes with 
the first excitation. The interference is controlled by the time delay and relative phases 
of the two pulses. This scheme is generally dubbed 'pump-dump' because the second 
pulse is often used to dump the population onto a ground state level or some dissociative 
product channel. The 'pump-dump' scheme has proven to be highly effective in controlling 
and studying the dynamics of small systems; most notably used by Zewail to study and 
control the femtosecond dynamics of molecules561,562. Controlling quantum-mechanical 
wavepackets is highly important because controlling the localisation of such wavepackets 
offers a route to fully determining the classical properties of a system.
The above approaches have proven to be very successful in controlling small systems 
because only a few control parameters are required. A more general approach is provided 
by optimal-control theory563. This provides a formalism for developing the complex 
control field necessary to produce a desired outcome when the system possesses a more 
complicated energy-level structure. If the Hamiltonian of a system is known, it has generally 
been possible to design a control field to produce a desired outcome. An analysis by Rabitz 
564 indicates that full control over quantum transitions (i.e., 100% transfer to a particular 
state) is always possible if there are absolutely no constraints on the controls. Obviously 
this requirement is difficult to fulfill as the ability to produce arbitrary waveforms is not 
yet widely available, additionally for more complex molecules, such as biomolecules, the
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Hamiltonian is often not known. This precludes the possibility of calculating an ideal 
control field. To overcome these problems, Judson and Rabitz361 proposed the concept 
of the optimal control experiment. In this proposal a shaped pulse is used to excite the 
sample, a probe signal which is characteristic of the desired target state is then fed-back 
to a learning algorithm which attempts to produce improved pulse shapes for further 
testing. Successive iterations of this procedure eventually culminate in convergence to a 
laser control field which achieves the desired outcome. Numerous examples of this type 
of laboratory optimisation have now been reported169,364,365,367,372,375,565.
The methods employed here to control the rotational state distribution differs from the 
common schemes by our use of a non-resonant interaction. This implies that the carrier 
phase or instantaneous frequency of the laser field does not play a role. The control in our 
experiment results from coherent manipulation of the molecular wavepacket rather than 
the light field creating the excitation, as such our method is conceptually closest to that 
of Tannor and Rice. Requiring pulses which are faster than the natural timescale of the 
system. We focus on rotational states, however, the use of non-resonant pulses has also 
been used to control vibrational transitions19,566. In the weak-field limit, the control can be 
understood perturbatively as process of impulsive stimulated Raman scattering217 (ISRS). 
Here the transition amplitude can be approximated in the frequency domain by567,
C ^  iw t c ^
T m s  =  E2 ( t ) e  i f  d t  =  E( w r)E( w r -  w T *,) d w h (7.2)
where wi  and Wj j i  are the laser and rotational frequencies. This expression indicates two 
mechanisms for maximising the transition567. The first is to maximise the laser intensity, 
which implies use of a FTL pulse. Alternatively, the spectrum can be modulated at a 
frequency corresponding to the desired rotational transition frequency, Wj ^. A simple 
example is amplitude modulation of the frequency spectrum at a frequency, w mod. If this 
frequency fulfils the condition, w mod =  n w j  then the corresponding transition probability 
is maximised. This follows from the fact that that modulated spectrum contains only the 
photon pairs required for the rotational transition. Conversely, a modulation frequency 
of w mod =  (n +  j  )wj  ji minimises the transition probability by ensuring the photon pairs 
necessary for the transition are absent. Such a sequence has been coined a "Zero effect 
pulse pair(ZEPP)"490.
Besides the transition frequency, the relative phase of the rotational states excited by 
the first pulse can also influence the transfer. This has for example been used to determine 
rotational dynamics568,569. The effect of phase in determining the rotational state distri­
bution has been examined by Hasegawa et a l570, who recovered the phase and amplitude of 
a rotational wavepacket by performing measurements as a function of time-delay between 
two identical femtosecond pulses. In their experiment, benzene molecules were cooled 
in a seeded supersonic expansion to produce molecules in a single rotational-state, much 
as in our earlier measurements of chapter 6. These time-dependent measurements could 
then be used to obtain the relative phase and amplitude of the rotational states. Crucially, 
they found that the relative phase between excited rotational states depends on the pulse 
intensity. In the weak-field regime it is — n /2  (or 7t/2) and approaches this limit again at 
high intensities. However, at intermediate values it can vary substantially. Thus, population 
modulation with ISRS can involve both the intensity and timing of the pulses. For these 
reasons, and to achieve 100% transfer between states, we have explored the use of feedback­
controlled pulse shaping experiments for manipulating the rotational state distribution 
of a simple diatomic, Nitrous Oxide (NO).
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Figure 7.1. Schematic representation of the experiment. A  hexapole prepares state-selected N O  
molecules in a VM1S, where they are crossed with the doubled output of a tunable dye laser ( ~ 226 nm). 
The N O  is first excited by interaction with phase-shaped focused femtosecond pulses produced by passing 
5 m] of light from an amplified Ti-Sapphire laser system through two gratings (G), two cylindrical mirrors 
(CM), and a spatial light modulator(SLM) arranged as a zero dispersion stretcher-compressor. The SLM is 
controlled by a PC with the feedback control prvided by the boxcar integrated N O + ion-signal detected by a 
MCP-Phosphor detector in a velocity map imaging spectrometer which is used in ion time-of-flight mode.
In this chapter we will demonstrate spectral phase shaping of femtosecond pulses to 
climb the rotational ladder of NO. We start from a state-selected sample to ensure that the 
initial state is well known. This allows us to compare quantitatively measured optimisa­
tions with theoretical predictions. In both simulation and experiment, the optimal pulse 
sequence is learned by a state-of-the-art derandomised covariance matrix adaptation (CMA) 
evolutionary strategy working in a closed feedback loop. The optimised temporal pulses 
consist of a sequence of short kick's separated by times corresponding to the rotational 
beat frequencies on the ladder to the final rotational state451. Transfer efficiencies are found 
which perform significantly better than a Fourier transform limited (FTL) pulse, but fall 
short of the goal of complete transfer. The degree of transfer is determined to originate from 
experimental constraints which include: limited fluence, experimental noise, pulse-shaping 
constraints focal volume averaging and of course molecular ionisation.
7.2 Experiment and methods
The experimental apparatus for controlling the state-distribution of the NO molecule 
is depicted schematically in Fig.7.1. A beam of NO molecules in the ground, J = 1/2,
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rotational state is prepared by a hexapole state-selector in the interaction region of a velocity 
map imaging spectrometer (VMIS) (for more details see page 100).
To rotationally excite the NO molecules, a temporally shaped femtosecond laser pulse 
was created by passing a 5 mj 90 fs FTL pulse, with a central frequency of ~800 nm, through 
a computer-controlled 640 pixel spatial light modulator (SLM from JenaOptiK). The SLM 
is placed in the Fourier plane of a 4-f zero-dispersion stretcher compressor (the focal-length 
of our mirrors limits us to using only 200 pixels of the SLM). The temporally shaped 
pulses were focused onto the NO beam by a 400 mm focal length lens. A state-selective 
measurement of the rotational-state distribution of NO was achieved with the doubled 
output of a tunable dye laser, producing an ionising ultraviolet probe beam around 226 
nm. This was seperated from the fundamental frequency using a Pellin-Broca prism. The 
226 nm probe generated NO+ through (1+1) resonantly enhanced multi-photon ionisation 
(REMPI)(see Section 5.2). The probe energy was maintained around 20 yJ to avoid satu­
rating the transitions, and was focused with a 200 mm lens to ensure a beam-waist smaller 
than the pump. The dye laser, operating at 12.5 Hz, was triggered by a signal derived 
from the Ti:Sapphire oscillator, and delayed electronically by 200 ns with respect to the 
output. This delay was required to reduce the effect of electronic ringing arising from the 
NO+ peak generated by multi-photon ionisation by the femtosecond laser . Both lasers 
in this experiment possess a considerable degree of noise, common to sources relying on 
non-linear effects, the noise levels were observed to be ~  5-10% for pump and probe.
The NO+ ions created by the probe laser were accelerated by the electrodes of the VMIS 
and then allowed to drift in a grounded flight tube until detection by a micro-channel plate 
(MCP) detector. The MCP was operated with a bias voltage of +1.6 kV and backed by a 
phosphor screen at +1.8 kV. The current generated at the phosphor screen by the arrival of 
the ions on the MCP was decoupled with a capacitor and fed into a SRS boxcar integrator 
to provide a feedback signal to the PC. When the dye laser was tuned to a rotational beat 
frequency, the NO+ signal was greatly enhanced; representing the number of molecules 
residing in the particular rotational state. This signal was averaged over ten or thirty laser 
shots to reduce noise in the fitness value returned to the CMA-ES (the ES was used with a 
(8,16) strategy). The feedback-loop was tested by optimising the NO ionisation signal created 
by the pump laser after the compressor of the Ti:sapphire laser was deliberately detuned.
Fig.7.2 shows an example of REMPI spectra recorded from the initial state-selected 
sample and after rotational excitation of the molecule by a 90 fs Fourier transform limited 
(FTL) pulse. The spectra are obtained by recording the integrated NO+ signal arising from 
the probe laser as a function of the wavelength of the dye laser. The BBO crystal is placed 
on a motorised stage which is synchronised to the dye laser to maintain the efficiency of 
the doubling process during the wavelength scan. In the unexcited sample three spectral 
lines are observed; corresponding to the R21,Q21 + R11 and Q11 spectroscopic branches (see 
Fig.5.2). The Q21 + R11 branch results from direct ionisation from the J = 1/2, e =  — 1 state 
of NO, while the R21 and Q11 lines originates from mixing with the opposite parity state 
induced by the presence of a DC field (the mixing is 20%).
In the presence of the femtosecond laser many new spectral lines appear, which originate 
from redistribution of population induced by the femtosecond laser pulse. For NO these 
excitations can occur by both AJ= ±  2 and A J =  ±  1 Raman transitions451. To recover the fi­
nal rotational-state distribution of the molecule from these measurements each spectral line 
is integrated over 0.01 cm ~1 and divided by the corresponding Honl-London coefficient; to 
allow for different electronic transition strengths428,571. These factors are also corrected for 
the laser induced alignment572. The normalised distribution resulting from this procedure
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Figure 7.2. (A) Top: NO+ ionization yield versus the probe wavelength; recorded after excitation 
by a 800nm FTL laser pulse. (B) Bottom: REMPI Spectra recorded after the hexapole in the DC field 
of the spectrometer and without any excitation by the IR field
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Figure 7.3. Population redistribution obtained experimentally from the REMPI scan ofFig.7.2(A). 
It is obtained by integrating over the spectral width of each line over a range of 0.01 cm~1 and dividing 
by the appropriate Honl-London co-efficient corrected for laser-induced alignment (black bars). This 
is compared with the theoretically computed rotational distribution obtained by solving the TDSEfor 
the NO molecule at 40 TW/cm2 (hatched bars).
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Figure 7.4. (A) Left: Population in J = 9/2 as a function of delay and intensity of two identical 
90 fs FTL pulses, the population transfer to J = 9/2 from J = 1/2 can be constructive or destructive 
depending on the delay and intensity (B) Right: Fourier transform of (A); the delays where the population 
is enhanced correspond to rotational transition frequencies of N O 451. The most prominent frequencies 
for enhancing transitions to J = 9/2 are vi 5 = 0.4 THz and v 5 2 = 0.79 THz, and at higher intensities
the (v 15 + v59) = 1.19 THz transition.2, 2 2, 2
is shown in black in Fig.7.3; this is overlaid narrow hatched bars representing the closest 
simulated fit to the measured distribution.
Spatial overlap of the two beams was accomplished by optimising the NO+ ion yield 
from REMPI ionisation originating from the J = 5/2 state. In the absence of the femtosecond 
laser this state was negligibly populated and any increase in signal could be attributed to an 
overlap with the pump beam. To allow this alignment to be carried out at FTL pulse intensi­
ties where a large amount of NO molecules would normally be ionised; a sinusoidal spectral 
phase modulation, p ( w ) =  a s in (f tw ), was applied to the shaper. This enhanced the transfer 
to the J = 5/2 state by splitting the peak pulse into a train of lower intensity pulses with an 
intrapulse timing corresponding to the transition frequency between J = 1/2 and J = 5/2.
7.3 Numerical simulations
Before proceeding to examine the experimental results, it is instructive to first understand 
the degree of control predicted by the theoretical model and its relation to our experimental 
parameters. In both experimental and simulated optimisations, the same (y,A) CMA algo­
rithm optimises the population in a particular rotational state from a population initially in 
the ground state. The CMA-ES is employed because it is known to be efficient; combining 
fast convergence times with a greater likelihood of finding higher-fitness solutions390,573. 
The response of NO is calculated by solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation 
(TDSE) in the rigid-rotor approximation as described in chapter 5. The final rotational-state 
distribution after interacting with the laser pulse is evaluated using (5.23), and the popu­
lation in the target state is used to assign a fitness value for each individual shaped pulse.
Before examining the optimised pulses it is useful to first consider the effect of two 
pulses451. Fig.7.4(A) shows the population in the J = 9/2 state as a function of intensity and 
delay of two 90 fs pulses with Gaussian envelopes; interference in the population is clearly 
observed. A Fourier transformation of the response shows that the delays which enhance
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Figure 7.5. Results of optimal control simulations as a function of input FTL intensity. The points 
represent the best transfer obtained after an average of 7 runs with 128 parameter phase shaping 
conducted with the CMA-ES. The algorithm is set to maximise the final state population in the J = 5/2 
(red triangles) or J = 9/2 (blue triangles) rotational states of NO. For comparison the transfer obtained 
with FTL pulses as a function of intensity is shown (dashed lines).
the J = 9/2 population, correspond to rotational transitions necessary to reach J = 9/2 from 
the ground state; i.e., the transitions between J = 1/2 and J = 5 /2  (0.4THz), and from J 
= 5/2  to J = 9 /2  (0.79THz). These frequencies are easily calculated with equation (5.32).
Excluding the DC component of the excitation, Fig.7.4(B) shows that the importance of 
different rotational transitions depends on the excitation intensity. At lower intensities, the
important transitions are; œ 1 5 (0.4THz) and œ 5 9 (0.79THz). A calculation of the strength of2,2 2,2
the excitation pathway (see Fig.5.6(B)) shows that these transitions are part of the ladder re­
quired reach the J = 9/2 state. However, at intensities greater than 30 TW/cm2, the enhance­
ment clearly shifts to favour the œ 15 +  œ 59 (1.19 THz) transition. The origin for this can2,2 2,2
be understood from a calculation of the state distribution after interaction with a FTL pulse 
(see Fig.5.6(A)). A FTL pulse of just over 20 TW/cm2 will create a state distribution centered 
around the J = 5/2 state, while the J = 9/2 state is maximally populated for a peak intensity 
of ~40 TW/cm2. Thus, for two pulse with a peak intensity of 10 TW/cm2, the J = 9/2 pop­
ulation is a maximum when the transitions œ 15 and œ 59 are excited. However, when the2,2 2,2
intensity of each pulse is greater than 35 TW/cm2, then the lower transitions are bypassed
and the (œ 1 5 +  œ 59) transition produces the greatest enhancement for the J = 9 /2  state.2,2 2,2
Results from the optimisation procedure carried out for the target states, J = 5/2 and J 
= 9/2, are presented in Fig.7.5 together with the product of a FTL pulse. At lower intensity, 
the FTL pulse clearly produces the most efficient transfer to the selected state, however, 
at higher intensities the transfer actually reduces when the FTL pulse redistributes the 
rotational population to higher J states. For low intensities, the algorithm matches the 
action of a FTL pulse, however, the algorithm continually improves it's transfer until at 
120 TW/cm2 the solutions obtain a maximum transfer of 98.9 % and 97.7 % for the J = 5/2  
and J = 9 /2  states, respectively. A number of factors could limit these maximum values; 
one clear limiting factor is the available intensity in the FTL pulse. The resolution of the
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Figure 7.6. (A) Top Left: Optimisation history of the J = 5/2 state with a shaped FTL pulse of 60 
TW/cm2. (B) Top Right: Temporal profile of final solution, the time delay between pulses are close 
to 2.5 ps corresponding to the rotational transition v1/2->5/2 = 0.4THz. (C) Bottom Left: Final state 
distribution at the end of the laser-molecule interaction, 95% of the initial ground state has been 
transferred to the target state. (D) Bottom Right: Time evolution of the rotational state distribution 
during the interaction with the shaped pulse.
pulse shaping could be another, as could the presence of the alternate A J =  1 pathway3. 
To test this conjecture, the A J =  1 transition was artificially removed from the calculation 
of the state distribution. The resulting transfer to the target states was found to be almost 
100%; indicating that the alternate pathway is the limiting factor for NO.
Results of simulated optimisations are presented in Fig.7.6 and Fig.7.7 for optimisation 
targeted at the J = 5/2 and J = 9 /2  states, respectively. The runs were performed with fixed 
input FTL pulses of 60 TW/cm2. For optimisations targeting J = 5 /2  this represents an 
'easy' optimisation; achieving a transfer of 95%. The speed of convergence at this intensity 
(Fig.7.6(A)) indicates that there is plentiful energy for algorithm to use in transferring the 
population. Since the initial population is entirely in the ground state, the most important
rotational transition for transfer to this state is the w 1 5 transition, which would correspond
2'2
to a beating period of 2.5 ps. The pulse structure displayed in Fig.7.6(B) clearly contains 
pulses spaced by delays which would excite this transition. The appearance of double pulse 
structures is a consequence of the intensity available in the FTL pulse. These closely spaced 
pulses most likely approximate the action of a single lower intensity pulse, with pulses 
appearing either side of the expected delays. This is more clearly understood by examining 
the optimisation of the J = 9/2 state shown in Fig.7.7. The intensity of the input pulse is the 
same as the J = 5 /2  optimisation; however, for J = 9/2 this represents a modest intensity, 
only achieving a final state transfer of 76% . Due to this constraint, the algorithm takes
athis arises from 2 n  nature of the NO electronic ground state 
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Figure 7.7. (A) Top Left: Optimization of the J -  9/2 population state using a shaped 60 TW/cm2 FTL 
pulse. (B) Top Right: Temporal profile of final pulse solution, the time delay between pulses corresponds 
approximately to the rotational transitions v1/2>5/2 = OATHz (2.5ps), v5/29/2 = 0.79THz (1.3ps) and 
(v5/2,9/2 + vi/2,5/2) = 1.19THz (0.84ps). (C) Bottom Left: Final rotational state distribution, 76% of 
the population resides in J -  9/2 after the interaction. (D) Bottom Right: Time evolution of the rotational 
state distribution during the interaction with the shaped pulse.
longer to converge to a solution and the final pulse structure is much simpler than that 
found for the J = 5 /2  optimisation.
These results confirm those of an earlier study390, which found that solutions obtained 
at intensities below saturation are inevitably very similar; generally consisting of kicks 
separated by a fraction of the rotational period. For the J = 9 /2  solution, the dominant 
contributions to the transfer are pulses spaced with delays of 2.5 ps, and 1.25 ps. These 
delays correspond to the w 1 5 and w 5 9 transitions, respectively. The time ordering also 
corresponds to a ladder climbing process; visible in the time evolution of Fig.7.7(D). The 
first two pulses must be resonant with the w 15 transition, which excites the A J =  ±  2
2,2
ladder. This predominantly populates J = 5/2 and J = 9/2. The next pulse is resonant with 
the w 5 9 transition, which sweeps everything to the J = 9 /2  state. The subsequent pulses
have a minimal effect, but they remain in resonance with the w 59 transition to continue2'2
transferring the residual population from J = 5 /2  to J = 9/2.
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Figure 7.8. Result of an optimal control experiment where the yield of NO in the J = 5/2 was targeted 
for optimisation. (A) Top Left: Evolution history of the N O + (J = 5/2) yield versus the generation 
number. From an initial randomised phase pattern, a solution is found that enhances the target by a factor 
of three. (B) Top right: Experimentally retrieved population distribution produced by the optimised pulse 
profile (black) compared with the theoretical distribution expected from the measured profile (hatched). 
(C) Bottom: REMPI spectra measured using the optimised solution after the end of the experiment. 
* denote the spectral lines used to retrieve the populations in the J = 1/2, 5,2 and 9/2 states. The grey 
box indicates the peak used to provide the feedback signal.
7.4 Experimental results and analysis
A successful run of the optimal control experiment targeting transfer to the J = 5/2 state 
is shown in Fig.7.8. Examining the evolution history in Fig.7.8(A), we see that the algorithm 
almost immediately begins to find an improvement over the initial random phase pattern 
and converges to a solution after 50 generations. The population redistribution produced by 
the optimised pulse shape is shown in Fig.7.8(B); it is remarkably different to the distribution 
produced by a FTL pulse, with 57% of the population residing in the targeted state. This is to 
be compared with the maximum 33.8% transfer possible with a FTL pulse. The enhancement 
of the target state can be seen in the measured REMPI spectra shown in Fig.7.8(C) where 
the R21 peak targeted by the optimal control experiment has been marked by a grey box.
As predicted by our numerical simulations, the optimisation to J = 5/2 is comparatively 
easy because only one A J = 2 Raman transition is required to reach this state from J 
= 1/2. When states further away are targeted, the difficulty of transferring population 
increases; i.e., a larger number of Raman transitions must be synchronised which requires 
greater number of pulses and hence a greater FTL pulse fluence. The predicted difficulty of 
transferring population from J = 1/2 to J = 9/2  was borne out in our experimental result, 
which only led to a transfer of 35% when starting from a random phase initialisation. This
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Figure 7.9. Results of an optimal control experiment where the yield of NO (J = 9/2) has been targeted 
for optimisation. (A)Top Left: Evolution history of the NO+ (J = 9/2) yield versus the generation number. 
To improve convergence the CMA-ES was initialised with a sinusoidal phase pattern. (B) Top right: 
Experimentally retrieved population distribution produced by the optimised pulse profile (black) compared 
with the theoretical expectation based on the measured intensity profile (hatched). (C) Bottom: REMPI 
spectra measured using the optimised solution after the end of the experiment. The grey box indicates 
the R21 peak used to provide the feedback signal for the control loop.
marginally exceeds the maximum 25% transfer produced by a 38 TW/ cm2 FTL pulse, but 
does not exceed the transfer that can be produced by a simple sinusoidal phase pattern.
To find a better solution it was decided to initiate the evolutionary search with a sinu­
soidal phase pattern, which already created an enhancement in the J = 9/2 population. This 
was based on indications from simulated optimisations, where it was found that the speed 
of convergence and quality of the final solution could be improved if the algorithm was 
initiated with a solution obtained from a prior optimisation. That is, using an initialisation 
which already produces some degree of transfer makes the optimisation easier. The results 
of this strategy are shown in Fig.7.9 where a transfer of 46% to the J = 9/2 has been demon­
strated. Thus, the pulse has a selectivity which is almost twice that of a FTL pulse. We note 
that the error in retrieving the experimental populations is estimated to be in the range of 10­
12%. These results are in fair agreement with the predicted optimisations of Fig.7.5, where 
an intensity of 40TW/cm2 resulted in simulated transfers of 70.4% (J = 5/2) and 42% (J = 
9/2). The actual experimental intensity is difficult to estimate via simple means because of 
the saturation of NO ionisation; however, we estimate it to be in the range of 40-50TW/cm2.
To attempt to unravel some of the mechanisms underlying the observed degree of 
control we have performed cross-correlation measurements using an unshaped 90 fs pulse. 
The results of the measurements are plotted in Fig.7.10 for the pulses which produced the
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Figure 7.10. (A) Top: Experimental cross-correlation (circles) of the optimised pulse profile which 
succeeded in enhancing the NO (J -  5/2) yield. Also overlaid in red is the simulated cross-correlation 
of the pulse used to simulate the theoretical population shown in Fig.7.8(B) (B) Bottom: Same as (A) 
but for an optimisation targeted at enhancing the NO  (J -  9/2) yield. The corresponding population 
distribution is shown in Fig.7.9(B) and the deconvoluted intensity profile used in the calculation.
enhancements of transfer to the J = 5/2 and J = 9/2 states. In the case of the NO (J = 5/2) 
optimisation, a sequence of three laser pulses is observed; taking the first pulse to consist of 
a doublet sepsrated by 400fs. These three main pulses are separated by delays of 2.4ps and 
2.8ps with respect to the main pulse at t = 0ps. These time delays quite closely correspond
to the w i 5 transition (r = 2.5ps). Additional simulations have indicated that the doublet
2'2
structure of the first pulse is aimed at avoiding transfer to the J = 9 /2  state, which is also 
enhanced by a time delay of 2.5ps451 (see Fig.7.11).
The cross-correlations have also been used to obtain a theoretical expectation for the 
populations transfer. This is obtained by first approximating the pulse with a sum of 
Gaussian pulses where the delay, duration and amplitude are varied. This pulse sequence is 
convoluted with an FTL pulse to simulate the cross-correlation process and a least squares 
fit is used to find the best agreement with the measured trace. This results in a theoretical 
population distribution which is in good agreement with that recovered from the rotational 
peaks (Fig.7.8(B)).
For the case of the pulse shape optimising NO (J = 9/2), four distinct pulses can be iden­
tified. The first and second, and second and fourth pulses are separated by delays of 2.4ps, 
with a third pulse appearing about 1.3ps after the second pulse. This pulse structure agrees 
well with pulse trains obtained in the numerical optimisations (see Fig.7.7) with the 1.3ps 
delay corresponding to the w 5 9 transition (r=1.26ps). One way to interpret this solution 
is as a sequence that climbs the ladder of rotational states in a stepwise fashion. To confirm 
this we have performed simulations examining the transfer created by a simple three pulse 
sequence. To approximate the shaped pulses this sequence was composed of one central 
high intensity pulse with two satellite pulses with 1/ 5th the peak intensity of the main 
pulse. The delays of the satellites with respect to the central pulse were varied, and the state
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Figure 7.11. 2D Fourier transforms of the population transfer to the J = 9/2 state resulting from 
a three pulse sequence consisting of; one central high intensity pulse, and two satellite pulses each with 
l/5th the intensity of the main pulse. The delay of the satellites was varied with respect to the central 
pulse. The horizontal axis corresponds to a Fourier transform of the time delay between the first and 
second pulse. The vertical axis corrresponds to the delay between the second and third pulse. (A) Left: 
Fourier spectrum of the transfer to J = 9/2 for a 10 TW/cm2 intensity central pulse . (B) Right: Fourier 
spectrum of the transfer to J = 9/2 for a sequence with a 20 TW/cm2 intensity central pulse.
distribution in the J = 9/2 state recorded after the interaction. A 2D Fourier transform of the 
resulting data is shown in Fig.7.11, for two different central peak pulse intensities. In these 
figures, the horizontal axis corresponds to the first delay and the vertical axis, the second. 
There is clearly a preference for the first two pulses to be resonant with the w 1 5 transition 
at 0.4THz, followed by a pulse that is resonant with the w 5 9 transition at 0.79THz (r = 
1.26ps). At higher intensities, as shown in Fig.7.11(B), another prominent resonance appears 
at approximately 1.19THz. This corresponds to the w 1 5+w5 9 transition (r = 0.84ps).
The simulations indicate that higher intensities will naturally lead to more complicated 
pulse structures, as the number of relevant frequencies increases. This starts to explain 
the reasons that we find more complicated pulse solutions with higher intensity input 
FTL pulses, and also why the optimal solutions we have found generally contain many 
pulses; each of limited intensity. These simulations also illustrate a technique of measuring 
the in-situ FTL pulse intensity sampled in experiments. Namely, to use the fact that the 
strength of the various transitions depends very much on the intensity of the pulses. In 
the experiments, this can be accomplished by scanning the frequency of a sinusoidal phase 
pattern and recording the resulting changes in the state population which can subsequently 
be compared with simulations.
Given the stochastic nature of the search process and the degree of uncertainty in the 
peak FTL intensity there are clearly a number of constraints limiting the current experiments. 
One of these is the noise inherent in the laser systems; another is focal volume averaging. In 
this experiment, the measured signal originated from a convolution of the pump and probe 
beam profiles. Based on the relative focal lengths, the probe beam was estimated to be ap­
proximately half the diameter of the pump. In a simple 2D radial convolution we determined 
that the effect is to reduce the measured state transfer by 6%. A full 3D integration would 
further decrease the measurement; as would effects such as REMPI saturation. This could be 
counteracted by methods including the use of a 1+1 REMPI scheme (where ionisation is ac-
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Figure 7.12. The optimal solution from Fig.7.7; evaluated for different input FTL intensities. Included 
this intensity dependence into a 2D radial convolution between the pump and probe beam causes the 
final transfer to the J = 9/2 state to drop from 76%, to 70%.
complished by two seperate frequencies) or alternatively a change in the detector geometry 
to include a slit in front of the interaction region. These alterations would result in a restric­
tion of the sampling volume and hence reduce the intensity averaging in the measurement.
Another factor which must be considered in experiments is the presence of noise. 
To evaluate this, we have simulated it in the numerical optimisations. In addition, we 
examine the effect of another constraint, which is the temporal window within which the 
femtosecond pulses can be shaped. We have for the moment done this rather crudely 
by simply by truncating the time-window for interaction with the shaped pulses. In an 
experiment this is typically governed by the spot-size at the Fourier plane and the spectral 
resolution of the shaping apparatus.
There are two main noise sources that were considered. The first originates from intensity 
fluctuations present in the pump beam. The second arises from fluctuations present in 
the probe laser and other electronic sources of noise. In the optimisations these have been 
included by either adding to the pump intensity or the fitness value a value obtained from a 
Gaussian distribution. The width of the distribution is varied to simulate increasing degrees 
of noise. The results from an average of 10 runs for each noise value are plotted in Fig.7.13.
Fig.7.13(A) shows that the pump or control noise does not have a huge impact on the best 
solutions that can be found. With a shorter temporal window, the intensity could help find 
better solutions. However, in the case of longer temporal windows, the effect is to make the 
search harder, but very robust solutions can be found. The fact that the solutions can perform 
better agrees with with previous theoretical studies examining the effect of control noise574
However, for the case of measurement noise, 7.13(B) shows that this is always detrimental. 
Eventually resulting a loss of ^20 % in the possible transfer. Even small amounts of noise 
can affect the solutions which can be found. It is thus quite likely that our experiments 
were also limited by the stability of the probe laser. However, the simulations indicate that 
for even quite poor measuring conditions, the CMA-ES algorithm is quite robust. This is 
demonstrated by the fact that transfers of over 60% can be still be found. This robustness 
could be attributed to the use of weighted recombination in the algorithm. To gain
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Figure 7.13. Results of simulated optimisations in NO (J = 1/2 —> J = 9/2) with an input FTL pulse 
intensity of 60 TW/cm2 and additional noise constraints. These calculations were performed with a wider 
temporal window (12ps) for shaping than the simulations ofFig.7.5 (8ps). The larger temporal freedom 
results in a better transfer for this intensity (from 76% to 81%); demonstrating the effect of technological 
constraints. Each point consists of data from at least seven runs. Shown are the average target transfer 
(diamonds), standard deviation (bars), and the best (up triangles) and worst (down triangles) solutions.
(A) Left: Results of optimisations performed with values from a Gaussian distribution added to the 
input FTL pulse intensity. (B) Right: As (A) but with the random values added to the final population 
distribution, in order to simulate measurement noise.
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additional factors of resistance to noise, a promising avenue of enquiry would be to examine 
parametrisations of the phase function530,575. In our experiments the insertion of a "good" 
oscillatory phase pattern at the beginning of the search could have aided in overcoming 
the worst affects of noise by ensuring that worse areas of the search space were avoided.
7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented results from numerical and experimental studies 
demonstrating optimal control over the selectivity of impulsive Raman excitation of NO. 
Numerically, we have demonstrated that optimal control can be used to find pulse shapes 
that will produce an almost complete transfer to the desired state; in line with previous 
results390,564. Experimentally, we have demonstrated optimal control experiments where 
a considerable degree of control is possible in the transfer of population between states 
of the NO rotational ladder. The pulse solutions obtained in our experiments agree with 
the structure found in the numerical simulations, thus we expect that complete control 
is possible if the limiting factors in the experiments are overcome.
The main experimental constraint was found to be the finite energy available in the con­
trol pulse. This could be improved by a number of methods; such as, changing the focusing 
mirrors used in the pulse shaping apparatus, focusing the control pulse more tightly or 
by adopting an SLM suited for higher powers355. Additional contstraints suggested by our 
numerical simulations include the presence of measurement noise; this can be improved in 
future experiments with more stable lasers or employing intensity binning for the proble.
The experiments presented here offer the possibility of a new methodology for per­
forming state selected experiments in generic many level systems. This is attractive for re­
searchers because the tools of optimal control and ISRS can be used in many systems without
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requiring prior detailed knowledge of the system. Thus, it is hoped that this method could 
potentially be developed to aid in the creation of cold molecules; competing with existing 
techniques such as SEP538 or STIRAP539. An example of such an application for the method 
presented here would be the transfer of population from a high rotational state of NO to 
its ground rotational state after translational cooling by collisions with argon atoms576.
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IV
X U V  P r o b e s  of A t o m s  a n d
M o l e c u l e s

C h a p t e r
X U V  P U L S E S  F O R  P R O B I N G  F IE L D -F R E E  
M O L E C U L A R  A L I G N M E N T
We present experiments onfield-free molecular alignment ofN 2 and C 0 2 probed with short 
XUV pulses obtained via high-harmonic generation. The XUV pulses induce a dissociative 
ionization or a Coulomb explosion of the molecule, where the fragment ion recoil (measured 
using the velocity-map imaging technique) provides information on the alignment of the 
parent molecule at the time of ionization. We discuss how photoelectron detection may in 
future allow the determination of molecular-frame photoelectron angular distributions and 
molecular structure.
8.1 Introduction
When molecules are placed at the focus of an intense linearly polarized laser field, they
align their internuclear axis to the direction of the polarization of the laser. This dynamic 
alignment is a consequence of the fact that the energy of the dipole induced by the laser by 
means of the molecular anisotropic polarisability is minimised when the molecule is aligned 
252. Dynamic alignment has attracted a lot of attention in recent years, and is one of the 
prime examples of a new field of molecular optics that is emerging, where intense lasers are 
used to control both the internal and external degrees of freedom of atoms and molecules577. 
Much of the early work on dynamic alignment concentrated on alignment of molecules with 
the strong laser field present472. However, the laser can also excite a rotational wavepacket 
by impulsive stimulated Raman scattering that leads to an alignment of the molecule (or 
even, under suitable experimental conditions, orientation) after the laser pulse is gone474,510. 
The first demonstration of field-free alignment was obtained in pump-probe experiments 
where iodine molecules were excited with an intense infrared alignment pulse and where 
the alignment was monitored by Coulomb explosion imaging at a variable delay, using 
a second infrared laser that fragmented the molecules into charged atomic fragments243, 
whose recoil velocity was measured by means of an imaging detector321. At well-defined 
time delays given by the rotational period of the molecule, alignment revivals occurred 
where the angular width suddenly increased or decreased during several picoseconds. Other
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researchers have significantly extended this work. Optimisation of field-free alignment 
under the influence of a sequence of pulses has been studied492, as well as the use of 
elliptically polarised laser beams in order to achieve field-free 3D alignment496. Interest in 
the generation of field-free aligned molecules is motivated by the fact that there are many
applications in physics (optical pulse compression483, high harmonic generation484-486) and 
chemistry (stereochemistry of bi-molecular reactions, photodissociation and photoionisation 
578,579) where field-free aligned molecules may be used advantageously. Beautiful recent 
examples have been the use of samples of field-free aligned molecules in high harmonic 
generation experiments aimed at determining the electronic186 and nuclear188 structure 
of molecules. While the term field-free molecular alignment is commonly reserved for 
experiments where the anisotropy in the molecular angular distribution is explicitly 
measured or used, both the excitation of a coherent superposition of rotational eigenstates 
using a short pump laser pulse and the detection of revival structures using a time-delayed 
probe laser pulse precede the first observations of molecular alignment by several decades580. 
Furthermore, coherent superposition of rotational eigenstates has extensively been exploited 
in the determination of molecular structures using rotational recurrence spectroscopy581-583. 
These experiments have relied on different types of indirect detection, such as degenerate 
four-wave mixing, electron diffraction584,585, Raman induced polarisation spectroscopy 
586-589 and high harmonic generation. A more direct observation of alignment is possible 
using time-resolved imaging of ionic products that are obtained by dissociative ionisation 
or Coulomb explosion. When performed using lasers in the visible/near-infrared part 
of the spectrum, these measurements require strong laser fields, since many photons 
are needed in order to induce dissociative/multiple ionisation. As a result, the strong 
laser field that is used to determine the molecular alignment itself influences the angular 
distribution of the molecular sample. Methods to circumvent this problem include the use 
of a probe laser polarisation perpendicular to the polarization axis of the alignment (pump) 
laser beam243 and the use of circularly polarised probe laser beams590. However, in the 
latter case the ionisation probability is still higher in the plane of polarisation which can 
affect the observation of the alignment, especially when molecules are periodically aligned 
perpendicularly to the polarisation of the light (planar delocalisation). An alternative 
method was introduced by Stapelfeldt and coworkers591, who dissociated aligned molecules 
by means of a 1-photon process with a short femtosecond laser pulse and subsequently 
ionised neutral fragments using resonance-enhanced multi-photon ionisation (REMPI). 
In all these imaging probes, parent molecular alignment can be measured providing 
that the dissociation process is significantly faster than the rotation of the molecule, and 
that the fragments have a narrow recoil distribution in the molecular frame (axial recoil 
approximation). These requirements are not necessarily fulfilled, since the evolution on 
the dissociative potential energy surface is not necessarily fast. Moreover, the final angular 
distribution measured on the detector is a convolution between dissociation probability 
(involving a priori parallel and perpendicular transitions) and real spatial alignment.
In this study we have applied high harmonics resulting from the interaction of an intense 
femtosecond laser with an atomic medium to dissociatively ionise molecules that have under­
gone dynamic alignment as a result of the interaction with an intense near-infrared femtosec­
ond laser pulse. High harmonic generation is a technique that allows the production of short 
pulses in the extreme ultra-violet (XUV) part of the spectrum with a duration that ranges 
from the picosecond to the attosecond domain58,592. High harmonic pulses may be used 
to investigate both nuclear593,594 and electronic motions595. Here we present the first exper­
imental results using short XUV pulses as a probe of field-free alignment revival structures.
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Figure 8.1. The experimental set-up combines an IR pump/XUV probe arrangement with a velocity 
map imaging detector (VMIS). 30 fs XU V pulses are produced via harmonic generation in an argon 
gas cell and are focused into the experiment co-linearly with an IR beam that is delayed with respect 
to the XUV beam by means of a delay line in the pump laser beam path. Residual IRfrom the generation 
process is removed with an aluminium (Al) filter.
This is achieved by using a pump-probe IR/XUV arrangement combined with ion velocity 
map imaging detection. Ion fragment kinetic energy and angular distributions resulting 
from dissociative ionisation and/or Coulomb explosion of dynamically aligned N2 and CO2 
molecules are reported. These experiments pave the way for future work applying XUV/soft 
X-ray photoionisation and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy to dynamically aligned 
molecules, which at low photoelectron kinetic energies can provide insight into the electronic 
structure of molecules and which at high photoelectron kinetic energies can lead to a deter­
mination of the molecular structure as a result of electron diffraction in the molecular frame.
8.2 Experimental setup
In the experiment (Fig.8.1) the output of a 1 kHz femtosecond laser (40 fs, 1.8 mj) is 
split into two arms. After passing through a delay stage, the pump IR beam is used to 
create a rotational wavepacket by impulsive stimulated Raman scattering. The second 
IR beam is used for the generation of high harmonics and the synthesis of short XUV 
pulses. The harmonics are generated in an argon cell held at a static pressure of 20 mbar. 
Low-order harmonics are removed by means of an aluminium filter. The resulting XUV 
beam has a duration of 30 fs and consists of odd harmonics from the 13th up to the 35th 
order, corresponding to a photon energy in the range between 20 to 55 eV. The pump IR 
and probe XUV beam are recombined using a concave spherical mirror and focused onto 
the molecular beam using a toroidal platinum mirror. The molecular beam is produced 
using a piezoelectric pulsed valve and crosses the light beams on the symmetry axis of 
a velocity map imaging spectrometer. A static electric field in the spectrometer accelerates 
ions or electrons formed at the crossing point of the laser and the molecular beam to a 
position-sensitive detector consisting of a set of micro-channel plates (MCP) followed by 
a phosphor screen and a CCD camera. Particle impacts are recorded via a binning routine 
324. Different ionic species are selectively measured by time-gating the voltages applied on 
the detector. The 3D velocity distribution is reconstructed from the measured 2D projection 
using a mathematical inversion procedure316. IR pump/XUV probe measurements were 
performed for N 2 and CO2 molecules, varying the delay between the two beams over a
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Figure 8.2. (A) Left: Typical image obtained for the detection o fN + ions in IR pump/XUV probe 
experiments on N 2. Two main contributions are observed that are assigned to dissociative ionisation 
and Coulomb explosion, respectively. (B) Right: the corresponding kinetic energy spectrum, containing a 
structured contribution from the dissociative ionization channel (DISS.) (0 . . .  3 eV) and a contribution 
from the Coulomb explosion channel (C.E.) (up to 10 eV). The thick black curve was measured for an 
IRXUV delay of 5 ps. A t zero delay (thin red line), the C.E. explosion is enhanced and extends to higher 
energy. This is explained by the population of higher excited states in two-colour transitions (see text).
range of several picoseconds. In doing so, the IR intensity was kept at a low enough level 
to avoid any ionisation or dissociation from the pump alone. Assuming that molecules stay 
in their electronic and vibrational ground state, the effect of the IR excitation is to prepare 
a rotational wavepacket via Raman transitions, thereby giving rise to rotational revivals 
at time delays that are determined by the rotational constant of the molecule.
8.3 Results: IR pump-XUV probe spectroscopy of Nitro­
gen
A typical two-dimensional image resulting from the detection of N+ ions produced in the 
dissociative ionisation of N2 is shown in Fig.8.2(A). The corresponding kinetic energy spec­
trum is shown in Fig.8.2(B). Three distinct contributions are observed, namely a very low 
energy part (corresponding to the intensity in the very centre of the image), a contribution 
that peaks around 1.5 eV and a broad, high energy part that has its maximum around 5 
eV. The first contribution corresponds to ions that have not acquired any recoil energy and 
is attributed to the detection of stable doubly-charged molecules N2+. The 1.5 eV kinetic 
energy contribution is attributed to excitation processes resulting in dissociative ionisation 
(N2 —y N + N2). Fragments resulting from this mechanism display the characteristics of 
a parallel transition. If the N2 molecule is doubly ionised, Coulomb explosion results in 
the production of two N 2 ions: N^ ~ —>N ++N+. Again, the angular distribution is peaked 
along the laser polarisation axis and the kinetic energy range is centred on 5 eV.
Samson and Angel596 have performed a time-of-flight experiment with synchrotron 
radiation from the dissociative ionisation threshold to 107 eV and have reported ion kinetic 
energy spectra that are very similar to the ones obtained in our experiment. The kinetic en­
ergy distributions show two main structures peaked around 1 and 4 eV. The first dissociative 
ionisation threshold of the N2 molecule is quite high (at 24.29 eV w.r.t. the ground state) and
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Figure 8.3. Experimentally observed alignment o fN + fragments in IR pump/XUV probe experiments 
on N2. The evolution of (cos2 0)as a function of the time delay between the IR pump and the XUV probe 
pulses is shown for the dissociative ionization channel (0 . . .  3 eV) (squares) and the Coulomb explosion 
channel (3 to 10 eV) (triangles). For delays <0 the XU V  probe pulse precedes the IR pump pulse and 
a time-independent anisotropy is measured that reflects the anisotropy of the respective dissociation and 
Coulomb explosion process. For delays >0, both channels show alignment and planar delocalization at 
quarter and half rotational revivals which occur at delays given by the rotational constant of the molecule.
results in the production of N+(3P)+N(4S). It is followed by additional ionisation thresholds 
leading to the production of N+ (XD)+N(4S) (26.19 eV) and N+(3P)+N(2D) (26.68 eV). Recent 
work by Nicolas et al.227 has discussed the assignment of excited states responsible for 
the dissociation process in the range of 24-32 eV using threshold photoelectron- photoion 
coincidence (TPEPICO) techniques. In that energy range at least five electronic excited 
states can contribute to the spectrum, however the vibrational progression observed in 
the photoelectron spectrum suggests that the C2 E+ state (between vibrational states v = 3 
and v = 11) gives the main contribution. The C2E+ state is predissociative and dissociation 
through the B2E+ via spin-orbit coupling has been proposed as the main decay mechanism. 
For excitation above v = 12 of the C2E+ state the second dissociative ionisation threshold 
is reached and coupling to the d4E+ state is proposed. As soon as the third dissociative 
ionisation channel (N+ (3P)+N(2D)) opens up (at 26.68 eV), direct dissociation leading to the 
production of an N+(3P) ground state nitrogen ion becomes the main channel. Nevertheless, 
above 25 eV many other electronic states can contribute to the spectrum and the high density 
of electronic states prevents any definitive assignment. In the present experiment, the 
photon energy range available covers all three dissociative ionisation thresholds mentioned. 
Between 0 and 2 eV the kinetic energy spectrum is highly structured. The peaks observed 
are consistent with a vibrational progression of the C2E+(N2~) state, however above 1 eV 
(which corresponds to v = 11) the spectrum is more complicated and the finite resolution of 
our spectrometer does not allow one to assign any states. A broad structure is observed for 
the dissociation channel between 1.5 and 3 eV which corresponds to contributions of many 
electronic states. The first threshold for the dissociation of N2+ is at 38.8 eV and allows the 
separation of the molecule in N+(3P)+N+ (3P) fragments. Besnard et al.597 have studied frag­
mentation processes of N2+ induced by synchrotron radiation in the range of 45-60 eV using
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Figure 8.4. N+ ion yields in IRXUV probe experiments on N2, measured as a function ofpumpprobe 
time delay. The time-dependent molecular alignment (cos2 0) (A) is compared to the variations of the 
ion yield in the dissociative ionization channel (B) and to the Coulomb explosion (C.E.) channel (B). The 
yield strongly depends on the time delay, and shows a similar structure as the time-dependent alignment.
photoion-photoion coincidence (PIPICO). They showed that six electronic excited states of 
the dication can be involved in the production of two N+ ions. The kinetic energy release 
was measured and assigned to the relevant states. The 1 n u, 3E^ , 1 Ag,1E+ , 1 ng, 3 Au states 
were respectively attributed to ion kinetic energies of 3.2, 3.6, 4.0, 4.5, 5.4 and 7.1 eV. All 
these states asymptotically converge to the (3P)+N+(3P) limit. Baldit et al.598 have studied 
Coulomb explosion of N2 using a femtosecond laser. Measured N+ kinetic energy distribu­
tions show two main peaks at 4 and 5 eV which have been assigned to the1 Ag and 1 ng states.
In our experimental results, the kinetic energy spectrum above 3 eV seems to correspond 
very well with the results obtained with synchrotron radiation and the first five electronic 
states can be involved. In fact, thresholds for these states were determined between 45.2 
and 49.6 eV which correspond to the energy range accessible in our experiment. In our 
experiments, at zero delay between the IR and XUV pulses, the kinetic energy spectrum 
is enhanced and extends to a higher energy (see Fig.8.2(B)). A peak is observed around 
7 eV which seems to correspond to the 3Au state. We postulate that the higher threshold for 
this state (53 eV) can only be reached in our experiment in a two-colour process involving 
both the IR and XUV beams. We note that 53 eV corresponds to the energy of the 35th 
harmonic, which is relatively weak in the experiment.
At non-zero delays, the kinetic energy spectra are consistently similar to the one pre­
sented in Fig.8.2(B). Important time delay-dependent changes are observed, however, in 
the angular distributions of the N+ fragments produced. These changes reflect the evolving 
ground state molecular alignment that results from the interaction of the molecules with 
the intense IR pump laser pulse. In order to characterise this alignment, the expectation 
value (cos2 0 )was extracted from each recorded image for both the dissociative ionisation 
and the Coulomb explosion channel. Typical results are shown in Fig.8.3. Both channels 
clearly show variations of the ion angular distribution corresponding to a half (4.2 ps, AT 
= 1/(4Bc)) and quarter (2.1 ps, AT = 1/(8Bc)) revival. In N2, both odd and even J states 
are populated in the ground vibrational state. However, due to nuclear spin statistics the
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weight of the population of the even states is two times higher than the one for odd states. 
As a consequence, the quarter revival observed at 2.1 ps is weaker than the half revival 
at 4.2 ps. After the maximum alignment, at a delay of approximately 4.5 ps, the molecular 
sample undergoes a planar delocalisation where the axis of the molecule localises in a 
plane perpendicular to the light polarisation. The revival structure observed is remarkably 
broad which indicates that the molecular sample was at very low temperature (i.e. only a 
few initial rotational states are populated). At higher temperatures, many initial rotational 
states contribute, leading to sharper revival structures449.
One interest in controlling the rotational degrees of freedom of a molecule comes from 
the fact that interactions between light and molecules strongly depend on the angle between 
the molecular axis and the light polarisation axis. Light absorption increases when the laser 
polarisation is parallel to the direction of the transition dipole moment. As an illustration 
of this principle, a measurement of the ion yield versus molecular alignment has been 
performed. As shown in Fig.8.4, the yield of both the dissociation and Coulomb explosion 
channels follows the rotational revival structure that was previously observed via the angular 
distribution. At zero delay, one can observe a depletion of the yield in the dissociative 
ionisation channel and an increase of the yield in the Coulomb explosion channel that is 
related to a two-colour IR/XUV process increasing the probability for the double ionisation 
process. At later delays, both single ionisation (giving rise to the dissociative ionisation 
channel) and double ionisation (giving rise to the Coulomb explosion channel) are increased 
when the molecule is aligned along the light polarisation. Hence, both the single photon 
single and double ionisation yields contain the signature of the molecular alignment.
8.4 Results: IR pump-XUV probe spectroscopy of Car­
bon Dioxide
Similar results have been obtained for CO2 molecules, where dissociative ionisation and 
Coulomb explosion following the absorption of XUV radiation can produce O+, C+ and 
CO+ fragments. In the following discussion we will focus on the O+ ion signal. A typical 
measured image and kinetic energy spectrum is presented in Fig.8.5. Similarly as for 
the case of N2, one can clearly distinguish two main contributions related to dissociative 
ionisation (below 0.5 eV) and Coulomb explosion (around 5 eV). The resolution of the 
spectrometer does not allow us to resolve any structure in the dissociative ionisation channel 
but the maximum energy observed agrees with previous studies of photodissociation599 
of CO^ where O+ is produced in the 4Su state from the C2E+ state of CO^\
In the Coulomb explosion channel, the kinetic energy release of CO^ has been studied 
by Masuoka et al.600 using PIPICO and synchrotron radiation in the range from 40 to 100 
eV. Between 40 and 50 eV, the total kinetic energy release (KER) produced in the CO++O+ 
process slowly increases when the photon energy increases. The average KER varies from 4 
eV at threshold to 5.5 eV at 50 eV and involves several decay channels: CO+(X2E+)+O+ (2Pu), 
CO+ (X2E+)+O+(2Du), CO+(A2n +  )+O+(2Su), CO+ (X2E+)+O+ (2Su). Above 50 eV, the 
kinetic energy of the O+ ion coming from the CO+ +O+ channel stays constant. This is due 
to the opening of a new dissociative channel. As discussed by Masuoka et al., the excited 
states populated above 50 eV follow a slightly more complicated path giving rise to the 
complete atomization of the molecule into C+ +O+ +O. The KER measured for the CO++O+ 
channel seems to correspond very well to our measurements in which the complete energy 
range (40 to 50 eV) is covered. At zero delay the kinetic energy spectrum is shifted by 1 eV
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Figure 8.5. (A) Left: Typical image obtained for the detection of 0 + ions in experiments on C 0 2. 
Two main contributions are observed resulting from dissociative ionization and Coulomb explosion.
(B) Right: corresponding kinetic energy spectrum showing the dissociative channel (DISS.) (0.5 eV) 
and the C.E. channel (up to 10 eV) (thick black line). The solid curve was measured for an IRXUV  
delay of 10 ps. A t zero delay a shift of the kinetic energy distribution for the Coulomb explosion channel 
is observed (thin red line), which corresponds to the opening of the atomization channel (see text).
(Fig.8.5(B)). We postulate that this corresponds to the opening of the atomization channel 
where C++ 0 ++0 is produced, which is possible for a total energy higher than 50 eV and 
hence requires the presence of both laser beams. In the PIPICO experiment, the KER for 
the atomization channel increases with the photon energy. The average KER is 8 eV for 
a photon energy of 60 eV which agrees with our measurements. The average KER in the 
atomization channel is higher than in the Coulomb explosion channel, since the internuclear 
distances that lead to the formation of C++0 + + 0  are smaller than the ones that lead to 
C 0+ + 0+ . For non-zero time delays, the 0 + KER spectrum stays constant and reveals a 
main contribution due to the C 0++ 0 + channel. A kinetic energy of 4.8 eV was previously 
measured in a strong field ionisation experiment using 40 fs near-infrared (Ti:sapphire) 
laser pulses601, and is comparable to the KER that we have obtained in the present case.
The evolution of the angular distributions of the 0 + kinetic energy spectrum is presented 
in Fig.8.6 . Due to the symmetry of the C02 molecule only even J states are populated in the 
ground vibrational state, and the revivals that are observed correspond respectively to the 
quarter (10.6 ps) and the half (21.2 ps) revival. Surprisingly, the dissociation channel exhibits 
no angular variation whereas the Coulomb explosion channel shows very pronounced 
revivals. This suggests that the dissociative ionisation involves long-lived intermediate 
states, allowing for significant rotation of the molecule between the instant of excitation 
and the time of dissociation.
The ionic yield in the 0 + +C0 and the 0 + +C0+ channels as a function of pump- probe 
delay is shown in Fig.8.7 7. For both channels a very pronounced dependence is observed. 
The fact that the dependence of the ionic yield on time delay is visible both in the Coulomb 
explosion and the dissociative ionisation channel whereas no time-dependent alignment 
was observed in the dissociative ionisation channel again points out the role of excited state 
lifetimes in the dissociative ionisation. Clearly, both single and double ionisation are more 
probable when the molecule is aligned with the light polarisation. In C 02 the influence 
of molecular alignment appears to be stronger than in N 2. This can be attributed to the 
higher anisotropic polarisability of the molecule which gives a more efficient coupling with
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Figure 8.6. Experimentally observed alignment o f 0 + fragments in experiments on C 0 2. The evolution 
of (cos2 0)as a function of the time delay between the IR pump and X U V  probe pulses is shown, as 
measured for the dissociative ionisation channel (00.5 eV) (circles) and the C.E. channel (0.5 to 10 eV) 
(triangles). For delays <0 the XU V probe pulse precedes the IR pump pulse and a time-independent 
anisotropy is measured that reflects the anisotropy of the two processes. For delays >0, the C.E. channel 
shows alignment and planar delocalisation at quarter and half rotational revivals which occur at delays 
given by the rotational constant of the molecule. The dissociative ionisation channel does not show a 
time-dependent anisotropy, which may be due to the lifetime of the excited state.
the IR field and hence an enhanced alignment.
8.5 Discussion
In the previous section we have discussed how field-free molecular alignment is observed
by means of ionisation with an XUV photon that induces a dissociative ionisation and/or 
Coulomb explosion. We showed that the ionisation yield can also be used as a signature 
of the molecular axis alignment along the light polarisation. When the molecular alignment 
is at a maximum, the axes of the molecules are fixed in space. If the angularly resolved 
photoelectron kinetic energy spectrum evolution is measured over a rotational revival, infor­
mation on the molecular frame photoelectron spectrum can be obtained. So far, molecular 
frame photoelectron measurements have been recorded via coincidence techniques which 
require dissociative ionisation of the molecule in order to recover the molecular frame 
information from laboratory frame measurements602. In the present technique the axis 
of the molecule is fixed in space and dissociation of the molecule is not, a priori, necessary. 
As a consequence even threshold ionisation can be studied. Generally photoelectron 
spectroscopy in the molecular frame would provide information on the electronic structure 
of the molecule from threshold to high energy states. We performed a first attempt on N2 
where angularly resolved electron spectra were recorded at different delays over a rotational 
revival. As shown in Fig.8.8 no clear evidence for a variation of the angular distribution w.r.t. 
the alignment of the molecule was observed. Tsubouchi and Suzuki603 have simulated the 
photoelectron angular distribution obtained in 1-photon and 2-photon REMPI of the sigma 
orbital of N2 molecules that were dynamically aligned with an intense femtosecond laser
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Figure 8.7. Comparison of the molecular alignment (cos2 0) in the C.E. channel (A) to the evolution 
of the 0 + ion yield for the dissociative ionisation and the C.E. channel with pumpprobe time delay 
in IRXUV pumpprobe experiments on C 0 2. The ion yields in the dissociative ionisation channel (B) and 
the C.E. channel (C) strongly depend on time delay, and show a similar structure as the time dependence 
of the angular distribution. The yields of both single and double ionisation reflect the angular distribution 
and are a signature of molecular alignment. Near-zero time delay the ion yield in the C.E. channel 
shows an enhancement, whereas the yield in the dissociative ionisation channel drops, due to a two-colour 
IRXUV process that enhances the former at the expense of the latter.
pulse. The evolution of the angular distribution calculated over the full rotational revival 
at 8.2 ps varies only weakly and they conclude that laboratory frame and molecular frame 
angular distributions are quite similar in that case. The variation of the angular distribution 
calculated over the full rotational revival at 8.2 ps varies only weakly and they conclude 
that laboratory frame and molecular frame angular distributions are quite similar in that 
case. The variation is actually very small and may not be easily observed in the present 
experimental results. This could simply be explained by the fact that the orbital from which 
electrons are removed is isotropic which makes N2 a bad candidate for such experiments.
Another very intriguing and promising aspect of angularly resolved electron kinetic 
energy spectra concerns the effect of the molecular structure on the continuum electronic 
wavefunction. Generally, the photoelectron angular distribution contains information on the 
phases of the different electronic partial waves involved in a photoionisation process. When 
the De Broglie wavelength of electrons emitted by the atoms of a molecule is comparable to 
the internuclear distance in the molecule interference effects can be observed. For electrons 
the relation between the kinetic energy e and the corresponding De Broglie wavelength 
A is given by e[eV] = 150/A[A]2.
In a recent experiment Sanov and co-workers604 have studied the dissociation of I2 
using a pump-probe arrangement coupled with a photoelectron imaging spectrometer. 
An oscillation of the asymmetry parameter characterising the photoelectron angular dis­
tribution was observed over a 2.5 ps delay. The explanation proposed by the authors 
relies on the interference between the electronic waves emitted by the two atoms when the 
electron wavefunction is delocalised on the two atoms. In this experiment the interference 
effect comes mainly from the phase difference accumulated by the photoelectron along
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Figure 8.8. Evolution of (cos2 0)for the detection o fN + ions resulting from the dissociative ionisation 
ofN 2 (triangles) along with the evolution of (cos2 0)for the photoelectrons that accompany this process 
(circles), both given as a function of the time delay between IR pump and XUV probe. The measurement 
is performed in the vicinity of the quarter rotational revival where the N + ions show a pronounced 
time-dependent alignment. However, no time dependence is observed in the photoelectron angular 
distributions, which can be explained by the symmetry of the molecular orbitals.
the distance between the two nuclei. Effects of the nuclei themselves are considered as an 
additional phase and would explain the slight discrepancy between the experimental results 
and the simple two-centre interferometer model proposed. When electron kinetic energies 
reach approximately 100 eV, as they easily can in experiments with harmonics, molecular 
structure can be probed via diffraction effects. Moreover, rotational revivals offer a time 
window to atomic dynamics and its impact on molecular structure can be studied292,605-607.
In the Sanov experiment the oscillation of the angular distribution fades out when 
the electron gets localised on one specific atom which allows testing inversion symmetry 
in I2. More generally electron localisation in molecules takes place over timescales that 
range from picoseconds to attoseconds273,608. The Raman process responsible for the 
field-free alignment is itself an example of the effect of the electron localisation, as dynamic 
alignment is a consequence of the laser-induced dipole moment. This effect is one of the 
main topics of study in this thesis however the fundamental process that allows the creation 
of such rotational wavepackets has not been directly observed due to the extremely fast 
time scale at which the process occurs609. In a Raman process, the electronic wavefunction 
of the molecule transiently becomes a superposition of the ground state and one or more 
electronically excited virtual states. The interaction of the polarisability with the electric 
field of the laser forces the molecule to gain or lose rotational quanta. In other words, the 
nuclear motion is a direct consequence of the electronic dynamics. During the interaction 
between the IR field and the molecule, the electron localisation in the molecule follows 
the electric field of the laser610. Over one optical cycle, the electron cloud oscillates and, in 
a diatomic molecule, is successively located on one or the other atom. If one can dissociate 
the molecule using an attosecond pulse, then the angularly resolved ion kinetic energy 
spectrum might reveal oscillations in the dissociative ionisation channel along the direction 
of the polarisation of the light. This might reveal a localisation of the electrons mainly on 
one of the two atoms of the molecule. The ion produced would correspond to the atom
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where the electrons are not localised anymore. In such an experiment one attosecond pulse 
per IR cycle is required in order not to cancel the 'up/down' asymmetry.
8.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, short XUV pulses have been shown to be a clean probe of field-free molecular
alignment. The kinetic energy spectra obtained are quite similar to the ones obtained in the 
strong field regime. The one-photon nature of the process allows us to avoid the question of 
the influence of the laser electric field of the probe on the molecular alignment. The single
and double ionisation yields have been shown to be a clear signature of the molecular 
alignment. These results will give the opportunity to perform molecular frame experiments 
including electronic threshold spectroscopy and electron diffraction measurements. It also 
paves the way to study attosecond electronic dynamics in molecules.
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Q u a n t u m  b e a t  s p e c t r o s c o p y
We present an interferometric pump-probe technique for the characterization ofattosecond elec­
tron wavepackets which uses a free wavepacket as a reference to measure a bound wavepacket. 
The method is demonstrated by exciting helium atoms using an attosecond pulse with a 
bandwidth centered near the ionization threshold, thus simultaneously creating a bound and a 
free wavepacket. After a variable delay, the bound WP is ionized by a few-cycle infrared Laser 
precisely synchronized to the original AP. By measuring the delay-dependent photoelectron 
spectrum we obtain an interferogram that contains both quantum beats as well as multipath 
interference. Analysis of the interferogram allows us to determine the bound wavepacket compo­
nents with a spectral resolution much better than the inverse of the attosecond pulse duration.
9.1 Introduction
The frequency of the periodic motion of a harmonic oscillator is inversely proportional 
to the mass of the oscillator. As a result, atomic motions at the heart of chemical processes 
typically occur on the femtosecond timescale, while the motion of electrons tends to 
occur on attosecond timescales. This motivates the current interest in the development 
of techniques with an attosecond time-resolution for the investigation of electron dynamics. 
Attosecond pulses were first produced in 2001 58,222, as the outcome of the process of 
high harmonic generation120 (HHG). In HHG, an intense femtosecond infrared (IR) laser 
coherently drives atomic or molecular ionization, as well as subsequent electron acceleration 
and recombination97,611. This leads to the production of radiation in the extreme ultra-violet 
(XUV) or soft x-ray part of the spectrum with durations down to 100 as135,612 or even below 
613. A unique aspect of attosecond pulses generated via HHG is that the XUV radiation 
is precisely synchronized to the electric field of the driving IR laser. Since 2001 intensive 
efforts have led to the first applications of attosecond pulses, and synchronization between 
the XUV pulses and the IR field has played a key role in each of them133,134,402,403,595,614.
When an attosecond pulse is used to excite an atom or a molecule it creates a broad 
electron wavepacket which is ideally probed directly using a second attosecond pulse. This 
is, however, not yet feasible due to the low intensity of the currently available attosecond 
XUV pulses. This limitation can be circumvented by exploiting the XUV-IR synchronization
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inherent in the HHG process. Several methodologies that use this synchronization to extract 
information on sub-femtosecond electron dynamics have been demonstrated; so far these 
experiments have been carried out in a configuration where the attosecond and IR pulses 
overlap temporally. The attosecond streaking technique exploits the momentum shift that 
a synchronized IR laser field imparts to electrons that have been ejected from an atom into 
the field133,134. When applied to electrons that are directly ionized by an attosecond pulse, 
streaking enables the atomic photo-ionization that directly imaged the interaction of low 
energy ionized Auger decay89, where the "streaked electron" was the secondary electron 
emitted as a result of the attosecond photo-ionization event. A second method called 
attosecond chronoscopy exploits the sub-cycle nature of (multi-) photon ionization rates 
in a strong IR laser field199,200. Ionization of individual bound states populated by means 
of a shakeup process was studied using this technique. In the present study we employ, 
for the first time, an interferometric technique utilizing the XUV-IR synchronization, in 
a configuration where the two pulses do not overlap temporally, to directly measure an 
attosecond electron wavepacket composed of several bound states.
9.2 Experimental Setup
The experiments presented in this chapter were performed at the attosecond beamline in the 
laboratories of the Politecnico di Milano, where single short attosecond pulses of 130 as du­
ration are available135. To perform the experiments presented in this chapter, we have taken 
our gas-injected velocity map imaging spectrometer (VMIS) to Milano. This has allowed 
the first measurements of full 2D momentum photoelectron spectra generated by these very 
weak single attosecond pulses. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig.9.1. A linearly po­
larized phase stabilized, few-cycle, IR laser pulse is divided into a central and annular part 
using a mirror with a hole in the center. The two fractions have slightly different pulse du­
rations; the central part which is used to generate the attosecond pulses has a 5 fs duration, 
while the outer part used as a probe has duration of 7 fs. The polarization gating technique 
is used on the central part to obtain a temporal window of linear polarization with duration 
of less than half an optical cycle. This laser beam is focused into a xenon gas cell to generate 
XUV radiation via high-order harmonic generation212. The low-order harmonics and the 
collinear IR radiation are removed using a 100 nm thick aluminum filter. This metallic filter 
also provides partial dispersion compensation of the intrinsic positive chirp of the emitted 
pulse, compressing it to duration of 350 attoseconds135. The attosecond pulses are focused, 
using a grazing incidence toroidal mirror, into the active region of a VMIS321 where the 2D 
projection of the photoelectron momentum distribution is recorded. The annular part of the 
initial IR beam is focused by a spherical mirror to an intensity close to 1x1013 W/cm2 and 
collinearly recombined with the attosecond pulse using a second mirror with a hole in the 
centre. A piezoelectric stage inserted in the annular beam path allowed us to change the 
relative delay between the two pulses. The XUV and IR beams are crossed with an effusive 
He gas jet (with an approximate gas density of 3x 10_15 cm-3) emerging from a capillary in­
corporated into the repeller electrode of the VMIS412. Using a set of electrostatic lenses, the 
electrons emitted in the two-color photo ionization process are accelerated onto multichan­
nel plates coupled to a phosphor screen detector. Two dimensional images are acquired with 
a cooled CCD camera and used for the retrieval of the 3D initial velocity distribution316.
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Translation stage
Figure 9.1. Schematic of the Milano experimental setup. On entering the vacuum chamber the IR 
pulse is divided in two by a mirror with a hole in the center. The central beam is polarisation gated 
by passage through two quarter-wave plates and subsequently generates single XUV attosecond pulses 
in a gas cell through high-order harmonic generation (HHG). A 100 nm thick aluminium filter removes 
lower order harmonics and residual IR while also serving to compress the pulse to 350 as135. The XUV  
beam is focused by a grazing incidence toroidal mirror in the interaction region of a VMIS412 set to 
measure electrons where it is recombined with the annular beam by a spherical focusing mirror. The 
delay of the annular beam is controlled on an attosecond timescale by a piezo-stage. A  glass plate is 
inserted in the annular beam to compensate for the phase of the quarter-wave plate in the other arm 
of the interferometer. The 2D photoelectron distributions are recorded by a cooled CCD camera which 
integrates the light produced by a micro-channel plate and phosphor screen assembly.
9.3 Principles of measurement and analysis
When an attosecond pulse is applied to an atom or a molecule at t =  0 it excites a broad 
coherent superposition of bound states spread over several electron volts. This coherent 
superposition (and hence the electron dynamics that takes place) is completely characterized 
by a specification of the states that are part of the superposition,
Y ( t >  0) =  £  A ie ~ i{Eit/h+*)Yi.
i
Here we present a method to determine the energies, Ei, amplitudes, A i and initial phases 
p i, of the bound states Y* that make up the electron wavepacket, and to follow the associated 
electron dynamics with attosecond time resolution.
The key idea is that coincident with the creation of the bound wavepacket, a continuum 
wavepacket that is coherent with it is also created. As we discuss below, there are several 
scenarios for doing this. In the current experiment, the method is realised by creating one 
very broad wavepacket that spans over the ionization threshold of helium using one photon 
excitation with an attosecond pulse. The portion of the initial wavepacket that is above the 
ionization threshold quickly disperses and moves away from the atom as a free wavepacket, 
leaving behind a bound wavepacket. After a variable delay, the bound wavepacket is ionized 
by a short IR pulse that is locked in phase with the original attosecond pulse (see Fig.9.2 
). The free wavepacket is unable to absorb energy or momentum from the IR field since it 
has already moved away from the atomic potential and consequently serves as a reference. 
Interference fringes are observed when measuring the photoelectron spectrum as a function
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Figure 9.2. a, A t time to, a broadband, isolated attosecond pulse centered on the ionization threshold 
of Helium is used to coherently excite an electron wavepacket consisting of a superposition of bound 
and continuum p-states. After a delay, t — to, the bound part of the wave packet is ionized by afew-cycle 
IR pulse, which is locked in phase to the attosecond pulse. b shows experimental photoelectron spectra in 
He as a function of delay. The electron distribution is recorded using a velocity map imaging spectrometer 
and the spectra shown in b are obtained by selecting a small collection angle along the polarization 
direction. A zoom of the low energy region of the scan is shown in c. The photoelectron spectra exhibit 
interference fringes owing to different pathways leading into the continuum allowing us to extract both 
phase and amplitude information about the excited states.
of delay. They result from the fact that we do not know, when observing an electron, 
whether it entered the continuum via the original attosecond pulse ("direct path") or after 
absorbing an additional IR photon ("indirect path"). As we will show, the interference 
fringes allow us to access the energies, amplitudes and phases of the states in the bound 
electron wavepacket. As in Ramsey spectroscopy, the spectral precision is set by the delay 
between the pump and probe pulses615-617 and by the experimental energy resolution of 
the photoelectron spectrometer employed. In addition there is also a temporal resolution 
that is set by the duration of the excitation pulse as in traditional pump-probe spectroscopy.
Determining the amplitudes and phases of a wave-like object by interference with a 
reference wave is a well-known approach. It is the essence of holography, and has been used 
to great advantage in the characterization of optical fields64. The idea has also been applied 
to vibrational and electronic wavepackets618,619, but in those cases two bound wavepackets 
were used, one the object to be measured and the other a known reference wavepacket that 
spectrally overlapped the unknown one. Our method is a cleaner implementation of the 
holography concept: we use a free reference wavepacket which does not interfere with the 
unknown wavepacket during the evolution of the electron dynamics of interest, but only in
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the course of the detection step, when the bound wavepacket is ionized by a coherent probe 
pulse and the resulting angle- and energy-resolved photoelectron spectrum is measured. 
The price to pay is that the continuum must be structure-less and well known, which is 
obviously the case in the experiment presented below. In other cases, this requirement 
could be met by using two attosecond pulses, one exciting the bound wavepacket and one 
exciting a reference continuum wavepacket in a structure-less continuum region.
9.4 Results and Analysis
The 3D momentum distributions are reconstructed from the raw data using an inversion 
routine316 and a scan of the photoelectrons emitted in a small angle around the polarization 
axis of the vertically polarized fields in both directions (up and down) is shown in Fig.9.2(b). 
When the two pulses overlap temporally (left side of the scan), we get a streaking, that 
is typical for photoionization by an isolated attosecond pulse in the presence of a laser 
field135,403. In the more interesting region where the attosecond pulse precedes the IR 
probe, interference fringes are observed. This interference pattern is due to the multiple 
pathways leading to the same final continuum energy. During the delay, a continuum state 
with energy E and a bound, stationary state with energy Ej accumulate a phase difference 
(E — Ei ) t / f i  . The interference fringes, defined as the curves of constant phase difference, are 
therefore hyperboles, which become more closely spaced as the delay increases. In Fig.9.2, 
owing to the resolution and short delays, these curves appear as tilted lines that become 
more horizontal with increasing delay. (See Figs.9.3 and 4 for clearer hyperbolic variations).
To appreciate the role played by the reference wavepacket, let us consider the ionization 
of the initial, bound wavepacket created by the attosecond pulse in the absence of the 
reference wavepacket. In the delay between its creation by the attosecond pulse and its 
ionization by the IR probe pulse the bound wavepacket accumulates phase differences 
equal to (Ej — E j ) t / h  where Ej and Ej stand for all of the possible combinations of states 
in the superposition. This gives rise to periodic structures known as quantum beats in the 
ionization probability as a function of delay, but no energy dependent interference fringes 
620,621. These quantum beats are present in the experiment but the presence of a reference 
wavepacket in the continuum allows us to go beyond quantum beat spectroscopy.
In Fig.9.3, we present quantum calculations based on the single active electron approx­
imation622 under conditions that are close to those of the experiment ( I i r =1 x 1013 W/  cm2, 
t i r  = 6 fs, cos2 shape, rxuv = 180 as, shorter than the 350 as in the experiment but chosen 
to match the experimental bandwidth, A i r  = 800 nm, Axuv = 44.4 nm). The photoelectron 
spectrum emitted close to the polarization axis of the IR field in the upward direction is 
presented in Fig.9.3(a).
Interference fringes appear as soon as the excitation of the bound states is separated in 
time from their ionization by the probe field, meaning that we have two clearly delineated 
routes into the continuum, which we have denoted as the "direct" and "indirect" pathways 
above. The hyperbolic shape of the fringes is visible in the calculation and the fringe 
spacing decreases as the delay increases. The fringes have a rippled appearance because 
the attosecond pulse simultaneously excites several bound states, which leads to several 
sets of overlapping hyperbolic fringes. The superposition of these fringes creates Moire 
patterns, when the constructive interference patterns from these sets of fringes overlap.
A strong quantum beat signal arising from the interference between states in the bound 
wavepacket is also visible in Fig.9.3(a). The beat signal has a main periodicity of about
2 fs, corresponding to the beating between the 2p and the 3p states. This beating is also
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Figure 9.3. a, Calculated photoelectron spectrum in He as a function of delay between the attosecond 
pump pulse and a two-cycle infrared probe pulse. The spectrum shows electrons emitted in the direction of 
the infrared and XUV polarization axis. Interference fringes are clearly seen at all delays where the attosec­
ond pulse comes before the IR probe (t >  to). b, Fourier transform of the photoelectron spectrum allowing 
the identification of the states that form the bound wavepacket. The heat signals from the 2p, 3p and 4p 
states can be seen as vertical lines around 2 eV, while the interference between direct and indirect pathways 
give rise to contributions at an angle of 45 degrees. A lineout of the spectrogram at 4 eV is presented in c 
together with its Fourier transform (d). The red dashed line in c shows the integrated electron spectrum.
clearly observed in the red dashed curve in Fig.9.3(c), which is obtained by integrating 
over all photoelectrons emitted along the polarization axis in the upward direction. The 
periodicity of the beat signal carries information on the relative energy separation of the 
states involved, while the absolute timing of the beating depends on the relative phase 
of the pairs of states contributing to the signal.
The different components of the excited wavepacket can be extracted by Fourier analysis 
of the time-dependent photoelectron signal S(E,t). The signal corresponding to one par­
ticular observation energy Er (here at 4 eV, indicated by the horizontal white dashed line in 
Fig.9.3(a)) is shown as a line-out in Fig.9.3(c). The Fourier transform of this time-dependent 
signal S(Er,t), denoted S(Er,E ), shown in Fig.9.3(d), contains six prominent peaks which 
we will discuss below. Compiling the Fourier transform at all the possible observation 
energies yields a two dimensional function of the observation energy, E, and the Fourier 
frequency (represented as an energy E'). This function, S(E,E), is presented as a color plot 
in Fig.9.3(b). It encompasses both the quantum beat and the multiple interference signals 
generated by our technique.
The different contributions to S(E,E) can best be understood by examining the evolution 
of the six prominent peaks in Fig.9.3(d) as we change the observation energy. The three low­
est peaks (at approximately 1, 2 and 3 eV) are from the quantum beat between 3p-4p, 2p-3p, 
and 2p-4p pairs of states respectively. They are distinguished by the fact that their Fourier 
frequency, E', does not change as a function of observation energy, E. As a result, they ap­
pear as vertical lines in Fig.9.3(b). The other peaks at 4.9, 5.6 and 7.4 eV in Fig.9.3(d) are due
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Figure 9.4. a, Experimental interferogram obtained by recording the photoelectrons along the polariza­
tion axis and its Fourier transform (b). With mainly 4p and 5p excited, the beating between the outgoing 
electron waves has a period of approximately 13 fs (three beat periods can be seen in a). From the Fourier 
analysis (b) we can resolve the two states and the beating between them, but also see a small hint of the 3p 
state, which was only weakly excited in this particular experimental scan. The different processes can be sep­
arated by a partial wave analysis where the direct -  indirect interference appears primarily in the odd expan­
sion coefficients, c and d, and the quantum beat signal appears exclusively in the even coefficients, e and f
to the interference between the direct and indirect pathways into the continuum. The indirect 
pathways involve the 4p, 3p and 2p states as intermediaries, in order of increasing energy. 
These peaks are distinguished by the fact that their Fourier frequency, E , increases with 
increasing observation energy, E. This is because the accumulated phase difference between 
the direct and indirect ionization pathways is proportional to the difference between the 
bound state energy, Ej, and the continuum energy, E, where the observation is made. This 
linear relationship results in a line tilted at 45 degrees in Fig.9.3(b). The energies of the bound 
intermediate states (4p, 3p, 2p) in the wavepacket can be read directly from the intersections 
of the 45 degree lines with the horizontal zero energy line. In addition, the relative strengths 
of the 45 degree lines relate the contributions from each bound state to the ionization signal.
In Fig.9.4(a), we present an experimental photoelectron spectrum, obtained with a 
maximum delay of 45 fs and with an attosecond pulse spectrum exciting the helium atom
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from the 3 p state upwards. The low energy part of the photoelectron spectrum between 
0 and 2 eV shows well-resolved interference fringes, and a beating with a 13 fs periodicity 
can also be observed. In Fig.9.4(b) a Fourier analysis of the experimental data similar to 
that presented above shows the characteristic 45-degrees lines for multi-path interferences 
through the 3p, 4p and 5p states. A weak indication of the 4p-5p quantum beat can also 
be seen as a vertical line near 0.5 eV.
One notable feature of the energy and angle-resolved experimental measurement is that it 
allows us to separate out the two contributions to the ionization signal, due to quantum beat­
ing, and due to multi-path interference. We can do this by considering that the full angular- 
resolved photo-electron distribution can be expanded as a sum of Legendre polynomials
2 L max
f ( e , e, t ) =  £  f t ( e , t ) p k[cos(e)]),
k=0
where Pk is the Legendre polynomial of kth order, fik an expansion coefficient, and Lmax the 
maximum angular momentum component of the ionized wave function, which corresponds 
to the maximum absorbed angular momentum. After extraction of the individual expansion 
coefficients, j6k(E, t ) ,  we apply the same Fourier analysis that was already applied to the 
photoelectron spectrum measured along the laser polarization axis. An example of this 
analysis is shown in Fig.9.4(c-f) where the extracted expansion coefficients and are presented 
as a function of time together with their Fourier transforms. Simple parity arguments 
dictate that interference between ionization processes that end in states of definite parity 
(either even or odd with respect to reflection along the polarization direction) will appear in 
the even k expansion coefficients, while interference between ionization processes that end 
in mixed parity states (both even and odd) will appear in the odd k expansion coefficients. 
This separates the quantum beat signals from the direct-indirect interference signals.
In our experiments, with moderately weak probe fields and low photo-electron energies, 
the direct-indirect interference process involves electrons that have absorbed different 
numbers of photons (one for the direct process, two for the indirect process, since the bound 
states involved can be ionized by absorption of one IR photon) resulting in a mixed parity 
state. Indeed, we see that the characteristic hyperbolic interference fringes that denote this 
process appear clearly in ^1 (E, t) and are virtually absent in j62(E, t ).  This is confirmed 
by the Fourier analysis Fig.9.4(d)). In contrast, the process that produces quantum beats 
(interference between states in the bound wavepacket) results in states of definite parity. 
Accordingly, the quantum beat signal dominates (Figs.9.4(e)and (f)). Thus for a weak probe 
pulse, which can only induce single photon ionization from the excited states, the quantum 
beat signal and the bound-continuum interference should be strictly separated into even 
and odd k channels respectively. The strength of our probe pulse, however, allows for the 
absorption of additional photons and a weak signal is also seen from the direct-indirect 
interference in Figs.9.4(e) and (f). We emphasize that these multi-photon effects are not 
a hindrance to the state-specific analysis that we have been discussing.
9.5 Perspective
Ideally a method for fully characterizing an attosecond electron wavepacket should be 
able to (i) be applied to wavepackets that are created either directly or indirectly by an 
attosecond pulse623; (ii) supply the energies, amplitudes and initial phases of the states 
that comprise the wave packet; and (iii) follow the bound state dynamics which may
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Figure 9.5. a, Calculated spectrogram for the shake-up/shake-off process in helium ionized by a two 
cycle -pulse [the presented data is the first odd expansion coefficient, fi1( E, t)]. The excited states can 
be clearly seen in the Fourier transform (b). c, Filtered spectrogram where only the contribution to 
fii(E, t) from the 3s state has been included, clearly showing the hyperbolic fringes. d, Time-dependent 
population of the states calculated by extracting the amplitude from the spectrogram in panel c, showing 
clearly the artificial lifetime of 5f s  that was imposed on the 3s state, e, Extracted phases at to for the 
three states, presented for 3 different spectrograms where different phase shifts have been imposed on 
the 3s state. In the background, the Fourier spectrum at E — 0 from panel b is plotted in gray.
include decay and/or de-phasing of the states. The experiment and the analysis we have 
presented thus far demonstrate that we can probe an attosecond electron wavepacket using 
a coherent reference wavepacket that is in the continuum. The wavepackets that we have 
been discussing are created directly by our attosecond pulse, and the state amplitudes 
and phases are constant on a femtosecond time scale. With this proof of principle in hand, 
we now turn to a series of model calculations which demonstrate that our attosecond 
pump-probe interferometry can satisfy all three requirements that we have laid out.
The paradigmatic example of a wavepacket that is indirectly created by an attosecond 
pulse is one formed from valence electrons when an inner shell electron is rapidly removed 
from an atom or molecule. These "shake-up" wavepackets often span the ionization thresh­
old and their continuum component is then called the "shake-off" wave packet. In general 
the components of the shake-up wavepacket are not directly determined by the attosecond 
pulse, and the states that make up the wavepacket may decay by, e.g., an Auger process.
To demonstrate the generality of our method we numerically simulated a shakeup/ 
shake-off process in helium, using a sudden approximation in which one of the helium 
electrons is removed while the remaining electron is left in the potential of the helium ion. 
This leads to excitation of all the s-states in the helium ion and also to significant ionization 
populating the continuum s-states. To illustrate how our method can be used to follow the 
time dependence of the state amplitudes, in which case A¡ becomes A¡ (t)  and to retrieve 
the initial phases pi we impose either an artificial lifetime of 5 fs or a phase shift on the 
3s state and attempt to retrieve them from the interferogram. Our probe pulse is of 2 cycle 
duration and has a 200 nm wavelength.
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In Fig.9.5(a) we show the expansion coefficient ^ i (E, t) which contains information about 
the direct-indirect pathway interference. In the Fourier transform, S^i(E,E), (Fig.9.5(b)) 
the contributions to the signal from excited states from 3s to 5s are clearly resolved (the 
2s state cannot be ionized through one photon ionization with the probe field used). A i (t ) 
and pi and are retrieved by filtering the contribution from state i with a window function 
in S^i(E,E) and then by inverse Fourier transforming back to the time domain. As an 
example, Fig.9.5(c) shows the filtered expansion coefficient ^i (E, t) after selecting only 
the contribution from the 3s state. Here the Moire pattern disappears and the hyperbolic 
fringes appear more clearly. The amplitude of the oscillations is directly proportional to 
the amplitude of the state, Ai ( t )  . In Fig.9.5(d), the extracted Ai ( t )  is plotted for the states 
3s (red lines), 4s (blue lines) and 5s (black lines), both for the case where the lifetime of 
the 3s state is infinite (dashed lines) and where it is artificially set to 5 fs (solid lines). 
The retrieval of the amplitudes is straight-forward, and the extracted lifetime matches the 
applied lifetime. To extract the initial phases pi ,  however requires further analysis, which 
is briefly described in appendix D. The extracted initial phases, are plotted in Fig.9.5(e) 
for the 3s, 4s and 5s states, with phase shifts between 0 and n imparted on the 3s state. 
The retrieved phases are found to be in very good agreement with the imparted phases.
9.6 Conclusion & Outlook
In conclusion, the method demonstrated in this chapter can be used to probe the temporal 
evolution of bound electron wavepackets with high spectral and temporal resolution 
simultaneously. Our interferometric method does not rely on the use of intense and 
perturbing probing fields, which is important when attosecond techniques are applied to 
photo-induced processes that have a relevance to our natural environment. More complex 
situations than that examined in the present work could be tackled by more complete 
detectors, multiple pulse excitations and/or advanced numerical procedures.
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Figure A.1. Flow diagram for NSGA-IIMOEA of Deb399. The generation of children is accomplished 
by binary tournament selection of individuals, followed by recombination(crossover) and mutation.
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A  S i m p l e  h i g h - e n e r g y  VM IS
This appendix briefly gives the details of one of the additional VMI designs produced 
during the period covered by this thesis. The design, presented in Fig.B.l, is adapted to 
the imaging of charged particles with initial kinetic energies of up to 400 eV. This was 
achieved by the simple expedient of bringing the detector closer to source of trajectories; 
a distance of 10 cm in this design. A key aspect of the design was to mitigate the effect 
of chromatic aberration, which was accomplished by reducing the spacing between the 
repeller and extractor electrodes; the effect of which is shown in Fig.B.2.
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Figure B.l. Plot of the trajectories of high-energy particles, with energies of50,150, 250 and 350 eV, in a 
VMIS design configured for imaging of high-energy electrons with a maximum energy of400 eV. The trajec­
tories originate at Z = 40 mm, and they impact on the detector; located at Z = 140 mm. The coloured lines 
indicate equi-potentials of the electric field created electrode potentials, where the repeller voltage is 10 kV.
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Figure B.2. Simulated velocity-mapping of the design ofFig.B.l for different distances between the 
repeller and extractor electrodes (Dr/e). The calculations are performed using a Monte-Carlo spatial 
distribution and a 2D velocity distribution in the plane parallel to the PSD (see chapter 4); 5xl03 
trajectories are calculated for each energy. The repeller voltage was set at 10 kV, while the extractor 
voltage for velocity-mapping varies as the geometry is changed. Thus, the extractor settings were 8.98 
kV, 9.11 kV, 9.31 kV and 9.78 kV for the distances, Dr/e = 17 mm to Dr/e = 10 mm respectively.
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C o u p l i n g  t e r m s
Calculation of the coupling terms in equations (5.12) and (5.20). They are evaluated using 
table 2.5 of Zare431.
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P h a s e  r e t r i e v a l  m e t h o d
To retrieve the initial phase, fa, the contribution from state i to the expansion coefficient is 
filtered out using a window function in S^1(E,E) and then by inverse Fourier transforming 
back to the time domain. The phase of the oscillation measured at a given continuum energy 
E is the difference between the phase corresponding to the direct pathway: E/h (t — to) +  faE 
and the phase corresponding the the indirect pathway: fa +  E/h(t — to) +  faE where faE 
and faE represent the phases imprinted on the electron in the direct and indirect ionization 
steps respectively. In these equations to is the time of excitation. In the main text we have 
assumed to — 0, but to extract the phases we must determine this time with high precision. 
Assuming the phase of the detected oscillation is given by:
^dei(E, t) — fa +  (E ( - E ) ( t - t 0  )/h.
To correctly retrieve the phase, fa, we need to know precisely the energy of the state, E{, and 
the exact time of creation of the reference wave packet, t0. This information can be obtained 
by utilizing the fact that we measure &det as a function of both delay and energy. E{ can 
be extracted from the Fourier transform (Fig.9.5b), while t0 is obtained by differentiating 
<&det(E , t) with respect to E, yielding t — t0, from which t0 can be determined. For the data 
shown in Fig.9.5, such an analysis yields energies Ej = 6.05, 3.41 and 2.18 eV for the 3s, 
4s and 5s states, respectively, in excellent agreement with the energies of the states found 
in the potential used in the code. The ionization time for the reference wave packet, t0, 
is determined to -0.66 fs, or one period of the probe field, which corresponds to the time 
when the sudden shake-up process takes place in the calculation. We note that the retrieval 
method also works if the phase is time-dependent.
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S u m m a r y
This thesis describes experimental and numerical studies in modern atomic, molecular and 
optical (AMO) physics; covering diverse topics ranging from the design of new scientific 
instruments, to the control of molecular motion with ultrashort laser pulses. Thus, it is 
divided into four parts; part I (chapters 1 & 2) is an introduction to the research in atomic 
and molecular physics which forms the background to the work done here. Part II (chapters
3 & 4) concerns the design of new types of imaging spectrometers. Part III (chapters 5, 6 & 
7) describes the ability to control the rotational motion of molecules using ultrashort pulses. 
The final part IV (chapters 8 & 9), relates the details of experiments using a new laboratory 
light source which is generated by an extremely nonlinear light-matter interaction.
Chapter 1 starts with a description of the generation of femtosecond pulses, which 
nowadays can routinely consist of only a few cycles of the electromagnetic field at a wave­
length of 800nm. These pulses have opened a new field of study in nonlinear light-matter 
interaction; leading to new sources of even shorter extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) pulses, and 
means to study atoms and molecules with unprecedented temporal and spatial resolution.
Chapter 2 describes the principles behind some of the experimental techniques used in 
this work. This includes the principles behind kinematic imaging techniques and the most 
common velocity-map imaging variant. These are important techniques because they allow 
the collection of information that is resolved in both energy and angle. This information 
allows us to reconstruct the original vectorial properties of charged fragments resulting 
from light-matter interactions. This is followed by a description of the femtosecond pulse 
shaping apparatus which allows us to control the basic quantum properties of matter by 
manipulating it on a femtosecond timescale (1fs = 10_15s). Lastly, we describe the principles 
behind evolutionary algorithms (EAs); these are a computational tools which greatly aid 
in solving complex problems which are a function of many parameters.
Chapter 3 describes the design and testing of a new type of velocity-map imaging 
spectrometer (VMIS). The newly developed design allows for the sample to be directly 
injected into the region which is imaged by the spectrometer. This greatly increases the 
sample density which can be achieved, and hence enables measurements using sources of 
light which would be too otherwise to weak to use with the conventional molecular beam 
technology. The spectrometer was tested for adequate imaging resolution by using the the 
photoelectron spectrum resulting from multi-photon ionisation of Xenon.
Chapter 4 concerns a design study of a VMIS for achieving both good energy resolution 
and a large electric field in the interaction region of the spectrometer. This is achieved with 
a multi-objective EA (MOEA) which finds the optimal compromise between the these two 
criteria. The resulting design demonstrates an energy-resolution which is improved by 
a factor of three compared to a more conventional VMIS design. This MOEA obtained this 
improvement by incorporating additional lensing electrodes into the design and tailoring 
the geometry to improve the focusing of particles with very little initial kinetic energy. 
The results demonstrate the advantages to using a MOEA over single-objective EA for the 
design of a scientific instrument.
Chapter 5 serves as a theoretical introduction to the quantum theory of the rotational 
motion of diatomic molecules. The details of the electronic spectrum of the experimentally 
studied diatomic Nitric Oxide (NO) molecule is given; together with a description of 
how static and laser electric fields affect the rotational motion. The chapter concentrates
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on subject of molecular axis control; presenting a numerical example of EA governed 
closed-loop control for increasing the maximum possible localisation of the axes.
Chapter 6 describes experiments which demonstrate control over the orientation of 
NO with a combination of laser and static electric fields. This orientation is created after 
the passage of the laser pulse; making it an ideal technique for extending basic studies 
of molecular properties to polar molecules. Using femtosecond pulse shaping, additional 
improvements in localisation of the molecular axes were demonstrated. As such, this 
experiment shows the way to attaining almost complete control of molecular alignment 
and orientation. Such an ability is a vital step in helping us to continue probing and 
understanding the nature of dynamic processes in molecules.
Chapter 7 discusses the possibility of controlling the quantum properties of the NO 
molecule. Namely, the NO rotational quantum ladder. An experimental closed-loop 
optimisation (using the population in a single state as a feedback signal) is demonstrated to 
be capable of targeted control over the transfer of population between the rotational states 
of the molecule. The control in the experiment is significant, with a demonstrated transfer 
of 57% of population into a target state. Because this control has been exhibited in an 
unbounded ladder of states, it represents an important intermediate case between simple 
systems where only two or three states are coupled and the more complex energy level 
structures possessed by biomolecules. The numerical simulations indicate that almost 100% 
control is possible, if the various constraints present in the experiment are overcome; a find­
ing which is in line with theoretical implications on the controlability of quantum systems.
Chapter 8 describes an experiment to measure the dynamic alignment of the linear 
molecules, Nitrogen and Carbon Dioxide, using ultrashort pulses of extreme ultraviolet 
(XUV) light. These are produced by the highly nonlinear process of high-harmonic gener­
ation (HHG). The experiment demonstrates that laboratory HHG is a viable source of XUV 
photons for the purpose of probing ultrafast molecular dynamics. As such, this represents 
a technique which is inherently cleaner than the more commonly used intense, infrared 
(IR) pulses.
Chapter 9 combines the spectrometer developed in chapter 3 with a state-of-the-art 
source of isolated attosecond pulses (1 as = 10_18s), to perform a novel form of interfer- 
ometric measurement with the potential to characterise bound electronic wavepackets. 
The experiment uses the inherently broad bandwidth available in an attosecond pulse, to 
create an electronic wavepacket which extends over the bound and continuum states of the 
Helium atom. An overlapping few-cycle IR pulse is then used to ionise the bound electronic 
portion to the continuum, where it interferes with the previously liberated portion. The 
resulting interferogram, obtained as function of time-delay between the XUV and IR pulses, 
serves to completely characterise the properties of the bound wavepacket in the Helium 
atom. Thus, the experiment represents the burgeoning ability to probe the fundamental 
electronic properties of matter with attosecond XUV pulses.
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Dit proefschrift beschrijft experimenteel en numeriek ondezoek in moleculaire en optische 
fysica. Het onderzoek betreft het ontwerpen van nieuwe wetenschappelijke instrumenten 
maar laat vooral zien dat het mogelijk is om moleculaire bewegingen te controleren met 
laserpulsen op de tijdschaal van atomaire bewegingen.
Het proefschrift bevat vier onderdelen: deel I (hoofdstuk 1 & 2) leidt het onderzoek 
in de atomaire en moleculaire fysica. Deel II (hoofdstuk 3 & 4) het ontwerp van een 
nieuwe spectrometer, die snelheidsverdelingen en hoekverdelingen kan afbeelden. Deel
III (hoofdstuk 5, 6 & 7) laat zien dat een directe controle van de rotationele beweging van 
molecules met behulp van intense ultrakorte laserpulsen mogelijk is. Het laatste deel, deel
IV (hoofdstukken 8 & 9) beschrijft experimenten uitgevoerd met combinaties van intense 
infrarood pulsen en hogere harmonische pulsen.
Het inleidende gedeelte behandelt het maken van femtoseconde pulsen, die bestaan 
uit slechts enkele cycli van het elektromagnetische veld bij een golflengte van 800 nm. 
Deze korte en zeer intense pulsen hebben een heel nieuw onderzoeksgebied geopend 
voor extreme niet-lineaire interactie van licht met materie. Een van de producten van dit 
onderzoek is een generatie van nieuwe lichtbronnen met nog kortere pulsduur en met 
energieen in het extreem-ultraviolet (XUV) deel van het spectrum. Hoofstuk 2 beschrijft de 
principes achter de technieken die in dit proefschrift worden toegepast. Een centrale techniek 
beeldt de snelheids- of impulsverdelingen van moleculaire fragmenten af op een camera. 
De hier beschreven methode is een variatie op 'velocity map imaging'. Uit de afbeeldingen 
verkrijgen we informatie van de energieen en hoekvedlingen van fragmenten. Deze 
informatie stelt ons in staat om de originele vectoriele eigenschappen van fotofragmenten 
te construeren. In dit hoofdstuk beschrijven we ook de lasers, die femtoseconde pulsen 
maken en die ons in staat stellen om fundamentele kwantum eigenschappen van materie 
te controleren. Ten slotte beschrijven we de principes achter een speciale computationele 
gereedschap voor de optimalisatie van complexe problemen: evolutionaire algoritmen (EAs).
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft het ontwerpen en het testen van een nieuw type van de 'velocity- 
map imaging spectrometer' (VMIS). Het nieuw ontwikkelde ontwerp maakt het mogelijk 
om gasrechtstreeks te injecteren in de regio die wordt afgebeeld door de spectrometer. Dit 
verhoogt aanzienlijk de maximaal bereikbare dichtheid, en maakt dus metingen mogelijk 
die vanwege te weinig signaal anders onmogelijk zijn. De spectrometer is getest door een 
fotoelectron spectrum van Xenon onderworpen aan multi-foton ionisatie.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een VMIS die een goed energie oplossend vermogen bij lage 
energie combineert met een hoog elektrisch veld in het interactie gebied. Het ontwerp 
proces bevat een multi-objective EA (MOEA), die het optimale compromis tussen deze 
twee criteria vindt. Het resulterende ontwerp verbetert het energie oplossend vermogen 
met een factor drie in vergelijking met een standaard VMIS ontwerp. Het ontwerp bevat 
extra elektrodelenzen en de geometrie is zodanig aangepast dat deeltjes met een zeer lage 
initiele kinetische energie ook goed afgebeeld worden. Dit resultaat toont de kracht van 
een MOEA over een EA met maar een optimalisatie doel.
Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de quantumtheorie voor rotatie van twee atomige moleculen, 
inclusief de rol van de spin van elektronen. Het stikstofmonoxide (NO) molecuul wordt 
in detail beschreven inclusief het effect van elektrostatische velden en het laserveld op de 
translatie- en rotatiebeweging van het NO. Hoofdstuk 5 laat zien dat een stevige controle
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over de oriëntatie van de moleculaire as mogelijk is. We beschrijven numeriek een doeltref­
fend voorbeeld van een EA geregelde 'closed-loop' controle systeem om maximale controle 
over de lokalisatie van de assen te verkijgen.
In hoofdstuk 6 laten we zien dat controle over de oriëntatie van NO moleculen door een 
combinatie van laser- en statisch elektrische velden mogelijk is. De uiteindelijke orientatie 
ontstaat ook na afloop van de laser puls; een ideale situatie voor fundamentele studies 
van moleculaire eigenschappen in polaire moleculen. Via controle van de pulsvorm van 
femtoseconde pulsen is de lokalisatie van de moleculaire assen verder geoptimaliseerd; 
een bijna volledige controle ligt binnen bereik.
Hoofdstuk 7 bespreekt de mogelijkheid om een ander fundamentele quantumeigenschap 
van het NO molecuul te controleren, namelijk het bevolken van een trede van de rota- 
tionele quantumladder in NO. Ook dit ogenschijnlijk simpele systeem is een experimentele 
'closed-loop'-optimalisatie (met behulp van hetmeten van de bevolking in een enkele 
quantum-rotatietoestand als een feedback-signaal) nodig om de overdracht van bevolking 
tussen de rotationele toestanden van het molecuul te controleren. Het blijkt mogelijk om 
57% van alle moleculen naar een van te voren bepaalde toestand te pompen. Omdat deze 
controle plaatsvindt in een onbegrensde ladder van rotatietoestanden, is dit experiment 
een belangrijk tussenstap tussen gesloten systemen met enkele quantumtoestanden en zeer 
complexe structuren systemen zoals biomoleculen. De numerieke simulaties suggereren dat 
100% controle mogelijk is als de experimentele beperkingen, als puls energie of ionisatie, 
overwonnen kunnen worden; dit resultaat is eerder voorspeld in fundamentele artikelen 
over controleerbaarheid van quantum systemen.
Hoofdstuk 8 laat zien, dat onder invloed van de intense IR pulsen, lineaire moleculen als 
stikstof en koolstofdioxide uitgericht kunnen worden. Deze beïnvloeding wordt gemeten 
met ultrakorte lichtpulsen met golflengtes in het extreem-ultraviolet gebied. Deze laatste 
pulsen worden gegenereerd door een zeer niet-lineair proces van hogere-harmonische 
generatie (HHG). Dit experiment laat zien dat HHG lichtpulsen een voldoende intense bron 
van XUV fotonen is voor het meten van ultrasnelle moleculaire dynamica. Als zodanig 
is deze techniek "inherent schoner" dan de techniek van multi-foton processen met intense, 
infrarood (IR) pulsen.
Hoofdstuk 9 combineert de gevoelige spectrometer uit hoofdstuk 3 met een 'state-of- 
the-art' bron van geïsoleerde attoseconde pulsen om een nieuwe vorm van een interfer- 
ometrische meting uit te voeren om gebonden elektronische golfpakketten in Helium te 
karakteriseren. Het experiment gebruikt de inherente brede bandbreedte van een attosec­
onde puls om een elektronisch golfpakket te creeren dat zich uitstrekt over de gebonden 
en continuüm toestanden van het helium-atoom. Met een ultrakorte IR puls worden de 
nog neutrale geexciteerde atomen geïoniseerd, waar de elektronen interfereren met eerder 
gevormde continuüm elektronen. Het resulterende interferogram wordt afgebeeld in een 
VMIS. Veranderingen als een functie van de tijdsvertraging van de XUV en IR pulsen, maken 
het mogelijk on het gebonden golfpakket in het helium atoom volledig te karakteriseren. 
Het experiment toont op een indrukwekkende manier de mogelijkheden van attoseconde 
pulsen om fundamentele elektronische eigenschappen van materie bloot te leggen.
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